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Americans are

marijuana because it
makes their sex lives more pleasmoking

surable.
Now, for the rst time, 208
middle-class adult users break a
taboo and describe their experiences factually and in detail. Half
are married. Many are professional
people, housewives and mothers.
Their personal accounts are presented along with evaluations from
35 psychiatrists and other behavioral scientists with whom the author also talked.
This is an informal, but balanced report. It does not advocate

marijuana use. It assesses marijuana not as an aphrodisiac but
as a sexual stimulant and de-inhibitor for many users, and as a
“turn-off” for some others. Its authentic case histories answer the
questions that “straight” people
ask:
How can marijuana prolong or
enhance love play? Coitus? Orgasm? How does it liberate some
“frigid” women? What happens to
marriages when only one partner
is a user? What role does the drug
play in extra-marital relations?
What are the undesirable or extreme effects?
This is frank, strong talk. It exposes facts and feelings that can
no longer be wished away by
silence.
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The Marijuana People

AT rst

glance, Lorraine K.,* a thirty-seven-year-old mother
of two, would seem a most unlikely convert to marijuana.
A lifetime resident of Florida, she is cast in the mold
of Southern womanhood. Her hair is uify, blonde, and
she dresses in muted pastels. Her speaking voice is low-

pitched and melodious.
It is diicult to imagine Lorraine in a role less conventional than chairman of the local garden club. Nevertheless,
as her experience makes clear, marijuana triggered an important change in Lorraine’s life. For most Americans, the
pot phenomenon is not identied with older, middle-class
people. Yet, quietly, more and more such respectable, mature men and women nd that marijuana is altering their
most private selves in a variety of ways. Perhaps most spectacularly, and in the long run most signicantly, it is unlocking the door to an entirely new and more exciting sex life.
This is what happened to Lorraine.
*Names and identifying details
changed to insure their privacy.

of all marijuana

users have been
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“The rst time

I tried marijuana,” she recalled,

“was two
Christmases ago when a friend baked some marijuana
brownies and brought them over to the house.
“I thought Celia was crazy—I always thought pot was
for kids and hippies. My only concern was that my teen-age
son might get addicted to it. At any rate, all four of us—
Celia, her husband and my husband, Dave, and I—agreed
to try it. We each ate one brownie, waited for half an hour
and nothing happened. So we each had two more! We
were such crass, ignorant barbarians—we didn’t know that
it takes longer for the effect to come on if you eat marijuana,
so we wound up having too much. I went on a wild trip and
I really enjoyed myself. I could close my eyes and see all
those beautiful patterns in black, white, and brown. And
when I opened my eyes, I would get terrically giggly. It
was really nice.” r
Lorraine’s husband responded to the drug altogether differently. Lorraine remembered: “I could see that Dave was
displeased. He didn’t want to react to the drug, and he didn’t
want me to react to it. He’s an extremely rigid man. It was
as if I was saying, ‘I want to have a new experience,’ and
he was saying, ‘No! I want it this way. Only the way I know
it.’ That’s when I could no longer ignore the fact that there
was an unbridgeable gulf between us, a totally different
orientation toward life.”
Not long afterward, Lorraine and her husband separated.
Was the gulf between them really unbridgeable or would
Lorraine have left Dave even if they had not gone through
the pot experience? Was she truly happier now? Were her
children better off‘? These questions are unanswerable. But
as clues to the popularity of marijuana, these issues are less
important than one unchallengable fact: Lorraine was con-
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vinced that pot had brought about her sexual liberation and
she was exuberant about it.
“I have a marvelous relationship now with another man,”
she said. “Our sex is wonderful without grass, but we like
to share the experience of using it together. I don’t think
we need it, but it does help to take away sexual tension. We
don’t use marijuana regularly at all—but yet, every time we
smoke it, we make love. Although we often make love

without it.

I remember was once
at the beach.
weekend
on
a
long
when we had just gone
The bright sunlight was pouring into the bedroom, and for
the rst time in my life, I made love without closing the
blinds. I had always made love with my husband in the
dark. But here was this big sunshine and us in the altogether.
It was so good to have this condence. So new. The marijuana allowed me to be right there at that moment, without
thinking about what had happened ten minutes before or
what would happen ten minutes later.”
Although Lorraine credits marijuana with enabling her
to achieve a new sexuality, she did not look upon it as a
regularly needed crutch. For her it served as a de-inhibitor
that initiated a thaw in her emotional and physical life.
“I don’t think marijuana changes sex that much for me
now,” she said, “because it’s so good without it. Of course,
we do get experimental. I never did any of those things
“About the nicest pot experience

with my husband.”
Lorraine stopped at this point to collect her thoughts
about a fundamental characteristic of marijuana’s libidoreleasing mechanism: pot would not have helped her with
her sexual problems if she had not been strongly attracted
to her new partner in the rst place.

4
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“It’s got to be there to begin with,” she continued. “The
grass just makes it easier—easier to relate and relate right
now. My problem was isolation-—not only in bed, but
everywhere. And the marijuana helps to break down this
isolation.
“The thing is, I think I am at least beginning to know
myse1f—to know who I am and what I want. I can be honest
about myself and my life now. I think marijuana works
hand in hand with honesty, even demands honesty. And
for me, this is great.”
Most people, just like Lorraine before she rst tried
marijuana in brownies, think of pot as the exclusive province of “kids and hippies.” Parents are concerned about the
possibility that their own children will become marijuana
smokers. That the’ clean-cut TV-network executive next
door and his nice wife, the child chauffeur and den mother,
may regularly be turning on still shocks most middle class
adults in early 1970.
According to best estimates, anywhere between eight and
twenty million Americans have tried marijuana at least
once. Nobody knows how many are regular users. The great
majority are unquestionably young people, but the number
of middle-class adults like Lorraine, who have been turning
on since the late nineteen-sixties, is clearly growing, and
probably at a rapid rate.
While some adult users are far-out types, I found in my
cross-country research that most of them live more or less
contentedly in the mainstream of American life. Unlike
some rebellious college and high-school students and the
hippies of San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury district, these
people have not dropped out of society. They are tuned in,
often nancially successful, and functioning as local leaders
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of the Establishment. Lorraine put it well: “Maybe pot
hasn’t gotten to the Daughters of the Confederacy, but it
certainly has inltrated the PTA.”

Who are the new marijuana users and why do they
smoke? In an attempt to understand the nature of the
middle-class marijuana revolution I sought out some of
these new marijuana people in various parts of the country,
principally in the large cities on both coasts. In the course
of 208 lengthy and deeply personal interviews, I asked
direct, outspoken questions about themselves and this new
happening that is working its way into the texture of the
“straight” society’s everyday routine.
I found a kaleidoscopic diversity of life styles, family
situations, personalities, and professions among these adult
users. Though several people I talk with—mostly in the
ultra-permissive atmosphere of California—seem to have
pushed the boundaries of traditional family living as far as
they will go, most of these pot users still adhered to the
conventional middle-class framework. Of the users I interviewed, the greatest number—a third—were in their thirties.
The rest were evenly divided between the twenties and
forties, with a handful of teen-agers and over-fties. Half
were married; the other half were single, divorced, or separated. Though few were personally involved in politics or
social activism, all must be considered liberal in their
orientation toward life.
It became clear to me dining the course of our conversations that the pot phenomenon, while as yet only a minority
taste, is closely tied to the winds of change that are swirling
over the American landscape. Marijuana, to many of its
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satised users, is a means to an end, a way to fuller selfexpression—emotionally, sexually, and even professionally;
a way toward freedom from the constraints of the past imposed by the family or the customs dictated by society.
“Nothing happens to you on grass that isn’t you to begin
with,” a twenty-seven-year-old Boston secretary told me.
“Pot is just a way of knowing who you are.”
Pot smoking also, according to the majority of those with
whom I spoke, seems to enable the user to perceive the
present more clearly, to savor the immediacy of the moment.
The marijuana experience is in many ways a hedonistic one,
but it shares certain similarities with the indigenous American striving for self-knowledge and self-improvement.
As I crisscrossed the country and talked to users of radically dierent backgrounds, one note was struck again and
again. Like Lorraine, most of the men and women I interviewed reported a powerful connection between the use of
marijuana and the nature of their sexuality.
“Grass helps you get into sex—-you are totally uninhibited,” a thirty-three-year-old laboratory assistant in Los
Angeles discovered.
Sex, as she described it, became an enveloping, consuming experience, blotting out all extemals. Each detail of the
physical experience seemed to be occurring in slow motion,
with sensation isolated and heightened by the sense of freedom from any sense of pressure, any sense of time. There
seemed, in fact, to be innite time, she recalled, for touching, rubbing, stroking, investigating, embracing—a1l with
an intensity she had never before encountered.
“You do things that otherwise you might feel very uptight
about,” was the way she summed it up. “You can make love
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for an hour and a half before actually screwing, and I don’t
think you’d do that ‘straight.’ ”
This is an informal report, not a scientic study, but I
believe it to be unique in two respects. First, I know of no
other available research that concentrates on the sex-amplifying power of pot (approximately one-half of my average
three-hour interview was spent discussing just this one elfect
of marijuana). Secondly, I could nd no extensive investigation into the link between marijuana and sex among more
or less “ordinary” people: employed (and in many cases
aluent and ostensibly stable) adults.
It is not easy to locate middle-class “straights” who are
involved in an illegal activity. It can be even more diicult
to persuade them to disclose to a stranger how the most
intimate part of their lives, their sexuality, has been affected
by their participation in that illegal activity. And yet, once
I was able to nd a potential subject for an interview, a trusting relationship was usually rather quick to form. Perhaps
this, too, is due to the deinhibiting powers of pot.
Many of those with whom I talked felt that marijuana
had added a new dimension to their relationships, a freeness
that could override the traditional desire for privacy. The
“honesty scene” of which the pot people are so proud-—
an openness with those they trust——was undoubtedly responsible for some of the candid answers I received to questions
that could not have been more personal. And the answers
were predominantly positive on the subject of marijuana’s
eects on sex.
“With pot, sexual intercourse becomes more pleasurable,
more relaxed,” reported a thirty-one-year-old male research
scientist at a large Western university. “It makes you a
better lover. You feel closer to your partner than you would
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otherwise. I can feel myself actually fusing with the other
person—it is diicult to know even anatomically what part
of myself is me and what part is the woman. Sometimes
think of my entire body as a sexual organ, entering, withdrawing, entering, withdrawing—and of the woman’s body
as one large vagina.”
This feeling of extreme closeness to one’s sexual partner
was also described by a thirty-seven-year-old New Jersey
computer programmer: “With pot, you can feel things you
never felt before, like a girl’s orgasm. You can feel her
vagina spasming. Right from the beginning there’s a good
awareness of how far along toward orgasm the other person
is, so you can get to the same point, go at the same speed.
And feeling her orgasm is sensational. It makes you understand a little what it’s like to be a woman—you can empathize, rather than fantasize.”
The sensation of sexual fusion and sexual empathy with
the partner was mentioned repeatedly by other users. Still
others reported that their sexual response under marijuana
was so intense that it became almost painful.
“There were two occasions when I was stoned when I
actually stayed in an orgastic state all night,” a twenty-sevenyear-old blonde woman who teaches at a West Coast ne
arts academy told me. “It’s almost impossible to describe the
feeling. It’s that you have an orgasm and you’re ready to
have another—and you do. Everything pulsates and moves
and ows. It’s almost too much to tolerate. It’s sort of a very

I

anxious experience.”
also encountered users for whom marijuana produced
no sexual effect and some for whom it operated as a sexual
turn-of. Finally there were a few whose anxiety about using

I
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the drug kept them from experimenting with it in a sexual
context.
This was the case with a well-preserved New York City
career woman in her early forties. “I’ve only smoked pot
occasionally, and I’ve always had a marvelous, funny, funny
time,” she commented. “But I wouldn’t want to smoke in
order to make my sex life better. I’d be afraid to-—afraid of
injuring what I think has always been my healthy, normal
attitude toward sex.”
Whatever scientic research does exist on marijuana and
sex supports what I learned in my interviews. In a study of
twenty-one men and eleven women who had used pot more
than ten times and were asked why they continued to do so,
73% ‘said they smoked to “increase sexual satisfaction.”

The mean age of this group was thirty-nine and almost half
were college graduates. The study, The Marijuana Problem:
An Overview, was published in The American Journal of
Psychiatry in 1968. It was co-authored by Dr. William H.
McGlothlin, a research psychologist at the University of
California in Los Angeles, and Dr. Louis Jolyon West, now
chairman of the department of psychiatry at the same
institution.
Dr. West was among the thirty-ve psychiatrists, psychologists, physicians, sociologists, and pharmacological researchers with whom I talked. He had had contact with
hundreds of marijuana smokers over the years. He expressed
concern over some effects of the drug on some of its users.
But he conceded that the continuing controversy over the
question of whether pot is, technically, an “aphrodisiac,”
was irrelevant to most users.
“In real life and among real people,” he said, “the fact is,
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the word is, the belief is, the expectation is, and the result
is, that marijuana enhances sexual activity.”
also received considerable assistance from Dr. Erich
Goode, assistant professor of sociology at the State Univer-

I

sity of New York in Stony Brook, Long Island, whose survey
of 200 pot users was supported by the National Institute of
Mental Health. Dr. Goode’s work is probably the most solid
evidence that sexuality can indeed be shifted into high gear
by marijuana. In 1967 he submitted a twelve-page questionnaire to 200 middle class New York marijuana users. The
questions dealt with every aspect of marijuana experience,
including sexual response. The respondents’ mean age was
twenty-three.
A very substantial majority (68%) of these users reported that marijuana distinctly enhanced their sexuality.
Even more interesting, 50% of the women and 39% of the
men revealed that it actually excited their initial interest,
sharpened their sexual desire—again, only when smoked
with a desirable sexual partner. If smoked with someone
deemed distasteful, they said, marijuana accentuates the
feeling of distaste. Sex actually became repugnant. “It’s not
like alcohol, which often numbs a person to the unpleasant
aspects of his partner,” Dr. Goode commented.
As the pot users spread enthusiastic word about their
improved sex lives, more and more respectable sources of
personal counsel, especially psychiatrists and psychologists,
began to voice more tolerant (if by no means necessarily
approving) views of marijuana.
Dr. David Reuben, a San Diego psychiatrist, for example,
takes a pragmatic approach in his best-seller Everything
You Always Wanted to Know About Sex But Were Afraid
to Ask. “In spite of controversy,” he writes, “two things
I
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about marijuana are clear: rst, it is a sexual stimulant, and
an eective one; second, it is an illegal drug. Setting new
records in the bedroom is not worth doing time in the big
house.”
Most adult pot users care a lot about Dr. Reuben’s rst
point and are willing to take their chances on the second.
This should surprise no one. Isn’t the importance of the sex
drive being constantly underscored by demands for better
performance in bed? Isn’t it true that sex problems plague
most couples? (According to Dr. William Masters and Mrs.
Virginia Johnson, authors of Human Sexual Response, well
over half of all marriages experience more or less serious
sexual diiculties). And don’t Americans love pleasurable,
seemingly simple solutions to complex problems?
Against this background, the inviting reports about the
sex lives of pot users made an increase in middle-class adult
experimentation with the drug all but inevitable. The trend
was further reinforced because the motivations for its use
and its measurable eects on the brain and on the body remained subjects of.hot dispute—and a great deal of ignorance—even among experts.
The question of what really motivates middle-class adults
to turn to marijuana is a psychological, sociological, and
even philosophic one. The writer and social critic Professor
Benjamin DeMott, of Amherst College, discussing the nineteen-sixties, pointed to “an unprecedented outcry against
human dailiness”—a revolt against the workaday routine
of middle-class life. This protest, DeMott felt, is beyond
politics or philosophy. “Its single thrust is the claim that
middle-class life is irredeemable not by virtue of its being
evil but because it is beyond measure boring . . . We’ve conceived a detestation of the habitual,” he said. “We hope to
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replace habit--‘the shackles of the free’—with a continually
renewed alertness of possibility.”
Middle-class drug users, DeMott said, wish to “create
simultaneously a wholly new sense of personal possibility,
and to alter the inner landscape of time so that experience
can be occupied, known in its own moment-to-moment
quality, texture, delight, rather than as a backdrop for plans,
intentions, anxieties.”
Most observers of the contemporary culture feel that this
attitude, increasingly pervasive among thoughtful adults,
began with youth and only became gradually attractive to
other age groups. From that perspective, marijuana use is
symptomatic of a wider American phenomenon—the emulation of the young.
“The kids were the trend-setters during the sixties, no
question of it,” a well-traveled editor (and pot smoker)
observed. ‘They started it all—1ong hair, short skirts, rock
records, psychedelic posters, love beads—and the sexual
freedom. It’s also the rst time, in this country anyway, that
a whole generation started turning on to drugs. Their parents
and even their older sisters and brothers were brought up
in the Puritan ethio—-work hard, get married, raise a family,
conform to the society, respect authority. Then these kids
come along and turn the whole thing upside down. And they
even seem to be enjoying themselves!”
The envy of youth’s blatant new freedom is made more
painful because it is coupled with a sense of missing out on
some of the emotional luxuries of life. The editor said: “The
average square with his mortgage and his car payments and
his two and a half kids and in-laws and all the rest looks
at a love-in, and if he’s young enough or liberal enough not
to just get furious and walk away from it, he starts wonder-
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ing why he’s so hung up and these kids aren’t—0r, at least,
they don’t seem to be. They must be on to something. So
the guy grows sideburns and gets some mod clothing and
a Janis Joplin record and a psychedelic tie—and maybe
somewhere along the line, he tries marijuana, too.”
In a certain sense, then, marijuana is a fad. “Many of my
clients say that it’s the ‘liberal’ thing to do,” said Nicholas
Suntze, a family counselor and clinical social worker in
California’s Marin County, just north of San Francisco.
“They don’t want to be square. Using it implies they have no
hang-ups, no inhibitions—they act without the stereotypes
of the old, tribal cultures.”
In many cases, Suntze points out, “this seems to be a
reaction formation against a conservative background.”
Money, leisure, and the search for new titillation feed
into the marijuana boom. “In this affluent society more
people in the upper middle class have more free time and
they’re looking for new experiences,” said Dr. R. I. Osnos,
a New York psychiatrist.
“It’s conformity,” insisted Dale Ordes, a sociologist affiliated with the New York Medical College. “Everyone’s tuming on at a party. All one’s friends are on to it. That’s the
major motivator for human behavior—conformity.”
For some users, turning on may merely be the latest of
the “tired businessman” remedies, more modern than alcohol, less strenuous than squash, not as troublesome as extramarital sex.
“It would be nice if we could be Rousseau’s natural man,”
says Dr. Robert E. Gould, Senior Psychiatrist and Director
of Adolescent Services at New York’s Bellevue Hospital,
and a former president of the Society for Adolescent Psychiatry. “But we live in such a tension-ridden, materialistic
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world, where such a high level of performance is expected
of us that a person gets very, very tired at the end of the day
and still the body doesn’t unwind that easily. A marijuana
cigarette, like a cocktail, could be good for someone who
can use it only for its benecial effects. It’s benecial if it
helps release tensions, if it makes you easier, lighter, more
open to people, to music, to conversation—just as a drink
or two often does.”
Many adults, particularly in the East, regard marijuana
primarily as a social solvent analagous to alcohol. But what
of the others—-those who say marijuana has had a profound
effect on their sexuality, on their understanding of themselves, their loved ones, and their lives? Here the pot users
themselves were, for the time being, the best available
sources of information.
Experts are working to document all the effects of marijuana-—physiological and psychological—in a scientic
manner. But their progress has been slow. A fundamental
obstacle to scientic research on marijuana at this writing
is the great diiculty of using the drug legally in the
laboratory. However, it was discovered in the nineteenforties that the active components of cannabis—the drug
from which marijuana is derived—are various forms of the
chemical tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). Recently one type
of THC has been synthesized, and, scientically controlled
experiments utilizing THC have begun. Unfortunately, experts complain that even the synthetic THC is in short
supply.

And

of the oicial judgments that have been
made about marijuana usage relied largely on a handful of
surveys conducted in the United States before marijuana
was declared illegal in 1937 or from studies dealing with
so most
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Indian and Near Eastern users whose intake of cannabis was
far greater and more extensive than that of any American.
Another inuential source of information about marijuana was the “educational campaign” initiated by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics (now the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs) after the drug was declared illegal. This
campaign was similar in tone to the crusade waged against
alcohol before and during Prohibition.
The gist of the Bureau’s message was that pot turned
people into “dope ends” or “sex ends” who would be
driven to kill and assault people while “hopped up on marijuana.” “Beware!” warned a poster circulated by the Interstate Narcotic Association during the nineteen-thirties, with
the Bureau’s blessings. "This [a marijuana cigaret] may be
handed you by the friendly stranger. It contains the killer
drug marijuana in which lurks murder! Insanity! Death!”
Even the research conducted at the time proved these
allegations false. Most notable among the debunking studies
of that day was the highly regarded LaGuardia report, sponsored by New York’s Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia, who in
1938 appointed a marijuana study committee under auspices
of the New York Academy of Medicine. The committee’s
report, published in 1944, contained the low-key, mythdeating ndings of twenty-eight physicians, psychiatrists,
research chemists, pharmacologists, and sociologists.
Yet the myth persisted until the early nineteen-sixties,

when college students began to pick up the pot habit from
the beatniks—who had gotten it from the Negro subculture
by way of the jazz musicians. When the young people, with

their natural inclination not to trust anyone over thirty, discovered for themselves that there was no truth to the scare
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propaganda of the nineteen-thirties, they went to the other
extreme and assumed that marijuana was perfectly harmless.
Dr. Louis Jolyon West of UCLA became profoundly
disturbed at the heavy usage of marijuana and stronger
drugs by young people that he observed while he worked
with hippies in San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury section. He
told me, “The kids think marijuana is a benign substancethat you can use it without worrying about it as long as
you don’t stay stoned all the time. They’ve been fed so many
lies about how pot will make you into a drug end or a
hatchet murderer that they won’t listen to someone like me
who might be talking sense.”
Most experts are careful to make a substantial distinction between marijuana usage by adolescents and by adults.
Dr. Osnos feels that “Between ages fteen and twenty-two
is the time of maximum learning ability. This is when many
people determine what they are going to be professionally,
when they are developing certain intellectual skills, when
they are most receptive to learning. If anything happens to
a person during those peak learning years to interferethat’s it. To a degree, he’s permanently handicapped. I feel
that a person who uses marijuana during those years is
crippled to the extent that his rate of emotional and intellectual development is not as rapid as that of others who
are not users.”
Despite the ignorance and controversy that surround the
subject, most (though not all) experts agree, on the basis
of the evidence now available, that when a reasonably stable
adult takes a moderate amount of the relatively mild forms
of marijuana available in the U.S., the effects are neither
extreme nor harmful.

A clinical

account of a typical marijuana “high” was
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described in 1934 by a psychiatrist, Dr. Walter Bromberg,
whose study remains one of the landmarks of marijuana
research. This pioneering work was one of the rst to
observe a relationship between marijuana and the enhance-

ment of sex:

“The intoxication,” Dr. Bromberg wrote, “is initiated by
a period of brief anxiety,” which occasionally is tinged by
slightly paranoid feelings, dependent on the emotional
make-up of the user. This is followed by increasing calm
and then by euphoria. According to Dr. Bromberg, the
smoker
. . . becomes talkative . . . is elated, exhilarated . . . laughs
uncontrollably and explosively . . . without at times the
slightest provocation . . . has the impression that his conversation is witty . . . brilliant . . . The rapid ow of ideas gives
the impression of thought and observation but confusion
appears on trying to remember what was thought . . . sexual
objects in the smoker’s environment become highly desirable . . . he may begin to see visual hallucinations . . . ashes
of light or amorphous forms of vivid color which evolve
and develop into geometric gures, shapes, human faces
and pictures of great complexity.

After

a period of time lasting up to two hours, Dr. Bromberg observed, “The smoker becomes drowsy, falls into a
dreamless sleep and awakens with no physiologic aftereffects and with a clear memory of what happened during
the intoxication.”
It is generally agreed that marijuana is not physically
addictive, although, like many other drugs, it can become
psychologically addictive. That is, the emotional aid that
many people derive from the drug—tranquilization and
relief from intense anxiety-—can build up a dependency in
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a troubled individual; but marijuana does not produce such
efects upon the physical system as the so-called hard drugs

like heroin. Nor does withdrawal from marijuana produce
such physiological symptoms as withdrawal from the hard
drugs.

In a dependent person with severe personality problems,
the use of marijuana can lead to stronger drugs, but the
weight of scientic opinion now seems to be that there is
no direct causative link between the use of marijuana and
experimentation with and subsequent steady use of powerful narcotics. And, given the overall tranquilizing effects of
marijuana, the claim that it leads to violence or overt criminal behavior is almost never heard any more.
Nor do serious students believe that pot-smoking is a
cause of mental illness. Occasionally, an extremely rigid
or anxious individual may have what psychiatrists term a
“panic reaction”—he may become so fearful of the drug’s
possible effect on him that his anxiety may trigger a psychotic episode. But here again, most experts agree that it is
the individual’s basic psychological make-up, and not the
drug, that is the determining factor. It has been demonstrated, however, that very large dosages of THC, such as
might be administered in the laboratory or found in the
much more potent hashish-—also derived from the hemp
(cannabis) plant, “hash” is about eight times as strong
as American-style marijuana—can produce psychotic
symptoms.
What about promiscuity? The legend of the marijuanapufng sex end seems to have been quashed along with
the other myths. Dr. Ari Kiev, a psychiatrist who heads the
Cornell Program in Social Psychiatry at New York Hospital, expressed the prevailing view among scientic re-
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searchers when he said: “Excessive promiscuity is a behavior
pattern in and of itself, independent of marijuana.”
More prosaic and universally documented reactions to
marijuana are time distortion, a heightened sensitivity to
external stimu1i—including sexual sensations—-and the feeling that one has gained new insights. A recent study conducted by Dr. Andrew Weil, a physician who is a participating scientist in the United Nations Cannabis Research
Program and one of the few authorities who has used marijuana for laboratory research, did not conrm some of the
physiological reactions that are widely believed to be part
of the marijuana experience, such as dilation of the pupils
or an increased pulse rate. This research did nd that “naive”
—inexperienced—-users had a more limited attention span
than was usual for them, and also that they experienced a
slight impairment of muscular coordination. These tendencies were markedly reduced or absent among experienced
users, who had evidently learned to adapt to the drug and
to compensate for performance deciencies.
Such changes in performance level raise the question of
how marijuana aects the quality of a person’s work. Here,
again, the ndings are mixed. Jazz musicians are known for
their extensive use of pot, and one old jazz hand explained
it this way: “When you’re high, one minute can seem like
ve. So when you’re executing a musical phrase you can
think ve times as quick—or, putting it another way, you
have more time to think within that minute.”
On the other hand, Paul Simon, the song-writing half
of Simon and Garfunkel, reported that he celebrated his
twenty-eighth birthday by giving up marijuana. “Pot never
gave me any great insight,” he said. “I smoked a lot because
of my writing. You write on a stream of consciousness. You
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let things happen, and you try not to censor them. But once
you learn how to do that, you don’t need it. I nd I get more
done now . . . I used to listen to my music when I was high
and say, ‘Wow, that’s great!’ Well, it wasn’t always great.
Sometimes it stank. It only seemed great because I was
high, and I got tired of being fooled because I was high.”

Given the fairly benign medical evidence, the uproar
over adult marijuana usage sometimes seems inexplicable.
Dr. Goode considers it “one of the more mystifying chapters
in recent social research . . . It is possible that no sector of
social behavior is more disputed. To raise empirical questions concerning aspects of marijuana use is to arouse a
hornet’s nest of controversy.”
He pointed out that the anti-marijuana forces often argue
against the use of the drug by employing the same reasons
that are cited by its supporters in favor of its use: “In other
words, we have not a disagreement on what the effects are,
but on whether the effects are a ‘good’ or a ‘bad’ thing.
Any message can be read into the impact of the drug; anything you wish to see is there . . .”
Some experts believe that the marijuana controversy is
a social and cultural rather than a medical one. Dr. Lester
Grinspon of the Harvard Medical School, who is also director of psychiatric research at the Massachusetts Mental
Health Center, observed, “The still-powerful vestige of the
Protestant ethic in this country condemns marijuana as an
opiate used solely for the pursuit of pleasure (whereas alcohol is accepted because it lubricates the wheels of commerce
and catalyzes social intercourse). Marijuana’s effect in producing a state of introspection and bodily passivity is repel-
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lent to a cultural tradition that prizes activity, aggressiveness,
and achievement.”
Dr. Weil concurred: “People who use marijuana often
see the games people play more clearly. All the ways that
straight society wants to get you to see things—you take pot
and see them another way. I think ‘straights’ sense that and
feel threatened by it. People are really dropping out, in a
very profound sense, from the kind of activities that most
people in our society are engaged in.”
Dr. Weil suggested that the marijuana experience is not
unlike the radical experience: “A lot of people, when they
are stoned, begin to see all aspects of straight society as
based on force, on a kind of parental authority, and they
have no desire to participate in that any more. They don’t
want to do certain things because of the insights they’ve
had about the nature of society. So in that sense, from the
point of view of the people who run the Establishment, I
suppose marijuana is a threat.”
And Dr. Grinspon cited yet another cultural reason for
the intense emotions generated by the marijuana controversy. “It may well be,” he said, “that social prejudices enter
into the public alarm concerning the drug; prejudice on the
part of the older generation, which sees marijuana as a symbol of the alienation of the young, and on the part of the
white population, which, largely unconsciously, regards
marijuana as a non-white drug that is rapidly invading the
white community, because until fairly recently the smoking
of marijuana took place mainly in the ghettoes of Negroes,
Puerto Ricans, and the people of Mexican origin.”
Other experts, while acknowledging that the furor may
be largely extramedical, are still very much in the “anti”
camp. Dr. Bromberg, in an essay titled “Marijuana--Thirty-
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Five Years Later,” said: “The psychiatric and philosophic
facts of marijuana usage can be boiled down to a few principles; that the contentment and extended dimension given
consciousness do lead to apathy and indifference to our
accepted cultural standards; that a psychic ‘hedonistic’
dependence does develop in its devotees after long usage;
that alcohol does share its toxic qualities and dangers.
“If the hypocrisy and double standards in the society
complained of require modication, it is incumbent on the
incoming generation to make these changes on the basis of
clear and present need rather than the space-time-body
image distortion of LSD, marijuana, or banana-peel extract.”
Such considerations, while profoundly important to social
thought, tend to obscure what people are feeling and doing
about pot. To critics like Dr. Bromberg, marijuana is a
potent, charged symbol of the dissatisfaction with American
life, a restlessness that has become endemic among both
young and old. But marijuana is also a weed that grows wild
from Kansas to Connecticut to California. Many people,
including most of those that I have talked to, nd it harmless and enjoyable.
This book is a report on these people. I do not know
how much of what they told me is colored by basic emotional problems that everybody faces to a greater or lesser
degree; or by a need to justify their use of a drug that is not
only illegal but still considered antisocial by the “straight”
community. I do know that pot lls urgent needs for these
people, needs that are equally urgent to others who have not
yet tried marijuana but are very likely to do so.
For better or for worse, then, the pot people will increasingly inuence American life styles, and it is not impossible
that the marijuana way of life will eventually become the
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prevailing way. No less an authority than Dr. West of
UCLA, in a medical paper entitled, “Research in Psychiatry:
1984” predicted that the United States may, in the 1980’s,
elect a President who campaigned for the legalized sale of
marijuana cigarettes.
But no matter what happens in the future, the pot people
already are sufciently inuential to deserve an open-minded
listener. And that is what I tried to be.

Aphrodisiac—Is

IS

It or Isn’t It?

it or isn’t it an aphrodisiac?
Yes, many users told me, it is. An “aphrodisiac” in quotes.

When two people are already “grooving,” when a certain
quickening of feeling already exists, then the combination
of marijuana and that quickening may certainly inspire sex
with a new sweetness, a new subtlety, a new intensity.
The extent of the erotic component in the marijuana experience is abundantly evident in the explicit, highly intimate language-—sometimes poetic but often startlingly clinical—which adult smokers use to describe the sexual highs
that they experienced on marijuana.
“It transports you to an ecstatic, spiritual, wondrous, oating state. Sex is a total experience on marijuana”: A twentyfour-year-old Philadelphia housewife.
“Oh, God. Balling when you’re stoned is out of this world.
It’s like dancing on layers of spun-silk clouds”: A twentyeight-year-old New York City lawyer.
“A woman’s body becomes a cafeteria. You want to eat
A
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every part of it. No part of it is sacred, yet everything is
sacred”: A thirty-eight-year-old Los Angeles radio station
announcer.
Some professionals who have studied adult smokers at
close range have also been impressed with the intensity of

the sex-marijuana link.
“When people are turned on with someone they like, they
can’t get into bed fast enough. And once in bed, they just
can’t seem to get enough of each other.” So I was told by
Dr. David Smith, professor of toxicology at the University
of California Medical Center in San Francisco. Dr. Smith
has also worked with pot-smoking hippies in his capacity
as director of the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic, but
here he was speaking of “straight” marijuana users whom
he has interviewed.

Throughout my exploration of the new adult marijuana
majority of young and even the not-so-young
claimed that even though sex without marijuana was pleasurable for them, marijuana lifted the experience of intercourse to new reaches. They talked in glowing terms about
how marijuana (plus an appealing bedfe]low—a1l agreed
that initial mutual attraction is absolutely mandatory) brings
to the sex act a new range, an intense heightening, an unusual time protraction, a strengthening of male erection, and
an intensication and prolongation of orgasm. And they
speculated on the possibility that marijuana wrought these
pleasant miracles by simultaneously suppressing inhibitions
and amplifying all those sensuous tactile, auditory, and visual ingredients that go into the act of love.
Others disagreed. A small minority, but their cases were
strongly put. Some spoke of experiencing no sexual change
at all. A few reported a general lassitude, even a genital
scene the

‘
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anesthesia. And others——primarily men—kept saying that
their sex lives were already so gratifying that they didn’t require any outside help.
“I don’t need it,” was the standard pronouncement of
these men, who insisted that they smoked for other reasons.
Marijuana is an unpredictable agent. Whether or not it
“works” as an aphrodisiac and kindles a sexual response
seems to depend on the personality of the user, the circumstances under which he uses it and the way he reacts to the
pharmacological properties of the drug.
What can be said with certitude is this: in the strictest
sense of the word, it is not an aphrodisiac; that is, it is not,
to use dictionary terminology, “a food or drug provoking
or increasing sexual desire,” at least not of itself. It will not
spontaneously arouse an individual when he is not being
exposed to other forms of stimulation. Even the most active
sexual athlete, smoking marijuana while sequestered in a
laboratory, would experience only a pleasurable high and
then fall peacefully asleep.
Why are so many psychiatrists still convinced that marijuana works as a sexual turn-off? I believe that this view is
encouraged by “potheads,” especially young people, who
simply smoke too much at one time, and by the results of
laboratory research with animals, which are permitted by

1970 Federal regulations.
Animals injected with concentrated extracts of marijuana
do lose mobility, including sexual mobility. Some scientists
deduce human sexuality is deterred in the same manner.
Sociologist Erich Goode argues against accepting this
approach as an indicator of human reaction. “Pharmacologists only want to study something in a lab setting,” he
says. “So they say marijuana is an anaphrodisiac because
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it

reduces the sexual desire of rats. To infer what happens
to people from what happens to rats is a rather risky

adventure.”
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Dr. West, the UCLA psychiatrist, has reached strikingly
similar conclusions. Although the sex-response studies of the
Masters-Johnson team in their famous St. Louis sex laboratories have yielded useful results, Dr. West holds:
“It’s very diicult to study aphrodisia in the laboratory.
To measure the duration of an erection, of the degree of
stimulation it takes to get somebody aroused, you have to
fall back on life, not the laboratory for scientic testing.”
And what happens in life, Dr. West believes, is that marijuana tends to step up desire on all levels. This is what he
told me:
“It’s been published repeatedly that marijuana is not an
aphrodisiac. But I think it’s a fair generalization to say that
marijuana stimulates the appetites, all the appetites, including the sexual appetite, and that it takes less psychosocial
stimulation to get a person in the mood if he’s had marijuana thanif he’s cold sober.”
This is exactly what happened to a handsome, newly
married New York couple, Ben and Caroline B., who turned
on together on their second date, igniting such a fervor of
feeling that their recall of that night was still total a year
afterward.
Ben, a highly successful forty-ve-year-old Certied Public Accountant, remembered: “Caroline picked me up at my
apartment that night. We were headed for a nearby party
and it was more convenient that way. I offered her a marijuana cigarette because we’d discussed marijuana on our
rst date and had no inhibitions about it. Also, she doesn’t
drink.
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a lecherous oifering. I was feeling good, was
already falling in love with her, and wanted to share this
mood elevation with her.”
Thirty-one-year-old Caroline took up the account of their
experience at this point, her cherubic, unmade-up mouth
breaking into frequent girlish smiles: “I was really looking
forward to going to that party with Ben. But we didn’t get
there until much, much later. We must have taken only two
drags—-it was terribly powerful stu. And then it began to
happen very quickly. There was loud rock music on the
stereo and we started to dance almost spontaneously. I don’t
remember any transition. There wasn’t the tiniest inhibition.
It was a perfect abandon, as if I were watching myself, not
at all self-conscious about the way my body was movingnot worrying about whether I was dancing ‘well,’ as I do
when I’m straight.”
Ben resumed: “Yes, it was that way for me, too, despite
the fact I’d been an awkward dancer ever since was a kid.
We were moving together, not apart any more, just rocking
to the music. The air was literally lled with this music.
There was a continuity—between us, the music, and the
dancing. It formed a perfect sensuous environment. This
intensity—it was a new experience. And then we started
to
get undressed in the living room.”
Caroline: “There was no thought of moving to a more
‘appropriate’ room. Whatever was happening was happening as a result of a total sensuality, and in a totally unselfconscious way. All our senses were being stimulated.
And
then we were on the living room sofa, making the
slowest,
softest, most passionate love. Words are inappropriate
to
describe that across-the-board sensuality. You
almost have
to wax poetic.
6
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“It was a ow of feeling as spontaneous and natural as the
dancing had been. As though what else in the world could
we be doing? It lasted forever. Everything, the foreplay, the
actual act, the orgasm. I’m sure that marijuana prolongs
sex beyond the ordinary span. It gives you more endurance.”
Caroline speculated that their experience might have happened without pot, “But not in the same way-—I would have
had all sorts of anxieties. I would have been concerned about
the time and getting to the party on time. I would have been
aware that this was not the kind of behavior I would ordinarily engage in. I was not thinking to myself ‘What will
he think of me?’ ”
Ben: “It was an expression of how we felt about each
other that had no limitations imposed on it in time or space
or circumstance. It was a fusion of body and mind and soul
and esh. I touched her soul as well as her body. I touched
her body as well as her soul.”

Among those who are unenthusiastic about their marijuana experience are couples who ‘nd it extremely frustrating, rst rousing the smoker to tantalizing libidinous heights,
only to desensitize the genitalia so pronouncedly that orgasm

diicult to achieve, if not impossible.
Such was the case for one of Dr. Goode’s students, a
woman of forty, who recounted to him her rst sexual experience with hashish (concentrated resin from the maribecomes
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juana plant, said to be eight to ten times as potent as
cannabis).
According to Dr. Goode, who obviously enjoys remarkable rapport with his students, the woman related that several nights earlier, she and her forty-ve-year-old boyfriend,
having heard so much about the marijuana sex high, thought
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they’d give it a try.i“She proceeded to tell me in quite a great
deal of clinical detail, just what happened,” said the sociologist. “She said that her boy friend had an unusually large
and hard erection (‘like he was eighteen again’) and that
she felt quite stimulated and ‘lubricated.’ They went at it,
but, as she said, ‘It was nothing.’ They were pumping away
for an hour (they had looked at the clock) but both of them
felt desensitized in their genital regions. They absolutely
couldn’t feel anything. ‘It was a real drag,’ she said. And
usually, she claimed, sex is great for both of them.”
Given such a remarkable wide swing of human response,
I was fortunate to nd a few enlightened enclaves where
frank presentation of the facts is not shunned. One such
source was the National Sex and Drug Forum in San Francisco, an educational organization founded in 1968, whose
blunt name belies its ailiation with the Glide Memorial
Methodist Church and its impressive roster of medical and
professorial people. Courses run by the Forum are designed
primarily to educate teachers, social workers, clergymen,
and professionals in similar service careers.
One sta member is a red-bearded, thirty-six-year-old
man, usually dressed in a dashiki shirt and chukka boots.
He is probably asked more frequently than any man in the
country about marijuana’s potential as a love potion. “Every
single class I teach,” he said, “asks whether marijuana is an
aphrodisiac.”
“When you come right down to it,” he said, “there are
no aphrodisiacs. Probably no known chemical will, of itself,
induce automatic sexuality. But marijuana is a vehicle that
can be steered and controlled in a sexual direction. And once
you learn to use it, it is probably the best of all drugs in
terms of an aphrodisiac.”
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When asked how such a reaction is triggered, he described
the two factors that form the foundation of the so-called
aphrodisiac reaction—the psychological impact and the sensory one.
“First, marijuana helps to ‘dis-inhibit’ people of the guilt
and restraint they may have picked up in the past. It gives
them the freedom to respond to each other in terms of hereand-now, rather than in terms of the constrictions they may
have learned as they were maturing.
“Then it heightens and enhances such love-associated phenomena as tactile sensations, so that touching or stroking
your partner becomes immensely pleasurable. The period of
foreplay is, or appears to be, greatly prolonged. There is no
rush to reach orgasm. And nally, marijuana opens up the
associational banks of the mind, which then adds the fantasy.
And fantasy is very important when it comes to good sex.”
I was to hear similar readings of the marijuana-sex syndrome from many other authorities. What was extraordinary
about this man was that he is not a psychologist or scientist,
but a clergyman, an ordained minister of the Methodist
Church.
The Reverend Laird Sutton is a full-time investigator into
the impact of psychedelics on contemporary culture and
religion. “I’m quite aware that the church is opposed to my
beliefs,” he said, “but I have a job here at the Forum, and
if people ask me if marijuana is an aphrodisiac, I answer.
I feel that most of our sexual hang-ups stem from our puritanical training, from too much censorship. And for some
people, marijuana may be a rst, awakening step.”
The co-founder of the Forum, Dr. Joel Fort—a psychiatrist by training, assessed marijuana in terms that parallel
F
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those of Rev. Sutton. Dr. Fort, author of The Pleasure
Seekers and an authority on drug use and abuse, is known
in the San Francisco area for his rational, almost ascetic
approach to marijuana. He never smoked pot in his life, and
dresses in well-cut business suits.
“There is no drug which can be said to incite lustful
thought or sexual behavior where that thought or behavior
would not normally exist,” he told me, speeding along the
San Francisco Freeway between appointments. “Not
alcohol, not Spanish y. Especially Spanish y. That’s a great

myth. But if marijuana is regarded by some as an aphrodisiac,” he continued, his gaze riveted on the road, “it’s
because when two people have a deep interpersonal
relationship or simply a good feeling for each other, and if they
are already desirous of each others’ bodies, then
it can
enhance that total relationship.
“It does this in several ways. First, by making the person
feel more comfortable, by reducing his inhibitions, anxieties
and guilt. Then, by changing or affecting tactile sensation.
In addition, it can change the concept of time so that
moments together, say in natural intercourse, seem to
stretch
out. The period of precoital love play may seem longer
and
more pleasurable as well. So when it comes to sex, the drug
is involved only to the extent that it intensies some
alreadyexisting factor in that person’s life.”
Dr. Fort went on to say that usually “marijuana does not
bring people to a raging libido. And even if the re is
banked, it’s not going to develop an enormous blaze.”
i
While reasonable amounts of marijuana very rarely provoke lust to an uncomfortable degree, a good many users
told me that their sexuality, when sparked by pot, was
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not only more intense than usual and longer-lasting (even
when measured by the clock), but it was also more readily
aroused in the rst place. As a Nashville secretary phrased
it, “the juices are stirred up” only moments after ingestion.
These and similar reactions from other interviewees seemed
to me to come extraordinarily close to the self-starting sexuality that is part of the classic denition of aphrodisia.
A twenty-two-year-old coed at the University of New
Mexico made the case in these words: “I know that marijuana isn’t really an aphrodisiac. But for me it is. Because
when I smoke with my boyfriend, the sensations go right to
my genitals. He can be in another room, and I will feel it in
the vagina. It’s almost an independent thing.”
A twenty-eight-year-old New York career woman argued:
“I’m convinced that marijuana is an aphrodisiac, because
the rst time I turned on with my ancé, sex was the furthest
thing from our minds. We were that edgy. And yet, we were
somehow compelled to embrace, and when we did, there was
an incredible blaze of intensity. Before we knew it, we were
making love. We weren’t planning on this, yet it happened.”
A twenty-six-year-old Los Angeles housewife reported
the most spectacular reaction of all. She recalls turning on
alone one hot afternoon while sunbathing beside her swimming pool. “I became so horny,” she said bluntly, “that I
called my husband at his oice and insisted he come home
immediately.” Her spouse, a thirty-four-year-old television
producer, informed me that I would have to wait until after
six for him to come home with an erection,” she conded.
4:
But the feeling was so intense, that I actually went in to
the bedroom and masturbated.”
Men, too, spoke of marijuana as an aphrodisiac, even
G6
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when they prefaced their accounts with the usual disclaimer
that “I don’t need it.”
A New York City television reporter, thirty-nine, recalled
how he once waited in his apartment for a woman with
whom he’d been having a year-long love affair: “I was expecting her to arrive momentarily, and turned on alone.
Within ten minutes, I was absolutely in heat, thinking about
her arrival. It was ridiculous, sitting there with an erection.

I tried

to turn my thoughts elsewhere, and read my newspaper. Eventually, the feeling subsided.”

A forty-year-old

San Francisco psychologist said:

“It

is

not unusual for me to be turned on by any woman who is
young, alive, intelligent, and of good cheer. I like women,
and I like myself with respect to them. But marijuana amplies and underscores this orientation. I was at a party last
week; we were four couples and were smoking some grass.
Suddenly, I felt as if I wanted to go to bed with all four
women. I found myself reaching out and touching them,
putting myself closer to them in the hopes of nding out
what their response would be. Unfortunately,,I could go no
further than this. After all, I was with a woman. Marijuana
doesn’t turn you into an uncontrollable satyr. But it certainly
increases your sensory and emotional awareness.”
One of the few political conservatives among my informants, a Chicago corporation lawyer in his mid-thirties,
asserted that he proted

not from marijuana’s aphrodisiac
effect on himself, but from its impact on his partners. “I
like to think that my God-given equipment is adequate,”
he said. “But, to put it mildly, women on marijuana don’t
always wait for you to make the rst move. They are actively
and physically more aggressive when high. And once they’re
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in bed with you, nothing seems unnatural to them.” Then
he added: “I join women in smoking because it bothers
them if I don’t. But I’ve never found it of tremendous value,
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sexually.”
Two other theories might help to explain marijuana’s
sexual connotations.
Sociologist Goode thinks that the cultural norms of smoking marijuana increase its impact. It is our conditioning that
builds up the effect, he believes. “Marijuana is an aphrodisiac, not because of its properties, but because you are
really turned on on pot. All the attitudes connecting it with
sex, all the associations built up around it in our culture,
help you experience an increase in sexual desire.”
In line with this thinking is Dr. Fort’s theory of suggestibility. He posits that much of the so-called aphrodisiac affect
can be traced to what he terms the “placebo reaction.”
“If people believe that marijuana is going to do a certain
thing, if they have read or heard that it may have this elfect,
then a certain percentage—and this has been proven in other
s§1dies—will react that way even when given a totally inert
substance. It’s the belief that will do it and not the substance
itself.”
Dr. West endorsed this notion, especially with regard to
those whose sexual appetites may be waning. “I don’t know
if a man, who in a given situation was unable to perform,
could perform if he were given marijuana. This has never
been put to scientic test. But when you are dealing with
people with jaded sexual appetites, you are in an area of
vague relationships between physiology and psychology.
And if people think they’re more potent, then they are more
potent. A woman is more passionate if she feels she’s more
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passionate. Two people are more desirable to each other
if each feels he is more desirable.”

In summary, the erotic potential of marijuana

is determined by the user. He is the one, the only arbiter. Whether
it serves as a love potion or as a turnoff as abrupt as the
stop signal produced by the ring of the telephone during
intercourse depends on the dosage and quality of the drug,
and its effects on the smoker’s head, heart, hang-ups, hormones, aspirations, attitudes, and every other facet of his self.
But what marijuana will not do is transform the user into
a galloping werewolf bent on puncturing maidenly virtue.
Nor will it mindlessly iname a girl’s passions so that she is
robbed of all self-control.
This kind of misguided, mystical vision of the effects of
marijuana was disseminated by—among others—former
U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics Harry J. Anslinger, who
as late as 1953 claimed: “In the earliest stages of intoxication, the will power is destroyed. . . moral barricades are
broken down, and often debauchery and sexuality results.”
Such fearsome (or titillating?) allegations have been cast
into doubt, not only by the painstaking LaGuardia report of
1944, but by standard medical textbooks like Goodman and
Gi1man’s The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics, which

states:
Suicide, homicide, and sexual assaults have been blamed
on marihuana. It has been contended that inhibitions are
removed and personality traits exaggerated, and that the
criminal is thereby emboldened to do violence. Evidence
on which the above view is based is not always of the most
acceptable variety . . . No positive relation could be found
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between violent crime and the use of the drug. Marihuana
is no more an aphrodisiac than is alcohol. . .”

Such statements as Mr. Ans1inger’s reveal more about
the character of the anti-marijuana crusaders than about
pro-marijuana partisans. He might as well have said that

“debauchery” will “result” when two Quakers are placed in
close proximity.

3
Marijuana and Sexuality
4

THIS is what the pot enthusiasts say:
That it lters out sex hang-ups—the puritanical
pollution
of the superego.
That it lets the sunshine in on those shadowy
corners
where unrealized or unrecognized sensuality
lives.
That it lets the senses breathe: hearing is sharper,

sight
clearer, smell keener, touch softer, taste more
alive.
That at a time when the physical environment
is constantly growing more poisoned, marijuana

is unlocking a
world that is still unspoiled, pure.
Listen to the users:
“One of the reasons I think sex on grass is
so wonderful
is that obtrusive, extraneous information
disappears. You
are completely absorbed in the act. Instead
of part of your
mind thinking: ‘The faucet is dripping’ or ‘Did
I forget to
take the roast out of the freezer?’ the little distractions
that
get in the way are eliminated”: A thirty-year-old
Oakland,
California, housewife.
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“Marijuana makes sex lovely. You hear things and feel
things, in yourself and around you. And you can control
them. One by one, or in combination. Everything is slower,
everything perceived. Sex has a theme on grass. It just goes
somewhere. Keeps going, getting higher and higher”: A
thirty-four-year-old sociology professor, at a California state
college.
“Grass tends to unify experience, make each one an
organic whole with a beginning, middle and end. Once
you’re into an experience on grass like sex, you’re totally
encompassed by it, in a cocoon. And when you’re out of it,
you suddenly realize how fantastically involved you were
during that time. You turn around and say ‘I’ve just had
sex and I’m turning around and looking at it from the outside.’ It’s a wrenching experience”: A twenty-seven-year-old
lawyer in Tucson, Arizona.
“You’re making love on marijuana even when you’re just
kissing and petting. Touching ngers, tongues, ears, playing with hair becomes a universe of experience”: A twentythree-year-old Ridgewood, New Jersey, secretary.
Such testimonials to marijuana reect the feelings of the
majority of pot smokers that I talked to. And this ‘silent
min0rity’—they don’t advertise their enthusiasm except
among those whom they trust—is aware that square citizens
may lampoon them as erotic incompetents who need marijuana to prop up their sexuality.
But users are sanguine about such denunciations. To
begin with, most of them, most of the time, make love
straight. More signicantly, they point to the paradox of
those who dress up their sexual image with store-bought
lures—perfumes, lotions, douches—while ignoring the renements of the love act itself. Pot smokers feel that they
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are not meandering through a drugged meadowland escaping sexual reality—a characterization of the marijuana
smoker’s motivation often put forth by psychiatrists—but
are actually directed far more closely to that reality.

“Marijuana brings out the real me” they said with such
passion and frequency that the words became a refrain. And
many, very many in fact, claimed that marijuana sets o a
sexual learning experience if one only wants it; that the new
horizons revealed by pot carry over to one’s straight life,
perhaps enriching one’s sex mores permanently.
Almost everyone who credited marijuana with enriching
his sex life said that the better experience achieved with
the drug—notably the ability to enjoy new positions, oral
sex, and more satisfactory orgasm-—was subsequently attainable for them with the same, or almost the same, degree of
relaxation when they were not on pot. Female orgasm
gured dramatically in this respect; four of the women who
talked with me said that they had “learned” to have their
rst orgasm while they were on the drug and then were able
to achieve climax “straight.”
“I don’t need marijuana,” said a thirty-ve-year-old Hollywood lm writer, whose success with women is well publicized in Los Angeles. “I don’t need a lot of things. But I
buy them, eat them, wear them, drink them, and surround
myself with them to make life more pleasurable. Need has
nothing to do with the joy, the beauty, the grace of making
love on grass. I admit I prefer sex on grass. Theres a tre
mendous amount of intensity I get in balling that I don’t
get straight. I don t know how else to describe it except as
intensity. I don’t know what other word to use.”
Neither did many others. Intense was the adjectival
acme most often used by marijuana smokers groping for
9
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superlatives to describe the poetry of their feelings. They
said that they were anxious to avoid such cloying images as
“ecstatic” or “rhapsodic” because these labels struck them
as too purple and even misleading. The words imply a kind
of delirium, and sex on marijuana, the users insisted, is, if
anything, an experience in perception and clearheadedness.
Their concept was that marijuana coaxed one back from
the synthetic, overly censored sex routines imposed by a
puritanical society to an easy ow of “natural man” feelings.
Some scholars with whom I discussed this idea supported
it, each according to his own metaphor, although none supported the use of pot.
Professor Lewis Yablonsky, chairman of the San Fernando Valley State College Department of Sociology, told
me: “Marijuana removes the societal straitjacket we’re all
in. The no-no’s are taken away. People become more fundamental in their interactions and therefore more sexual.”
Dr. Ari Kiev, the psychiatrist at New York Hospital, said:
“Marijuana loosens the superego structure, removing the
restraints on sex that once made it more valuable, so to
speak.”

A Harvard-trained psychologist, Dr. James Fadiman of
Palo Alto, who now leads seminars on self-awareness at the
Esalen Institute in San Francisco, used these words: “Marijuana helps you listen to your senses. Anything that makes
you more aware makes sex better.”
Don R., a forty-year-old New York City businessman, put
the user’s view this way: “We have to play so many roles,
sexual spontaneity is bound to disappear. I have to be a company president, a cost analyst, and merchandising expert;
I have to sell, cajole, keep peace with people. Pot helps to
return one’s natural spontaneity. And what it adds up to,
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in effect, is that it makes you a better lover.
to get and give more pleasure.”

It

allows you

“A

better lover.”
all male sexual response to marijuana could be programmed and fed into a computer, the read-out probably
would be just that.
That the “better lover” evaluation should be man’s testament to marijuana is understandable at this time in history.
“There’s such a heavy demand on the male in our culture
for performance, whether it’s industrial or sexual,” said
Dr. Alexander Runciman, a Los Angeles psychologist, formerly associated with the Masters and Johnson sex research
team. Underscoring each word with clipped emphasis, he
added: “A man has got to be up and ready to go.”
Many male users heaped praise on marijuana’s liberating inuence, giving special mention to improved sexual

If

technique.
“I go much longer. I'm more adventurous,” said a thirtytwo-year-old airlines executive, who had smoked for three
years and now took a few pus each evening, much as he
would an aperitif. “It gives me permission to pick out what
I like about a woman’s topography, and I explore it more.
I’m less shy about my own body too. And I don’t worry
about authorship, about who thought of what. To that
degree, I become non-Western, non-twentieth-century.”
The publisher of a medical journal was of like mind.
“Before I smoked, I think women regarded me as a fairly
good lover. But I’m seeing a woman now who’s very feminine, very sexy, who has traveled widely and known many
men. She’s in a position to make”—-he cleared his throat,
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wryly——“cross-cultural distinctions. She says that I’m the
best lover she’s had in this country and I count that as high
praise. Why am I a better lover? Because I nd myself fucking a hell of a lot harder than it would have occurred to me
before. I’m able to accept the fact that some women like
to be fucked violently. And the pleasure this gives them is
transferred to me.”
Lest such male self-appraisal appear too chauvinistic,
witness the testimony of a twenty-eight-year-old woman, a
San Diego schoolteacher who is an indirect beneciary of
the marijuana effect. “I, myself don’t use marijuana, but I’ve
started seeing a man who does. We made love last week, and
afterwards he told me he’d turned on before I arrived at his
home. He was absolutely wild. He was literally a1l-devouring, a hungry, magnicent lover. He must have chewed and
bitten every part of my body. I never felt that kind of abandon with anyone before.”

Typically, women users told me that marijuana made
them feel like better partners rather than better lovers. They
spoke of their more active sexual collaboration. They
seemed to prot from feelings of relaxation, from letting
their bodies go, and from an impression of spiritual union
with their mate.
“This will sound ridiculous to anyone who hasn’t made
love high,” said a twenty-ve-year-old strawberry blonde, a
medical assistant in Albuquerque, New Mexico, “but there
is a real spiritual communication which takes place on marijuana. The two of you meet on an emotional level which
almost transcends the physical part of the act.”
“Yes,” acknowledged Dr. Runciman, a bit grudgingly.
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he compares people who use marijuana in a sexual situation
to those who follow astrology—“women do tell me that sex
on marijuana seems more beautiful, more spiritual, that they
feel more giving. Females are culturally indoctrinated toward the total experience. A male may mount and ejaculate,
mount and ejaculate, take on the whole herd with no
emotion. But when the female uses marijuana, she hopes
it may be a tum-on toward an aura of gentleness, sensitivity,

and glow.”

Apparently, it can be. A twenty-three-year-old married
woman in Los Angeles gave me this sensitive description
of her love-making on marijuana: “When you make love
on marijuana the whole world becomes wrapped up in his
touch. And although you make love most of the time
straight, it’s like comparing a sunny day to an overcast day.
When it’s hazy, you don’t really mind. But when the sun
comes out, only then do you realize what you’ve been
missing.”

like a stereo system, is a collaboration of component
parts, each one vital to a rich performance. Those in the
know say that marijuana ne-tunes each part of the love
act. Here is what users told me about the specic step-bystep eects of pot.
Sex,

LOVE PLAY
Users are unanimous in declaring that the period of foreplay is not only more intense, but that it has a slow-motion,

quintessential quality; that it seems to last longer. Seems to
because a time distortion accompanies the marijuana high.

t

7
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Seconds often seem like minutes; minutes like hours. Few
could be categorically certain of lapsed time, but some were.
The consensus was that the time prolongation was not
illusory, the medical dictum to the contrary notwithstanding.
“You actually make love for an hour, an hour and a half,”
insisted a Berkeley graduate student, and her report was
echoed vigorously by most others. “Without marijuana you’d
get into the actual fucking part much faster, and then it
would be over faster,” she said.
A New York City woman, a magazine writer, said that
doctors should “avoid making determinations” without personal experience. She described her own experience this
way: “You lie together for a gorgeous eternity, stroking,
kissing, rubbing, caressing, exploring every inch of each
other before actual intercourse. You’re aware of every scintilla of sensation. You put off the orgasm; you’re in no rush
to reach it. In a sense, you’re already having it, because
every feeling is so amplied.
The Hollywood lm writer was philosophical. “It makes
no difference whether your senses are inaccurate or not,” he
said. “It’s the sum total of your enjoyment that counts. If you
believed you were experiencing longer and more pleasurable
sensations, then you were. If the recall is groovy, the experience was.”

'

v

COITUS
Females, who have as much of a vested interest in prolonging copulation as men do, concurred with most males
in reporting that with marijuana intercourse itself is prolonged. “You most certainly do perform longer by the clock,”
said the medical publisher, who had managed a glance at
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his timepiece—“in the interest of truth and science,” he said
with a smile. A middle-aged executive who occupies a
lavish apartment on New York City’s Sutton Place agreed.
“It is longer; it’s a scientic fact. It’s known to anyone who
goes through

it.”

While no one with whom I talked would own up to using
marijuana to stave off premature ejaculation, undoubtedly
some do, and Dr. Joel Fort explained why: “Marijuana
may
desensitize the male penis so that this period of lovemaking
is longer than it ordinarily would be. No one can say what
dosage this takes. But beyond a certain dosage, a man
may
even got total impotency, the exact reverse of the elfect
he
sought in the rst place.” Smokers get the message very
quickly. Dr. Louis West said: “The user soon learns to regulate the dosage.”
One man did acknowledge “gaining a lot more control
over ejaculation.” A young Princeton University instructor,
he advanced an arresting idea in this regard. “I think that
marijuana mediates a man’s feelings so that he is not simply
fucking an object, but is responding to a woman. There’s
some kind of mental process in which he becomes more
conscious of his partner. I doubt that marijuana aects the
‘glands’ so that he doesn’t come.”
Several interviewees did deny that coitus was prolonged
for them by pot. A magazine editor who is in his midfties, but looks an astonishing twenty years younger
despite his “incurable attraction for broads, booze, and
marijuana,” emphatically maintained that “marijuana does
not slow down orgasm for me although I know lots of people
are using it to prevent premature ejaculation. For me, it just
improves the ambience in bed, much as a glass of wine
would.”
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PRE-ORGASM

A sociologist submitted

an interesting observation about

the possible role of marijuana in achieving mutual orgasm.
In his view, pot can somehow help both partners to sense the
onset of the mate’s orgasm and then to gauge their own

climax accordingly. “You know who’s ready for orgasm
and how they’re ready,” he said. “You can actually wait,
arrive at the same point together. You can feel the girl’s
orgasm. Yes, you can. And it feels pretty good.”
ORGASM

Knowledgeable medical opinion on the effectiveness of
marijuana in increasing the intensity of orgasm tallies with
the observation of the smokers: marijuana really does intensify orgasmic sensation. “I know from personal experience
that it does,” said one, a San Francisco physician and marijuana fan. “And I’ve heard it from hundreds of others

well.”
But does it or does it not lengthen the orgasm? There the
doctors lowered the boom. Typical is the view of Dr. Herbert Schein, founder of the New York City Center for Psychotherapy and Counselling. “It’s a fantasy brought on by
the inuence of marijuana,” he said.
The majority bf users not only say that orgasm is indeed
prolonged by pot and that they consider this one of the
drug’s major fringe benets, but display an evangelistic
fervor about imparting the quality of their experience.
“I can still feel one particular stoned orgasm,” reected
a Santa Barbara woman writer, “and it was six months ago.
as
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A friend had given me

some Panama Red (potent mari-

juana, probably equal only to the famed Acapulco Gold)
and I made love with my ancé that night. From start to
nish it was pure magic.
“The orgasm felt as if little tongues of icy ame were licking at the clitoris, rippling back and forth, back and forth
in waves, then radiating through the genitalia and on to the
entire body. It was systemic, total. Usually for me, orgasms
are like an exquisite, localized, and relatively brief sunburst and sunset. But this was a continuum of sensation that
engulfed the whole body. I could actually feel it taking over
me—as if I were surrendering to it. You know, I believe now
that dierent grades of marijuana produce gradations in
sexual reaction.” Her opinion regarding the varying effect
of different grades of the drug was shared by a number of
other smokers.
The owner of a chain of retail stores in San Francisco
recalls a similar experience. It happened the rst time he
smoked with his wife. “What happened was that when we
made love and I was in orgasm, it didn’t stop! I kept going
and going and going. For a minute I felt as if it was a
hallucination. Then I realized my wife was pulling away in
shock. Finally, I consciously stopped myself, cut o my own
feelings.”
This man, a devoted and intelligent student of his own
sexuality.-and many marijuana users are—theorized that
“men constrict sensations to that much at the end of their
penis”—he measured a half inch between thumb and forenger. He had come to believe that “once marijuana helps
people unbottle their sexuality, and once the body has
learned the lesson, the orgasm becomes a total body experience without the drug.”
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One couple, impatient with what they termed “medical
propaganda”-—that is, the opinion that holds protracted
orgasm to be imaginary—actually managed to set up their
own research. They wanted to compare the frequency of
the man’s orgasmic contractions while on marijuana with
the number experienced when he was not. And so, in their
own fashion, they did exactly that.
“Yes, I held his penis in my hand while I was sober and
counted the contractions,” said the young woman as her
lover corroborated her account. “And there were fourteen
or fteen, as opposed to the usual nine or ten. And not only
that, the spasms continued. I would imagine he was nished,

then seconds later the spasms would begin again.”
Medical observers are not the only skeptics regarding the
prolonged orgasm, however. There are users who agree with
them. George A., a twenty-ve-year-old journalist, says:
“It’s not that it lasts longer. It’s just truly great sensation.
You feel every muscle clamp down, every pulsation. You
are acutely aware of every cell. It’s like it lasts minutes and‘

minutes.”
And nally, there are some unfortunate few for whom
marijuana seems to shut off orgasm altogether. The cause
may be psychological or a question of dosage. Often the
user can determine the answer for himself.

PHANTASMAGORIA

A number of marijuana

users

I talked mencan only characterize

with whom

I

tioned two sexual phenomena that
as metaphysical.
They described the rst as a feeling of fusion withthe
body of one’s partner while holding each other close, an
.
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illusion usually encouraged by a stronger-than-usual brand
of marijuana or a larger-than-usual dosage.
“You’re aware that it’s not real, you don’t lose contact
with reality,” said a woman magazine writer. “It happens
when you close your eyes. When you open them, the sensation vanishes.” She searched for words to convey a more
graphic picture. “It’s a feeling of being one corporeal entity
with your partner, as if you’re melting right into his body.
And it’s a pleasant, warm, oating sensation. At one time,
perhaps, such a fantasy might have frightened me, but you
learn to go with the sensation and enjoy it.”
An even more vivid example of marijuana exotica was
reported by a twenty-two-year-old coed from Long Island,
New York. “After smoking, there are times when I literally
feel as if I’m a huge”—and she paused for a second while
she considered the word-—“cunt. And that he’s a large penis.
In your mind’s eye, this is how you see yourself.” This ebb
and ow of fantasy, she felt, was a “statement of my essen-

tial femaleness and his essential maleness.”
The same, near-transcendental experience_was echoed by
California pharmacist, a man of thirty-two. “I
sometimes feel like a huge sexual organ,” he stated, “like
I’m duplicating the thrust of the penis. And that the woman’s
body has the proportions of one large vaginal tract. It’s an
exciting sensation; it has an intrinsic rhythm, movement,
and music of its own,” he said.
a northern

REDUCTION OF INHIBITIONS
Users bestowed laurels on marijuana

for alleviating many

minor sexual tensions ranging from shyness about one’s
body to squeamishness about oral sex. The word “minor”
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must be emphasized because deep-seated sexual diiculties
can no more be uprooted by marijuana than smelling salts
can galvanize mental patients out of catatonic stupor.
“In fact,” cautioned Dr. David Smith, of the HaightAshbury Free Medical Clinic in San Francisco, “I’m convinced that marijuana can aggravate major sexual problems.
I know of two homosexuals, for instance, who are actually
more AC/DC [bi-sexual] than homosexual. They smoked
pot in an attempt to become free-loving heterosexuals, but
they just aggravated their sexual duality.”
The anxieties that marijuana helped to dilute were minifears—the residue, users said, more in sorrow than in anger,
of a puritanical upbringing in which most pleasurable feelings were considered immoral.
“I’m an Amurican,” [sic] groaned a forty-one-year-old
Los Angeles man, who grew up before the sexual revolution was even a minor skirmish. “I’m a very puritanical, oldfashioned person. I have to make a morality of whatever

I do.”
_An aversion to oral sex was the barrier that marijuana
had helped him to hurdle, he said.
“It rid me of the need to build a rational construct about
cunnilingus and gave me the abandon I needed. It became
not only easier, but enjoyable and natural. That’s the beauty
of pot; it’s a learning experience if you want it to be.”
Another obstacle overcome by marijuana, as expressed
by men (and women generally are not aware of this factor)
was the fear of not “performing” well in bed——“of not coming oif like a decent stud,” as a California physician put it.
“I grew up thinking that ladies were frail, helpless creatures, and that the last thing a man should do when he likes
a woman is get an erection and jam it into this fragile per-
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son,” he said. “And you’re left with a confusion between
how you feel and how you function.” Marijuana, he said,
gave him the balance to walk this tightrope. It helped him
sense exactly how hard he should exert his sexual weight.
For one forty-three-year-old, twice-married Chicago man,
marijuana served eifectively in a cluster of categories, including sexual performance. “What pot does is reduce all
the anxieties associated with love-making, from self-consciousness about too-short stature (I’m only about as tall as
most women I know) to whether or not the orgasm will
come too soon. I was particularly worried about performing
in a manner satisfactory to my partner. This is a hang-up
I’ve gotten from being married to two middle-class, very
straight women who were extremely up-tight about sex. So
grass has done a lot for me. In fact, my whole somatic sensory cortex seems to get involved. For instance, I now like
to relate to women in the nude—on the beach, in the bedroom, in the living room. I even like to be by myself in the
nude. It has a good, sensory quality.”

IMPOTENCE
Y

.

Understandably, no male who spoke with me in the course
of my exploration of the adult marijuana phenomenon
admitted he was impotent, if indeed, any of them were. “I
don’t care if I’m his friend, psychotherapist, or drinking
buddy,” said Dr. Runciman. “If a man’s got this problem,
he’s not going to talk about it too freely.” But one man, a
Los Angeles engineer, described how the timely use of marijuana staved off a situation where he quite probably would
have been impotent.
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broke up, for reasons too complicated to go into now, with a woman I had planned to
marry. I was pretty torn up about it, but after a while, the
pain dissipated.
“Then, a couple of months ago, we ran into each other,
and found the same feelings were still alive although each
of us still recognized we had problems that would make
marriage impossible. Well, we quickly went to my place
anyhow and began to make love. But suddenly, all the pain
came back. I could do nothing but remember how much it
had hurt, and I turned oif. I was wiped out. Nothing. But
we saw each other again, and the next time, I turned on in
advance, and, yes, things were ne. So I may use marijuana
if I feel I’m not exactly where I want to be. It tends to eliminate unreasonable tensions.”
The little distress signals that women found answered by
marijuana included anxieties about assuming new positions,
about moving their bodies, about making love “properly.”
But the most often cited hang-up among women centered
on oral sex.
While the new morality has lowered the age of sexual
Gonsent, the age of inhibitions, apparently, is starting earlier
as well. A nineteen-year-old Stanford coed (the youngest
person in this report), with the sex kitten look of a Bardot,
shared her impressions with me on yellow foolscap paper,
much like a college essay. She was leaving for an eastern
vacation and was not able to speak with me personally. “For
me,” she wrote, in a round, almost childish hand, “maryjuana evokes the willingness to touch. That is, I am more
in need to feel my boy friend’s penis in my hands or mouth
when otherwise these types of actions would seem laborsome
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I graded her “A” for honesty but “F” for

spelling.

For a member of the preceding generation, Dorothy B.,
thirty-year-old secretary in San Diego, California, marijuana served as a veritable sex-education course. “It freed
me to enjoy my own sexuality,” she told us. “It helped me
to get out of my head and into my body, particularly when
it came to fellatio. My husband has always been a free, uninhibited lover. But for me, oral love was a terrible eort.
I did it to do it, but it was work rather than a creative, positive, loving thing. But I’ve learned to enjoy it, and to understand my body’s resources. I don’t feel any of the old sense
of obligation without enjoyment.”
In the case of Jane H., a divorced, thirty-nine-year-old
California mother of three, marijuana eased her re-entry
into the unmarried world, and helped jettison the emotional
debris of an eighteen-year marriage in which her husband’s
sexual activity had been, as she says, “mechanical” and hers
“dutiful.” “He used to put sex on a tension-relieving basis,”
recalled this gentle blonde. “He’d say: ‘If you don’t do this
for me, I can’t be effective in my job.’ ”
“I was reborn at thirty-eight,” she says in a low, musical
voice, but her renaissance was accompanied by trepidations
and questions. To nd “where my identity as a woman lay,”
she began to look for the answer in psychotherapy, encounter groups, a good deal of heavy reading, new friends, and,
because she has “diiculty relaxing under any circumstances,” marijuana. She credited pot with her newly discovered ability to enjoy experimenting with new positions
and even, for the rst time in her life, making love without
tuming off all the lights.
a

~
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FAR-OUT SEX
The experimental attitude that may be prompted by marijuana sometimes produces surprising novelties for even the
most sophisticated smoker. For Richard F., a thirty-veyear-old New York City businessman, it brought a brief
brush with what some people label “perversion” and most
call “sick.”
“Look,” said this tanned, handsome, and well-exercised
man who had been a marijuana user for many years, “There
were certain things I w0uldn’t permit myself to experience
without grass. You’re going to ask me what, and I guess
I’m a little embarrassed.” And he was; he had great diiculty continuing.
“Let me put it abstractly. If a girl said to me: ‘I’d like you
to be violent with me,’ ordinarily I’d be appalled. I would
have been appalled. I would have thought—she’s a freak,
she’s sick . . . some judgment like that. I’m not a violent person. I’m bothered by the idea of hurting anyone.
“But because of being stoned, there is more frank discussion of things. It’s easier for one party to name sexual
preferences, and it’s easier for the other party to begin to
understand.
“Well. I’]l put it to you straight. Recently, I met this girl
—this wild, strange girl. And one time, when we were
turned on, she said, ‘You’re incredibly masculine. I’d like
to be beaten by you.’ At rst I thought she was crazy. ‘I can’t
do that,’ I told her. ‘Try it with someone else.’ But stoned,
it lingered in my memory. I became less resistant, and therefore more educated. I was inclined to experiment. That was
the strong thing. Inclined to nd out if I would enjoy par-
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ticipating in a so-called perversion--a word, incidentally,
which grass makes you question.
“Well, I admit I experimented. Oh, not that I got out the
boots and whips. I did it in such a way as to not really hurt
her. I don’t really want to describe what happened. Just be
assured it was ‘primitive’ but not ‘punitive.’ And I found out
that I didn’t like it. That it wasn’t fun. That it was contrary
to my nature.
“What I’m saying is that I permitted myself to indulge
my curiosity, although I found I couldn’t be alien to myself.
Grass, for instance, doesn’t make orgies attractive to me. I
just can’t imagine a greater joy than what comes from sex
with one person. My sexual philosophy has to do with giving
rather than getting, and obviously I can’t satisfy ve people.”
People who, unlike Richard, engaged in unconventional
sex before they ever tried pot are likely to nd that the drug
will facilitate further, more far-out experimentation.
Selma R., a trim, tall teacher of thirty-one whose husband
had been incurably ill for more than two years, told me, “I
could never be happy with girls only.” But then this mother
of two, who was active in church atfairs in her small eastern
country town, proceeded to describe a camping trip with a
girl friend who was in her twenties.
“-It was a marvelous, beautiful experience,” she said. “We
were in a cabin and had a great talk. It was very cold. We
got into bed together, not for sexual reasons but because
it was so cold. We did end up making love, but it was just
an expression of the closeness we were feeling. We became
very close, sort of fell asleep, woke up, huddled together,
and became sexually involved. But this is something I
wouldn’t always want to do, denitely not. I never had a
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purely homosexual experience since then. Somehow there
hasn’t been the need for it.”
Selma did feel a need for other kinds of sexual experience. During her vacation in a resort hotel the following
summer, she was introduced to pot by Sol J., a New York
advertising executive. Until then, Selma had never been able
to achieve satisfactory orgasm. On pot she did, and her
sexual awakening jarred her deeply. She had dates with
other men at the resort but did not want to sleep with them.
Sol, however, was anything but possessive. When Selma
began to enjoy the company of another vacationer and still
did not want to go to bed with him, Sol said:
“You’re going to enjoy someone else, you’1l see. You
know you can give. You have so much of this love in you
that you can share it.”
Selma followed Sol’s advice and the new man was delighted with their experience together.
“Wow!” he said, after they rst made love. “Did you know
that you had three orgasms in the last half hour?”
“Sure,” said Selma, quietly, happily.
Next Sol suggested that Selma try “swinging.”
“You can swing with one male and two females,” Selma
explained, “or with one female and two males, or as two
couples. But if you swing with two girls and a man it’s very
dicult because of the implied homosexual relationship.
And that’s where pot helps you to get over this kind of
thing. Incidentally, with swinging there is a very strong rule:
don’t ever do anything you don’t want to do, or to have
done to you. If you feel uncomfortable making love in front
of others, you go into another room. When people rst begin
swinging, they usually pair off. Once they’ve been used to
making love in front of somebody else, it doesn’t bother
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them any more, although I’ve never been to any big swinging parties. The most I’ve ever swung with is four; two
couples.”
Clearly, Selma had been emotionally ready for some time
to pursue sexual experimentation that would be repugnant
to most “straight” people. But what was motivating the partners whom she found for her “swinging”?
Selma talked about her rst experience as a swinger. The
initiative had been hers. She was driving in her car with
a married girl friend of whom she was exceptionally fond.
“I told her about swinging and I thought she was going to
jump out of the car. I said, ‘Don’t worry, I’m not going to
rape you!’ Since then it’s turned out that when she fantasizes
to reach orgasm she thinks of girls and of being ‘attacked’
by lesbians.”
“When she turned on,” Selma related, “the inhibitions
about another girl touching her kind of fell away. And
although she was very tense the rst time, and didn’t reciprocate any of the things I did to her, when she turned on
about three weeks later, all of a sudden she became a really
aggressive female, very active in her relationship to me.”
Selma had strong hang-ups of her own during the rst
experience and barely touched her girl friend.
“I really wasn’t engaged in any activity with the other
girl,” she explained, “it_was much more the male. He made
love to both of us; the other girl and I had very little to do

with each other.”
Following some additional experience with pot, Selma’s
inhibitions receded further: “After I smoked I felt much
more free, for instance, to fondle a woman’s breasts, which
I had wanted to do previously but hadn’t dared to do in a
swinging situation.”
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the attraction

that she felt for women.
“Every female has the wish, whether it’s conscious or subconscious, to make love to another woman,” she asserted.
“Two girls will kiss much more easily than men, and it turns
men on very much to watch two girls making love. I have
found it perfectly natural and pleasant, and this is something
I’ve learned through pot.”
The next time Selma engaged in swinging, her partners
were a married couple, close friends, and the three-way relationship was, at least indirectly, set o by the wife when she
conded to Selma that she had been having chronic and
serious sexual difculties with the husband.
“He was very hung up and she thought maybe swinging
would help him,” Selma reported. “I did it mostly to help
her. After sixteen years of marriage he didn’t even know
where the clitoris was and she had never been able to talk
with him about sex. She had a very, very hard time with
orgasm. They came over to my place one night and we
turned on and we did swing. I had to tell him what to do.
She was masturbating and I was kind of playing with her.
He was just sitting there watching and excited. I said, ‘Now
you do this,’ and told him to put his nger in her vagina
and help her that way. He was seeing his wife there, frustrated, masturbating, and just sat there not doing anything.
And they’d been married sixteen years!”
Selma felt that the experience opened up “a whole new
avenue of communication” between the couple.
“After we swung that night I went back to their house and
we talked about it. Since that time, he is much more aware
of her feelings. Before that, he used to have his orgasm and
go to sleep leaving her high and dry.”
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“Do you think there’s anything morally wrong with swinging,” I asked Selma.
“Absolutely not,” she insisted. “I think it’s much more
healthy and acceptable than having an aair on the sneak.
It’s something both partners can enjoy together. Like I got
bored with sex with my husband after ten years. Presumably
others feel the same. When I had aairs, it put a lot of pressure on me. My husband and I could have shared this experience. It probably would have brought us closer together
because it would have been something we’d done together.
Which is what happened to the couple I’ve just described.
They’d both been playing on the side once in a while. Now
they don’t have to sneak and lie about it any more. They
got turned on by pot.”
Pot, then, was the driving force that trailed all the way
through Selma’s story, and she could see nothing negative
that marijuana had done in her life.
“I’ve heard it said and even written that housewives would
let the house burn down when they’re high,” she said, “but
I always hear my children when I’m high. If I hear any of
them make a noise in their sleep, I run up to them no matter
how high I am. I may have a little diiculty, but I do it.”

WARNING; MARIJUANA MAY BE
HAZARDOUS TO YOUR SEX L11-"E

It’s a conventional wisdom that too much pot, like too
much alcohol, may sabotage sex. But if one man’s pot is
occasionally another man’s poison, it may not merely be
because the user has exceeded his nervous system’s quota

and oversmoked.
Two Palo Alto, California roommates, for example,
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young women of twenty-eight, found that marijuana was
sexually unsound for them under any circumstances. For
one of them, it worked only as a soporic. She recalled one
particularly embarrassing encounter when she actually
dozed o under the incredulous gaze of her still-rampant
lover. For the other girl, while her reaction was less dramatic, it was just as diminishing. Marijuana ooded her
mind with such a wealth of ideas and images that she could
not encompass anything sexual at the same time.
Then there are those who have psychological qualms
about pot and sex. They regard marijuana as a sexual gimmick, a device as destructive to their sexuality as the idea of
a French tickler. Or they may approach marijuana as an
infant’s mother approaches monosodium glutamate; they
acknowledge that pot may bring out sexual avor, but they
harbor the fear that it may be dangerous, even in small
doses. People who are apprehensive about bringing marijuana to bed with them do well to be cautious. Because
marijuana may “enhance” that apprehension, just as it enhances other feelings.
Another valid reason to veto marijuana is a phenomenon
described by experienced smokers, individuals who may
once have preferred their love laced with marijuana-—it is a
feeling that pot puts a distance between lovers; that it creates
a separating, fuzzy, dreamlike quality that diffuses the real-

ity of

sex.

One of those who experienced this reality curtain was a
twenty-six-year-old Los Angeles architect who was once so
keen on the “sex high” that he actually “felt sorry for anyone who had never made love that way, it was so much
greater.” Although he still smoked, he had reordered his

priorities.
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“Straight sex is much better,” said this mustachioed young
man, “because when y0u’re stoned, it’s like looking through
a window. There’s something between you. It’s the dope.
It’s not really real. It’s as if one part of your mind is an
observer of the event and you’re standing back and watch-

ing it.”
A further route to sexual asco is open to the smoker
who ingests marijuana under circumstances he nds repellent. Dr. Runciman told me of a patient who “did himself
a great deal of damage. He found himself in an atmosphere
where the room was dirty, uncomfortable, and uninviting.
Suddenly, the girl appeared extremely ugly. All his senses
reacted negatively under marijuana.
“This kind of thing could potentially result in a real,
secondary impotence,” said the psychologist. “It’s very unwise to use nfarijuana when conditions are not right. It had
better be with someone who is already established as a compatible sexual partner.”
One of the paradoxes about marijuana is that—-since the
personality of the user helps to determine the drug’s inuence, it can be used deliberately to snu out sexual feelings.
Such diverse types as clergymen and prostitutes have been
reported to use it as a sexual re extinguisher. In one of the
contributions to the Marijuana Papers, botanist Norman
Taylor writes that cannabis is taken “. . . by Indian priests
to quell libido.” On the other side of the world, in Los
Angeles, Dr. Runciman told of “prostitutes who give their
‘johns’ marijuana to stimulate them, while using it themselves to suppress feeling.”
Which brings up to the most deliberate turn-oif of all.
Dr. David Smith told me about it in the crazily cheerful
atmosphere of his San Francisco hippie drug clinic: “Many
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of the girls here in the Haight are sexually very aggressive,”
said the physician, who looks more like a country club tennis
pro. “And some of the boys are uncertain of their sexuality.
So they may smoke up a storm because everybody knows

if you’re ripped out of your mind, you don’t have to perform
sexually.”

4
Marijuana and Frigidity
“I’M really amazed that women in our culture reach orgasm
at all,” said Pamela B., an elegant and successful twentynine-year-old public relations woman in New York City.
“First our beloved parents drum into us the idea that sex
is dirty, unless, of course, it’s conned to the holy state of
matrimony. Then the church, schools, women’s magazines,
1ms—at least until recently-—take up where the folks left
off. Well, we go ahead and have sex before marriage anyway
because we suspect we’ve been peddled a crock of lies. But
by then it’s so fouled up with guilt that reaching orgasm is
like reaching Mars. Our lovers begin to blame themselves,
and pow! More chaos. It’s guilt that’s the ‘heavy.’ It’s laid
on us in thick slabs.”
Nobody can be certain that Pam’s guilt feelings caused
her frigidity—the inability to reach orgasm. But at the time
of our conversation the question was academic anyway
because Pam’s complaint had been consigned to the past.
About a month before, a series of marijuana-related incidents had enabled her to experience what Dr. Natalie
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Shainess, a psychiatrist and an authority on the subject of

feminine sexual response, terms “authentic orgasm”—
orgasm originating in the vagina. Pam had touched down,
symbolically, on Mars, and she wanted other women to
know about her launching pad-—marijuana.
Pam—“pre-marijuana” Pam—-was, in her own words, a
“sexual wreck.” Clitoral orgasm was occasionally possible
for her, but penile-vaginal stimulation left her cold, a condition she found impossible to accept despite two years of
psychiatric reassurance. Sexual interest was waning after
years of shamming orgasm. Nor could she divulge her
failure to her lovers. She’d learned that this usually ruled

their male sensibilities.
Things were on the decline between Pam and Lee, her
lover, when they turned on for the rst time. They did so
solely out of curiosity—they had no idea what to expect.
They sat together on the living-room couch, feeling very
foolish, dragging cautiously at the skinny “joint,” asking
each other what they felt-and feeling, as far as they could
tell, nothing.
“Then Lee reached over and kissed me,” Pamela recalled,
“And what I felt was something like an electrifying sexual
revival, a renewal of passion, as if I were nineteen again.
We must have just kissed for twenty minutes. We were so
clear-headed, it didn’t seem possible that a drug had triggered this intensity. It never occurred to me to try to deliberately reach orgasm, though. I was delighted enough, for
the moment, just to be able to feel that strongly again.”
Pam and Lee began to tum on regularly after that—usually once a week or every ten days, and only in their own
company. “Our friends, most of them, anyway, are appalled
at the idea,” Pam explained.
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For a while they found smoking a pleasurable experience,
but nothing in their relationship had basically changed.
Then, little by little, Pam related, “The ‘honesty’ scene
promoted by the pot people really began to get to me. For
the rst time, I saw the absurdity of trying to keep the lid
on my problem. I wanted to talk about it with Lee. I worried
over it for a few days, then decided to risk it. I wasn’t surprised when Lee skidded into an awful depression, but he
made a real effort to pull himself out. And I kept pointing
out to him that it was my problem, not the fault of his lovemaking. We continued having sex, always under the inuence of grass. Lee, who’d practically been weaned in Irish
bars, was almost as caught up in the eect as I was.
“Then, about a month ago, we were in bed, making love
-—-oral love. Suddenly, out of nowhere, I felt the rush of
sensation that precedes orgasm sort of well up around the
rim, the opening, of the vagina. Never in my life had I felt
any sensation there at all. I wanted more than anything to be
stimulated there. I asked Lee to get on top of me in the
regular intercourse position. He did, and perhaps fteen
seconds after he entered, I experienced the most profound
orgasm. It seemed to radiate through my whole body. It
lasted a shockingly long time. Lee and I just lay there in
silence, too stunned at what had happened to discuss it.
Since then it’s happened twice more in the same way. I don’t
know yet if it can happen ‘straight.’ I’m almost too frightened to try. I hope to God I’m on the road to some kind
of cure. This albatross has obsessed me long enough.”

Among the women interviewed, others reported similar
benets from the use of marijuana. And in most cases, they
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had progressed to the point where they could reach orgasm
without pot, or were condent they would soon be able to
do so.
This is, of course, the testimony of ordinary women, uncorroborated by expert evaluation. No one, least of all the
women themselves, can interpret the true role of marijuana
in overcoming frigidity with any degree of accuracy. And it
should be made clear that marijuana is not a psychic antibiotic, a drug that can ght the illness of frigidity the way
penicillin combats infection. The legions of sexually repressed American women would be grossly misled were they
to race o to their nearest hippie dealer to “score” (buy)
a year’s worth of marijuana, expecting their aliction to
vanish miraculously in a few puffs of pungent smoke. Sociologist Erich Goode remembered one girl among the more
than 200 marijuana users he interviewed, who “tried to use
marijuana to loosen up and only managed to tense up and
ruin everything for her partner and herself.”
Many doctors-—Dr. Shainess among them—tend to discount the reports of women who insist that they conquered
their frigidity problems with the help of marijuana. But the
UCLA psychiatrist Dr. Louis Jolyon West told me, “I have
talked with young girls who have had some sexual experience, as well as with older women who have been having
intercourse for some time. All were capable of sexual pleasure and arousal, but had never had orgasm. Under mari-

juana, they did.”
Dr. West, who is no marijuana evangelist himself, postulates that two factors are at work in these cases: First, that
“those psychological inuences that have prevented the girl
from having orgasm before—mostly feelings of guilt—were
diminished by the marijuana eect.” Second, that “Since
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it’s unlikely that one partner would be stoned and not the
other, it’s possible that under these conditions a man would
be able to sustain coitus longer than had been the case otherwise.” This would enable a slower-reacting woman to come
to climax.
Dr. West also believed that once orgasm has been experienced, the response can eventually be repeated without the
drug. “Girls who discovered their rst orgasm with marijuana would not necessarily indenitely require it, having
once gured out how to have one,” he said. “It’s easier after
that to have one with or without marijuana.”
Twenty-two-year-old Emily C. is a girl who “gured out”
how to reach orgasm. Emily, who lives with her husband,
an editor, in a conservative Connecticut exurb, is a largebosomed, small-waisted beauty. She is bright (a college
graduate at nineteen), uninhibited, and extremely articulate.
And it was quite obvious from what she had to say that her
precocity had extended to sexual matters as well.
“I was sixteen when I slept with my rst man,” she said,
leaning back against the cushions of an eight-foot-long velveteen sofa—a wedding present from her Jewish motherand lighting up a Marlboro. “He was ten years older than
me, and after nine months of heavy petting, I could no
longer not have sex with him. For one thing, I adored him.
For another, I was awfully curious about making love.
“Although I never reached orgasm with him, I knew what
orgasm was. I had been masturbating since I was thirteen.
-Yet I cou1dn’t duplicate the sensation with him, and he never
asked me if I came despite the fact that we made love many,
many times.”
According to Emily, she “selected” the second man she
slept with. “I was seventeen and I wanted more sexual ex-
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perience. Since no man, in my mind, could live up to my
rst lover, I chose him rather cold-bloodedly——a fellowstudent at the university where I was doing my undergraduate work. Sex with him was fair, but again no orgasm and
no discussion. I didn’t have the condence to bring it up.
Perhaps because I moaned and groaned during sex, both
men thought I was coming.
“I met Burt, my husband, when I was eighteen. Sex with
him was indescribably exciting. We made love at every
opportunity, before class, after class, on his lunch hours.

But after a couple of weeks, Burt brought up the subject of
orgasm. He likes to discuss everything, talk about himself
and his own feelings, and it was very natural and spontaneous for him to ask how it was for me.
“I felt so secure with him, the rst time I’d ever felt this
way with anyone, that I was able to admit that I never
reached orgasm. Burt was troubled and somewhat impatient
that I couldn’t. I think he felt that it was his failure—how

s

could we be sexually compatible if he wasn’t satisfying me‘?
He even talked about breaking up. He didn’t want the hassle
of a frigid woman. Yet I wasn’t disturbed about not being
able to have an orgasm. What really upset me was Burt’s
distress and the possibility he might break up with me
because of it.

“We’d known each other about a month when Burt began
to turn on in my presence,” Emily recalled, adding that she
was more than a little frightened by it. “I’d never seen anyone smoke pot before. He even ritualized smoking-—-he’d
turn out all the lights and light a candle. It had to do with
separating smoking from the other, routine events of the
day. Questions raced through my mind: did he need some-
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thing extra with me? Was he bored with me? Did he have
to get into his own thing to escape from me?”
Burt suggested that Emily try marijuana; he thought it
might relax her. “He certainly never pushed it. At rst I
refused, but when I saw that he didn’t act differently at all
after smoking—as a matter of fact, I couldn’t even tell he
was high—I decided to try it. The rst four times, nothing
happened. But the fth time I got quite high.
“The feeling shot straight to my genitals. I laughed and
jumped and danced naked around his loft. We fell into bed,
and I felt the most exquisite freedom. I lost all my selfconsciousness and let my body move as it wanted to. It was
almost uncontrollable writhing. For the rst time, I really
felt the presence of his penis. I literally felt myself to be a
huge cunt. . . a receptacle, and him to be an enormous
penis.

“I wasn’t trying to have

an orgasm. But it happened. It
happened because I was totally condent about which posi~
tion stimulated me and which didn’t. I allowed myself to
explore the one position that seemed most exciting—on my
stomach, my legs quite close together, the clitoris rubbing
against the bed while Burt mounted me from the rear. I
could concentrate on the sex. I was no longer distracted by
whether or not I was making love ‘properly.’
“After that, every time we turned on, all I wanted to do
was make love. I knew Burt preferred making love in the
face-to-face position. He likes to fondle my breasts when
we have sex. After a few weeks, I learned that if I maneuvered my body so that my clitoris rubbed against him at
the same time his penis was inside me when I was on my
back, I could reach orgasm. Pot allowed me to understand
what sensations had to be duplicated.”
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After six more attempts, Emily found she could reach
orgasm without pot. “Now I’m always satised,” she reported, “whether or not we use marijuana. Although I never
feel as totally relaxed when we make love straight, it comes
pretty close to it.”
Would this have happened without marijuana?
“I can’t say. It might have taken much longer. It might
never have happened. But there is this . . . I doubt we would
have stayed together and married unless Burt was certain
I was satised. I guess it was because we were terribly,
terribly attracted to each other. We really fucked a lot. The
orgasm was essential to the concentration of love we felt
for each other.
“Do I feel it’s an articial stimulant? No! What I feel is
that I’m more provocative when I’m high. Why do women
wear sexy nightgowns and perfume to bed? Why don’t they
pile a lot of cream on their faces? To be more provocative.
On pot, I feel sexier because I’m more free. I’m a better
sexual partner.”

In the case of Emily and Burt C., orgasmic success
cemented a relationship that both of them described as “for
keeps.” But for Heather McC., a twenty-six-year-old research
assistant in Cleveland, failure to reach orgasm was an unsettling symptom in a marriage so brittle that it was probably doomed to dissolution from the beginning.
Heather had been married at twenty. When we talked she
had recently separated from her husband. Born of very
strict and deeply religious parents—from whom, she said
drily, “it will be hard to recover”—she was studying at
night toward a Ph.D. degree.
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She had known her husband since childhood and married
him after they went through grade school, high school, and
college together. Neither had ever experienced another sexual partner. Three months after they married, Heather was
having affairs with other men. Her voice barely rose above
a murmur when she talked about it, but there was nothing

low-keyed about her story.
“I had turned off my husband even before we were
married-—why, I don’t know. It was an interpersonal thing.
He was terribly possessive and puritanical. I wasn’t supposed
to talk to other people or wear short skirts and make-up.
I felt I had no freedom. When we made love, I couldn’t
come. Sex was a chore, like doing the dishes. Naturally,
this depressed him severely. I was the only girl he’d ever
slept with. I dened his sexuality for him, so his self-image
was zero in that respect.
“We began to turn on about two years ago, but not for
sexual purposes. Even on grass, I couldn’t loosen up with
him. I was terribly, terribly hung up about sex. We used
pot mostly as a sort of therapy—to communicate with each
other. And we made an agreement, that we might have
affairs with others, but that we wouldn’t discuss it. We stayed
together for the most neurotic, clingy reasons. Then I met
Pete, and in no time I was in love with him.
“We turned on almost from the beghming, but I was
still uncomfortable about sex, and wou1dn’t let him really
make love to me. I would take my clothes o, but he’d leave
his trousers on. We made love without actually fucking. He
knew how fearful I was and let me proceed at my own rate.
He was very accepting. He never pushed me or made me
feel guilty.
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“Over the weeks it got better and better, easier and easier.
Pete was a master of timing. At some point, we both knew
it was right to begin fucking. It wasn’t only the grass. It was
Pete—whom I loved—plus the grass. The person has to be
there, the grass can’t do

it alone.

“We used a vibrator at rst to help me reach orgasm,
clitoral orgasm, and this was a tremendous step for me. At
twenty-six, I had never experienced one! But it wasn’t quite
as big a moment as three weeks ago when I had my rst
vaginal orgasm.”
Despite the frankness with which Heather talked about
herself, she found it embarrassing to describe how it happened. “My mind says I should be able to talk about it, but
emotionally it’s diicult,” she admitted. But it is characteristic of these new marijuana people, I found, to seek to be
as open as possible. “Honesty” was a quality they strove for,
and Heather was no exception.
“Wel1—Pete and I talked about everything. We had no
secrets from each other. I had told him about one of my
fantasies-—about being tied down while fucking. I wanted to
act it out. I thought both of us might learn something from
exploring this so-called ‘perversion.’ We turned on, and I
can tell you, I’ve never been so turned on in my life. I was
really turned on. I was spread-eagled on the bed, lying on
my back, my arms and legs tied to the four posters. It was
a very slow thing at rst. We spent two hours at love play,
the most intense love play, just letting it happen. Then, for
a while, Pete lay down beside me, not doing anything, just
talking to me, reminding me he was doing what he wanted
to, that there wasn’t anything to worry about. Because one
of the things that always brought me down was worrying
about stupid things, like whether or not I was responding in
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the right way, worrying about how ‘well’ I was making love.
“Finally I went out of control-—my facial muscles were
twitching. My arms began to tingle, and I cou1dn’t move my
hands—-they felt as if they were paralyzed. I remember feeling like it was just too much, as if I would explode. I just
couldn’t stand it. I started to cry somewhere along the line,
but Pete became very frightened, so I brought it under some

control.
“Then, when he got on top of me and we started fucking,
I knew it was going to happen and that nothing could stop it.
It sounds silly, but I felt out in the universe—-there’s this
spiritual thing that happens on grass—and I saw myself out
there surrounded by stars. Then I became more aware of
what my body was doing-—it began to convulse, up and
down, in waves. I was half-crying and half-choking. Finally
I had this incredible orgasm. My whole body was involved.
When I ‘came to,’ I assured Pete that I was okay, and then
he did his own thing.
“This was only a few weeks ago, and I haven’t experienced orgasm with him since, but I expected this to happen.
From what I’ve read, it happens frequently . . . that after a
dramatic experience, a lot of things are blasted loose and
you fall back into old, bad patterns. What happened made
me aware of my resentments, toward men, and it was Pete
who had brought me close to a part of myself I didn’t really
like. I became furious with him, wanted to tear him apart
physically. Because when I nally understood some of the
things that had prevented me from having orgasm, I had to
deal with them. And naturally I didn’t want to.
“I suppose our methods were extreme, but I know that
I’ll reach the stage where I won’t need marijuana. It brings
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you out. If you can do that on grass, there’s no reason why
you shouldn’t be able to do so without it.”

Of all the variables that contribute to feminine sexuality,
most women agree on one concept: that physical attraction
coupled with emotional rapport is the ideal. The experiences
of Pam, Emily, and Heather are cases in point. In each instance there existed a durable, affectionate relationship with
their partners. But could marijuana be the catalyst that
would enable a so-called non-orgasmic woman to reach
orgasm in a chance sexual encounter—one where a strong
physical attraction ared up quickly but an emotional interaction had not yet developed? The experience of Peggy H.,
a thirty-three-year old New Jersey schoolteacher, conrms
that it can.
Peggy, the divorced mother of three young children,
was introduced to marijuana and thence to vaginal orgasm.
There is no question in her mind that marijuana was the
“agent provacateur,” but Peggy had only known her partner for a few hours prior to the sexual awakening that she
called “the most incredible thing that has happened to my
body since the birth of my rst child.”

It was chance that led Peggy to marijuana. She was spending the holiday weekend at the lakefront summer cottage of
a married couple, who were old friends. After dinner, the
three were sipping martinis—to the younger marijuanaphiles, the most disliked symbol of the “plastic society”when the conversation turned to the subject of pot. Peggy
and her friends decided jointly that they’d like to try it.
Later on, Steve, whom Peggy had met earlier in the day at
the community beach, stopped by. He conded that he,
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like many of his colleagues (he’s an executive with a market
research organization) kept some pot at home. He was persuaded to fetch it. The three neophytes shared two cigarettes
with Steve, but aside from feeling slightly giggly, they were
disappointed at the effect. Meanwhile, Peggy had felt a
powerful attraction developing between Steve and herself.
About an hour after turning on, the two drove the short
distance to Steve’s cottage.
“I sensed earlier in the day that we would sleep together,”
said Peggy, a rangy, placid woman, severely dressed except
for a bulky mini-skirt that revealed exceptionally ne legs.
“What I didn’t know was that it would happen so quickly.”
But Peggy doesn’t think marijuana was responsible for
speeding up the encounter. “I’m not skittish about sex,” she
pointed out, explaining that since her separation she had
made a conscious effort to liberate herself from the strict
sexual precepts preached by her parents (her father is a
Presbyterian minister).

“We just went to bed,” she said quietly. “There was nothing different or special--except for the pot. Our position
was the classical one. But suddenly, I hit the ceiling. I mean
it was a tremendous emotional experience.” Her voice
climbed. “This orgasm . . . this fantastic, incredible, exquisite sensation! It was a similar experience to when my rst
child was born. Complete awakening of emotions, that this
is happening to me! I began to cry and couldn’t stop. It was
as emotional as it was physical. This beautiful thing was
happening to my body. And Steve, who has had God knows
how many women, said to me, ‘My God! Do you always
have orgasms like that?’ ”
Of course Peggy had not. Clitoral satisfaction, which she
had experienced in the past, offered only a shadow of sensa-
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tion compared to the intensity of vaginal orgasm. “There
had been times when I would come to the verge of vaginal
orgasm, but every time I got there, I must have subconsciously thought, ‘This is a sinful thing to do. You’re only
supposed to have sex if you intend to procreate children.’ ”
Encouraged by the progress she felt she had made in overcoming a personal obstacle that had heretofore baled her,
Peggy decided to experiment without marijuana. Although
Steve was enthusiastic, both were very nervous.
“If it didn’t happen without pot, we would have felt awful.
But it did! And what’s even more incredible is that I’ve now
become multi-orgasmic. I don’t want to sit here and brag,”
Peggy said calmly, “but I can have them every three or four
minutes without any problem and, yes, without pot. There
is only one disadvantage. You become tired and have to
stop, but you continue to feel that you want more.”
Peggy no longer ponders the mysterious origins of orgasm.
Even psychiatrists can only speculate on why it may emerge
after years of unfulllment. As Dr. Natalie Shainess wrote
in an article titled “The Therapy of Frigidity,” in Current
Psychiatric Therapies, “Cure of frigidity . . . can occur in
some kind of therapeutic intervention, without either the
patient or therapist having a clear conception of what the
diiculty has been or what has taken place.” But Peggy has
become an active proselytizer of the merits of marijuana
among her friends. She would like to counsel all women
with orgasm problems to investigate its possibilities. “I think
that gynecologists should prescribe it. Yes, yes, yes!” she
enthused. “It might not work on everyone—but it certainly
couldn’t be harmful to try. Well, maybe they’d tense up. But
if somehow, it could happen ‘accidentally’ . . .”

5
The California Pot Scene
CALIFORNIA shares this with marijuana: if you let it,
it will turn you on. You may leave for California cocooned
and comfortable in your own cultural bag. But after perhaps
ten days in this paradox of sun and smog, of Berkeley revolutionaries and Ronald Reagan conservatives, of pubescent
youth and desiccated old age, you may have cracked through
your Eastern chrysalis. You may nd yourself feeling euphoric, receptive, giddy, and changed-—a feeling not unlike a
marijuana “high.” And like the novitiate’s rst high, you
may be feeling free but frightened, tugged at by the new
but not quite ready to abandon the old.
From all over the country and the world, they come to
California, hundreds of new settlers a day, an aiuent inux
equaled nowhere in the world. The state is big and culturally unformed, ready like a docile, golden-hearted whore to
satisfy the fantasy of the next pilgrim at the door. Thus,
what is important about the state is not that it has more of
everything—people, wealth, marriage, divorce, but that California is more tolerant of the innovative, the extreme.
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In a culture that accepts with little comment a cult that
awaits the end of the world at the top of a mountain at
sumise, it’s small surprise that marijuana is a California
fact of life. A giant marijuana smoke ring all but envelops
the state. California has far more marijuana people than
any other state, ergo more marijuana problems, research,
projects, and dialogue; more high-school marijuana experimenters and users (altogether 80% according to a recent
survey); more marijuana “busts,” and so many middle-class
marijuana smokers, that even non-users are able to take the
weed in stride. But some California smokers, considered
middle-class on their own turf, would certainly unhinge
the more terrestrial citizens of other states. Here, just for
samples, are some of the natives I encountered on a circuit
of San Francisco, Los Angeles and environs:
A San Francisco salesman, movie-star handsome, turning on with a nugget of hashish, then piloting his fullthroated Honda motor bike through San Francisco’s roller
coaster streets (me perched on the pillion) to prove his
motor ability wasn’t impaired. (It didn’t seem to be.)

A well-bred young couple from aluent Marin County
(pronounced Marin, and it has one of the highest income
and divorce rates in the world) importuning me to attend
with them--after turning on—the next meeting of an organized, mostly married, buttoned-down bacchanale, featuring
an agenda of Swedish massage lessons, and the customary
drop-your-clothes and pick-your-bed-partner options. My
escort to be—the doctor from next door whose wife was
away and, according to the rule of the organization, couldn’t
attend alone. (I declined.)
An afternoon poolside party high in San Francisco’s hills
at which the host, a psychiatrist, barked the most personal
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questions (“Have you ever had sexual intercourse while
under the inuence of marijuana?” “What was it like?”)
to a responsive platoon of guests, almost all of whom had
at least experimented with pot.
An ordained minister of Christlike mien, offering to share
his marijuana cigarette with me—in church and at ten A.M.
—before viewing a lm he had helped to produce—a leavenothing-to-the-imagination sex saga in which all the actors,
including himself, were naked, turned on, and sexually
active. It would have been rated “X” at any public theater,
but it will never be shown there, having been sponsored
(albeit somewhat hesitantly) by a church-ailiated organization.
Originals, yes, these middle-class mavericks of California.
Abetted on one side by the hippie culture with which they
live cheek-by-jowl, bounded on the other by a highly modied, but still deeply ingrained puritan ethic. They are the
nation’s behavioral bellwethers, shucking off conformist
skins. They are “letting go” the ethic of the sixties, spawned
in this most seminal of states.

“I live here and teach here because California is the shape
of the future, where it all begins,” says Dr. James Fadiman,
thirty, the Harvard-trained psychologist who is now an instructor at one of the most far-out landmarks on the California frontier, Esalen Institute.
Whether you agree with it or not, Esalen is a place where
something important began, where education that plumbs
the senses, rather than books, took root. It is the home of
the “human potential” movement. Some twenty thousand
pilgrims annually—wanting out from what they regard as
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the “plastic society”—-ock to its San Francisco and Big Sur
training grounds, seeking to “get in touch” with their natural, sensuous selves. They look for The Answer in such
soul-scratching techniques as group encounter therapy, sensitivity-training sessions, and ancient mystic philosophies-—
all working together or singly like emotional magic supposedly capable of opening up the mind, the body, the

to promote “meaningful interpersonal relationships.”
The colloquy about Esalen is almost as impassioned as
the one about marijuana. Its detractors denounce it as dangerous “group-grope” poppycock. Its followers hail it as a
movement to self-understanding. My interest was nonpartisan. I wanted to speak with those in its community who
smoked marijuana.
With this in mind, I motored from Los Angeles up U.S. 1,
skirting the Palisades, climbing the hills, doubling back
around the arroyos, a trip much like the emotional road
traveled by the seekers-in-residence at the American lamasery that is Esalen at Big Sur. I had been told that many
of the Esalen regulars were also marijuana believers. But
Esalen, as an institution still on the fringe of acceptance, is
committed to an anti-marijuana policy. Already a social
target, it cannot aord to lay itself open to attack from the
guardians of civic virtue.
In short, this investigator into the marijuana scene found
a cold reception at Big Sur. Their position was explained,
and I had to agree it was understandable. But three hours
farther up the road, in San Francisco, I met Esa1en’s boyishlooking president, Michael Murphy. Radiant, open of face
and mind, he went so far as to observe that there is a marijuana-Esalen analogue, that the two parallel each other in
some ways as mind-expanding agents.
senses;
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“Esalen helps people to range through their consciousness and psychic space. Marijuana, too, gives access to more
and richer imagery, new kinds of feelings and sensations . . .
Good friends of mine tell me this, basically well-put-together
people,” said Murphy. He sat tucked in the Lotus position
in his monklike meditation room, a spartan, tranquil expanse adjacent to the bustling Esalen oices, where workers
greeted each other with affectionate bear hugs. Murphy’s
leanings on Eastern wisdom contrasted engagingly with his
Huck Finn countenance. (You leam to accept and enjoy
contrast in California.)
“We Americans have a good deal of social and physical
mobility,” he continued. “Now we want to move through
our consciousness as well, to go to Europe, so to speak, in
our minds. Marijuana is one way to do it. Marijuana is transcultural. But what is threatening about it is that too many
kids with bombed-out psyches pick up on marijuana—and
on Eastern philosophies—-in the most supercial way. They
don’t understand the necessity, the liberating inuence of
discipline.”
Most of Esalen’s enrollees are disciplined, if only because
they are primarily of the “then” not “now” generation. “No
smoking” strictures are enforced on the grounds. But some
Esalen graduates seek other keys to unlock their psychic
doors, and marijuana is one of them.
One Esalen enthusiast is burly, forty-seven-year-old
Richard H., a Los Angeles engineer who has become a believer of the “anti-cerebral movement,” the cult that believes more in feelings than in intellect and whose slogan
is, “I want to come down out of my head and get back into
my body.” Esalen, Richard said, is “where the business of
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feelings started to come out. And marijuana,” he adds, “is
a capper to that, especially when it comes to sex.”
Richard, who is divorced, looked back, a little ruefully,
on his earlier sex life. “I never knew the total abandon of
sex until the experience I had with pot,” he said. “Sex was a
question of performing, you had to come off somewhere
along the line as a decent stud. On top of that, there were
those inhibitions laid on me by my ‘sainted mother’—the
business of ladies and girls, and how you must treat them as
such. In other Words, I don't think I got around to literally
fucking until marijuana. I used to screw a lot, but fucking
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not really.”
Richard, who never smoked ordinary cigarettes and can’t
inhale, used marijuana in cake form, baked by a friend-—
“my jolly baker,” he joked-—in mind-blowing proportions,
a pound of marijuana to a pound of cake mix. “Who’s that
chick?” he tried to remember. “Oh, yes. Betty Crocker. She
should know about this.” He laughed out loud.
“All that’s needed for a high is a snippet of cake, about
a quarter of an inch by half an inch,” he suggested. “That
will do the trick.” The cake sits in his freezer, looking unappetizingly like frozen mud, and lasts him for better than
a year.
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Richard recalled a particularly memorable “cake” experience. “It was right on this couch,” he said, rapping the sofa
arm three times. “I was with a gal I was very fond of and
we’d had some cake. The Bolshoi Ballet was on television.
I love ballet; I really think it’s great. They were doing Romeo
and Juliet and there was Juliet, looking as if she was oating
right across that screen. We were making love, and watching the ballet simultaneously, and I just can’t describe the
kind of total, incredible sensuality. It became a wild, delight-
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ful, screaming, passionate thing. The sound of the music,
watching the dancing, the screwing on the couch.”
Richard has turned on many of his oice colleagues,
but warns them solicitously that oversmoking may precipitate impotence. “I had too much cake once. Must have
been a piece half an inch square; I just couldn’t get aroused.
The really ne pathways of sensation were gone from the
waist down.” He gave a wry little laugh. “I mean having
your penis kissed and stroked is usually quite exciting, to
say the least. But that time, I could have read through it.”
As a good engineer, Richard recognized his miscalculation, and hasn’t repeated it. He recalled, for instance, a collective turn-on a few weeks later.
“A short time ago, I was a member of a non-directed
T-group——a sensitivity training session without professional
leadership—that met in the city. It was a good group, but
it never got down to essentials. Then one night, I held it
here at my pool. It was kind of cold, but I’d heated the pool
for days and there were masses of steam pouring out of it.
We all had a piece of cake—yes, the good old cake--about
ten of us. Some of us had removed our clothes, but a few
others, particularly the girls, were reluctant. But after the
pot, there were clothes ying all over the place.
“We got into the pool, everybody naked and warm and
in a loving circle. And where our previous meetings had
been a little stilted, this got o to a great start from the
beginning. You felt as though you were surrounding and
embracing everyone else. There was even some screwing
going on, but it was secondary to the scene. What was important was that pot had opened up all of us who’d had
diiculty previously, with all the hurt and all the pain. But
this was amazing. I’ve heard that some shrinks say the
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opposite, that it makes people withdraw. But I think it’s an
excellent way of loosening a lot of crap that builds up. Pot
does a lot of good things. Why, I used to hate sailing. Now
I think it’s the only way to travel.”

Switch now to another swimming-pool party, a convocation of solid San Francisco bourgeoisie. The California sun
was high in the sky, an orange-colored rum punch was the
beverage and everyone arrived with his or her own spouse.
They were educated and well-to-do, the kind of people who
attend openings and watch their weight. Alcohol is their
dominant drink. But of the sixty-odd guests, most of them
nudging forty from either side, perhaps 85% had dabbled
in marijuana to one degree or another.
I was there hoping to engage guests in discreet interviews.
But the host, the psychiatrist mentioned earlier in this
chapter, had less conventional ideas. With great ceremony,
he ushered me to the swimming pool and trumpeted to a
group of fteen guests that he was helping me write a book
on—and he relished each word—“Fucking and Grass.”
In Kalamazoo, Michigan, there might have been a gasp
or two. Not in the marijuana-prone California environment. The guests not only greeted the idea with delight, but
insisted on a collective interview.
Thus started a round of good, spontaneous California
theater. The guests knew that their host was no clown, but
a shrewd showman who couldn’t resist the chance to liven
up a quiet party by zeroing in on the general interest in my
subject (and perhaps learning something about it or at least
about his friends). It’s my guess that few of those present
had yet used pot for sexual reasons, but some of them had
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done so and didn’t mind joining the doctor in his own game
of “Shock the Party!”
Spurred by his audience, the doctor pelted it with blunt
questions. He swerved and circled among them, playfully

plying his trade—group therapy. He was a funny, impossible, charming peacock of a man.
“Tell me,” he urged a thirty-seven-year-old woman photographer with black, gypsy hair, “Does marijuana make the
prick seem larger? With my prick, I am always interested
in that.”

“No,”

she answered, squealing

with laughter.
He shrugged and continued his probe. The guests’ answers
came candidly, apparently unfettered by the private-person
guardedness so common outside this nation-state.
The pretty wife of an advertising account man volunteered: “The rst time I smoked marijuana—I was at Bennington College—I slept with one of my professors. I wonder if I would have done it if I hadn’t been stoned.”
A German-born artist-engineer-teacher-therapist (Californians feel quite comfortable in several hats): “Marijuana
is a spiritual, not sexual, experience. I forget my body when
I’m on it. I have always to disappoint ladies. They do get
sexy on it.”
Said a pragmatic, forty-ve-year-old lm writer, his wife
seated next to him: “We haven’t tried it in bed yet. We’re
still at the music-listening stage. And we make damned sure
the kids are asleep, the air conditioners turned on, and there
are double blinds on the windows.”
The doctor requested that he be interviewed, and then
proceeded to interview himself.
“What do you do on pot that you don’t do straight?” he
asked himself.
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“I accommodate women,” came his retort. “Usually, I do
like all of the female anatomy, like kissing her cunt I always
do anyhow. But under the inuence, I would do more, if she
asked me. Usually they don’t ask me too much.” The others
leaned forward, eager for their leader’s words.
“She may ask,” he continued, piping up his voice to
female pitch, ‘Isn’t this music groovy?’ and I hear this horrible, alienating guitar noise. So I accommodate by liking
her off-beat music. But when I’m sober, I’m a macho-type
lover. Say we are in the middle of fucking, not on pot, and
she says, ‘Let’s get up and dance.’ I’d say ‘You fucking cunt,
you dance with somebody else.’ ”
The psychiatrist paused to bask in the general mirth. At
that moment a British lm producer advanced toward him
menacingly, brandishing a large pair of pruning shears.
Slanting the shears toward the psychologist’s private parts,
he pretended to clip them o. “There’s not enough there to
worry about,” roared the doctor. “But thanks for the compliment.” Then, shouting after the departing producer, “If I
need it pruned, I’ll let you know.”
A buffet was served, and the interview with the doctor
was completed later, in the quiet of the kitchen.
“I do not like to use pot in sexual situations,” he snapped.
“I do not like anything programmed.
“But,” he blurted, “there have been times when I have
been compelled to use it, yes. The girl would have thought
me supersquare for not using it, or she had some fantasy
that by turning on, she would overlook or be able to endure
my age. The girls I am talking about are from age seventeen to twenty-four.
“Now! May I tell you that the best time I had on pot was
when I was totally distracted from my sexuality? I became
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fascinated with my partner’s ears. They became three-dimensional, mobile canyons. I then became interested, even while
I was still fucking”—-he purred the word—“in the weavings,
the woof and the warp in my life! And she says ‘What are
you doing, Arthur?’ And I say ‘Your cushion is fascinating.’
And she says, ‘My CUSHION is fascinating? You didn’t
have enough pot! You didn’t inhale right!’ ” He was laughing so hard that he had to wipe his eyes.
“So,” he concluded seriously, “the drug does have an interesting intensication eifect of often irrelevant foci, and
at random. It might happen at random, for instance, that
it would intensify one’s focusing on a cunt, which is something that turns me on. Because I am not a tit man or a
behind man.”

A non-pot

user, a thirty-year-old publisher of popular
music, detained me at the door as I was leaving. “I’m going
to ask my secretary to get me some grass,” he oered. “I’ve
got a couple of sexy movies. How about coming up and
watching them with me? We could smoke at the same
time.” I said goodnight and loped toward the car.

My opportunity to participate in some friendly mateswapping was otfered by Elaine and Robert M. of Marin
County, who belong to a genteel suburban club that is devoted to this sport. Although the organization’s repeated
attempts to start up a chapter in New York has met with
failure, its membership in the Los Angeles and San Francisco area totals more than 750.
Elaine and Bob looked like the archetypal, American
couple. Their marriage fairly hums with affection and energy
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per cent of all marriages
end in divorce. Yet a year before I met Elaine and Bob,
before mate-swapping was even a part of their vocabulary,
their marriage was burnt out, held together by the slenderest
of threads. It seemed hard to believe, but as they tell it, the
two annealing factors were (a) marijuana, and (b) the

—in

a country where fty-seven

organization.
When Elaine and Robert, now twenty-eight and thirty
respectively, rst moved to aluent Marin county, a peaceful sweep of more than comfortable homes and hilly beauty,
only their two children and their religious background kept

their union from crumbling.
Bob was drinking so heavily that he thinks in retrospect
that he probably was an alcoholic. Both were so bored and
unhappy that even their kids tumed them off. After the rst
two years of marriage, Elaine had come to loathe sex. She
slept with her husband whenever he wished, but only “to
get it over with.” Bob was unfaithful and made no bones
about seeking out companions at bars. Still, the couple
stayed together “existing but not living,” as Bob put it.
“Working, coming home, xing the house, watching TV.
It was deadening and mundane. We lived as society thought
we should.”
When they moved to the Bay area, Bob’s rm placed him
in Alameda and Elaine’s oice transferred her to the Oakland branch. They looked up one of Elaine’s former coworkers, a young woman who, together with her husband,
were members of the San Francisco branch of the mateswapping organization.
“We had looked upon them as nasty people at one time,”
remembers Bob. “But when we got to know them better, we
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found we had a lot in common.” One common interest was
smoking marijuana, a pursuit to which Elaine and Bob
had been introduced in Los Angeles by a young college girl
——a fellow church worker.
Bob said: “Elaine and I had been smoking for a couple
of months in L.A., and we both enjoyed it. It made Elaine
relax and feel good. And it had all but cured me of my
drinking. But we knew only one other couple who turned
on there. If any others did, we didn’t know about it. People
there are guarded and cautious. Not like here where everyone seems open and friendly.”
Through others in the organization, Elaine and Bob met
many other “pot” people. And they started to bloom even
though they never used pot as a specic sex turn-on. “I had
been bad with people before,” said Elaine, who is still rather
quiet. “But I really began to turn on to people for the rst
time in my life. And miraculously, I began to tum on to
my husband and my children. My kids had always seemed
a hassle to me. I’d only wanted one, and when the second
came along . . . well, that’s when I just about gave up on sex.
And I know that was the largest reason for Bob’s drinking.”
Bob, in turn, described exactly how, as he saw it, marijuana had helped his wife.
“Without pot, Elaine wouldn’t have been able to tum on
to people and without tuming on to people, she wouldn’t
have been able to like sex. But she did, and we have a beautiful sex relationship now. I would rather sleep with my wife
than anyone. You see, we really love each other. We always
have.”
Yet their love d0esn’t preclude activities that the “straight”
world would condemn. When they rst thought of going to
an organization party, Elaine was terried and hesitant. “I
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did my best not to get a baby sitter,” she recalled, laughing.
“I nally had to get one,” Bob said.
“And when we got there, I refused to go in for ten minutes and just stood at the door,” said Elaine.
“But we were really initiated that night,” observed Bob.
“We both slept with other people—a couple that we happened to have met somewhere else the night before. And
we had a marvelous time.”
Do they tum on before organization parties? “Oh yes,”
they chorused. “But the parties are very cautious--there is
absolutely no pot-smoking at them. And we think enough
of the organization to observe the rules. Most people turn
on before going there.”
How often do they sleep with others? Elaine averaged
about two men a month; Bob a few more women.
Was Bob jealous? “Yes,” he admitted, “but I know intellectual1yit’s absurd.”
Was Elaine jealous of Bob? “Sometimes-when I want
his attention at a party, and his attentions are with someone else.”
are now natural to them also.
Like camping trips with the “tribe,” a nucleus of good, potsmoking friends-—the doctor next door, a car salesman and

A number of other things

his wife, an electronics engineer. About eight couples pile
into cars and campers with all their youngsters, and take o
for a weekend at a “free beach” about an hour and a half
from San Francisco. They tum on, sit around the beach
campre nude, sing, barbecue food, and, once the kids are
asleep,

drift off to

engage

in

sex as they want to.

“We are all loving friends,” remarked Elaine.
Stronger drugs are frequently broken out—LSD, peyote,
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mescalin. “The drug experience is the best in a natural
setting,” said Bob with feeling.
How did Elaine feel about her now, pot-oriented existence? “I think marijuana straightened out my life,” she told
me a little wonderingly. “We’re relaxed, content. We’re not
searching for something else.”
What about their two children? “Oh they turn on too,”
Elaine and Bob reported lightheartedly. “Especially the little
one,” said Elaine. “He’s a sensual little boy to begin with.
And when we have friends over, and we do two or three
times a week, he sometimes turns on with us and dances
beautifully for a half hour or so. It’s a joy watching him.”
Their other child? “He turns on only occasionally. He’s more
book-minded,” remarked Bob, still lovingly. “They’re very
different. I often wonder how they’ll turn out sexually.
“You see, we hide nothing from them. Not that we screw
in front of them. But they know we have friends. Because
our friends often sleep here.
“One thing I want them to have is respect for girls. I grew
up thinking any girl who slept with a man was a whore; that
they were to be used. I don’t want my boys to be that way.
And I don’t want them to be preoccupied with sex as I was
as a kid, almost to the exclusion of everything else.”
But don’t they consider themselves promiscuous now?
“No,” said Elaine quietly. “I see ourselves as polygamous.
Not promiscuous. There’s a big difference.”
I asked Elaine if her co-workers at the bank knew about
her pot smoking. “There are a few young girls there who
do smoke, and most of the young trainees do, and we have
a real good relationship. But the older executives—uh-uh.”
How else had marijuana affected their lives? “We have
a lot of money now,” Bob said. “In L.A. we were
always
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broke. The drinking was a big drain on our money. And
then we did a lot of dull things just to keep up with the
Joneses, so to speak. Bought things we really didn’t want or
need. Three cars, for instance. Now we live twice as well on
the same income.”
Had their new sexual freedom resulted in any serious outside attachments?
Elaine: iiNot really. Mostly sex is just physical. But sometimes the friendships are beautiful. For instance, I hardly
ever sleep with my next door neighbor any more, but we’re
~great friends, very tight. We ‘love’ each other. And Bob
loves him too. It’s a three-way thing.”
What if marijuana were to disappear from their lives?
Bob: “I don’t even want to think about that. It’s an idea
I couldn’t face.”
What if Elaine decided to quit?
Elaine: “I just wouldn’t ever decide to.”
Bob: “We know couples where one partner turns on and
the other doesn’t. And they’re terribly distant, apart from
each other. They don’t lead good lives.”
The marijuana way of life may be good or bad, reassuring or self-deluding. Who knows? These questions may not
be answered for a long time. But it’s certainly becoming
a way of life in California, the turned-on state.

6
Marijuana, Marriage, and
Indelity

A SUCCESSFUL New York “creative”

couple—she’s a
commercial artist and he writes books—who turn on once
a week in the winter and more often in their summer home
on Long Island characterized their “married marijuana
friends” like this:
“The couples we know who use grass are pretty well o
economically. They go out more, travel more, live a little
higher. They buy their clothes in East Side boutiques, collect
rock records, and dig movies like ‘Easy Rider.’ (Have you
gotten a whi of the pot in the theater where it’s playing?)
If they have kids, they send them to private school, and
their politics are usually liberal.”
For married people like these--with some money and
mobility—marijuana is rarely an escape into Rabelaisian
revels. Rather, it’s something of a middle-class, chemical
grab bag from which to select the gratication of your choice
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—-usually nothing more decadent than a feeling of closeness
with friends, a good laugh, or more intense sensory perceptions. In 1970 most pot smoking of married couples was
done in a social context, at small gatherings and large
parties. Most commonly, marijuana replaced the beforedinner cocktail or the after-dinner brandy. Smoking without company still seemed to be uncommon with the married
set.
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But curiosity about the p1ant’s erotic potential was not
uncommon at all. According to at least one researcher,
Dr. Andrew Weil, “The typical parent who expresses curiosity about marijuana usually has in back of his mind some
idea of renewed sexual interest.” Inevitably, some married
couples were doing something about this interest.
Couples who gravitated toward pot for its sensual possibilities reported responses ranging from downright dull to
exquisitely delicious. Twosomes in the East were generally
less impressed by the sexual possibilities of smoking than
West Coast marijuanaphiles.
Here is how one California couple, quite by accident,
stumbled across the sexual benets of pot and became conrmed members of what (in honor of the marijuana plant’s
color) was coming to be called the “green revolution.”
Rose and Larry B. are a cheerful, youthful pair. At forty,
they were almost free of facial wrinkles and, apparently, of
blue-nose attitudes. Larry is an executive of a large San Francisco manufacturing rm, and Rose busied herself with hospital and charity work. They lived as most people would like
to—in a three-level home. The only disappointment in their
married life was a diminishing return on sex.
“Let’s face it,” said Rose, an immaculate gurine of a
woman dressed in white slacks and sneakers, “sex isn’t the
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same after so many years. Anyone who says

lying or superhuman. Even if you love each other—and we
do——the bed loses its bounce.”
Rose and Larry had had no hint that their resignation
would be replaced by a sexual revival. But that was exactly
what happened two years before I met them. During an
extended vacation in a small Spanish village o the tourist
track, they happened to rent a house in the center of “a
hotbed of international adventurers and potheads.”
Curled up in a small Victorian loveseat, Rose recalled
the night when it all began. “We invited our next-door
neighbor—a very hip girl of twenty-six—over for a spaghetti
dinner. Somehow the spaghetti glommed together. It was a
disaster! Our guest said, ‘Well, I have some hash in the
house. Why don’t I bring it over?’
“We were so innocent, we thought she meant food—like
comed beef hash. ‘Sure,’ we said. ‘Go get it. We’re starving!’
That night, our bed bounced back! We found out what sex
could be like again.”
Larry, looking a little like a youthful Fred Astaire in
blue-and-white checked slacks and a cashmere sweater
pulled over an open-necked shirt, said: “The kids tell us
how great music is on grass; how it helps set their heads
straight. What they don’t tell us is how great sex is on grass.
That they keep to themselves.”
“Yes,” Rose agreed, “but at least we discovered it. And
now we use it exclusively for sex. Why waste it on anything
else?”

This couple was usually turning on once a week, and a
modest little ritual had grown up around their habit. “Larry
usually sits watching television,” Rose explained, “and I may
be reading or sewing. Larry’s reaction is always the same-—
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in around his ankles and
the,
you know, groin area,
moves upward. When it reaches
he knows he’s ready. When I start feeling giggly and loving
and warm, then I know I’m ready. We go to bed and the bed
becomes like the center of the hurricane. The house rocks
a warm feeling begins to settle

with love. Each time is like the rst time.
“Every time we turn on, it seems we nd a new position
or some new part of the body to explore. Sometimes Larry
gets hung up on my breasts and I nd I keep stroking him,
stroking him, here, there, everywhere. And the orgasm! It
goes on forever! I’d always had intense orgasms, but the
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intensity doubles on grass.
“You forget about everything else; about the lines around
your eyes and the fteen pounds you really should lose. You
feel beautiful, desirable, and young.
“We’d love to tell our friends about it,” Larry said, “but
we’re afraid they wouldn’t understand. In our particular
group, marijuana is something way out, and only for kids.”
Larry and Rose told me that they didn’t often make love
“straight” any more. “Put it this way,” Larry said. “Why
settle for Coca Cola when you can have Courvoisier, or
hamburger when you can have let mignon?”
Sexual rejuvenation, as enjoyed by this couple, does not
come to married lovers any more frequently than it does
to unmarried users. The experience of another California
couple—they were in their mid-thirties—-demonstrates how
unpredictable the effects of pot can be.
Madeline and Paul G., married twelve years, attempted
three times to send their sexuality aloft with a little marijuana. Each time they felt not a shiver of desire.
They live in Los Angeles, where marijuana use is spreading almost like smog. Paul is a lawyer whose practice brings
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him into contact with many people in the movie industry,
where pot use is relatively common. “It seemed as if everyone I talked to was smoking, and not just the people in
front of the camera,” Paul said. “And some of the stories
I heard about marijuana were intriguing. So Madeline said,
‘okay, let’s try it.’
“I got enough for six joints and we rolled them ourselves
——clumsily. It must’ve taken us an hour. Then we got undressed, jumped into bed, and lit up.” They expected that
sex would soon glow as rosy as the tip of the cigarette. The
result, they confessed, was more like dying embers.
“We have no sour grapes attitude, mind you,” Paul explained. “Our sex life is good—we don’t need marijuana.
We just thought we’d see what all the noise was about. We
each smoked a joint and waited for something to happen.
What happened was that nothing happened--absolutely
nothing.”
Paul was being literal. Perhaps because he was nervous.
Perhaps his expectations were too high. Perhaps the marijuana had a negative elfect upon him. At any rate, he found
that he was not aroused.
“For the rst time in my life,” he related, “I couldn’t even
get an erection. I said, ‘To hell with it. Let’s have another.’
We smoked a second joint, still sitting in bed, naked, the
blankets around our legs. And again, nothing.
“By this time I was pretty angry. Finally, I broke up a
fth cigarette and scooped it into a pipe. Yup. Nada. I said,
‘Madeline, do something.’ She did something. Played with
me, went down on me. It was like eating marshmallows. So
we went to sleep. Our attitude was, like, hell—this pot business isn’t what it’s cracked up to be. We ruined a whole good
evening. We could’ve been screwing, and we ruined it.”
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Two months later, Paul conded in a friend who suggested that he probably needed a stronger grade of marijuana. “He gave me some Acapulco Gold, and Madeline
and I tried again,” Paul recalled. “Need I say it? Nothing.
No sexual stimulation. It was so frustrating. I mean, I never
had trouble before. Sex is no problem whatsoever.”
Doggedly, this couple turned on again a month later.
Another failure.
Will they try once more? “I’m not really anticipating it,”
Paul said. “If the occasion arises, if it does, I may try.

Maybe.”

Rose and Larry. Madeline and Paul. Two couples, two
totally different outcomes. But each pair was lucky in its
own way because the response of the husband and the wife
to pot was the same. When pot is more seductive to one
partner than to the other, a corrosiveness often begins and
it may color a c0uple’s entire relationship. The sociologist

Dr. Erich Goode, for one, has come to the conclusion that
couples who turn on together often have stronger relationships than those in which one partner abstains. But pot is
such a vibrantly emotional issue that couples who cannot
agree on it can be in very serious diiculties.
“I can’t imagine a really happy marriage where one
smokes and the other doesn’t,” said a Connecticut housewife and marijuana advocate. “That would be like being
a liberal and married to George Wallace.”
How frequent are such marital disagreements about pot?
Are they usually sparked by the happenstance of different
attitudes and physical reactions to this particular drug? Or
does the drug merely accentuate long-standing basic differ-
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ences between the partners-—diiferences that perhaps should
(or, perhaps, for the sake of tranquillity in the marriage,

shou1dn’t) be aired? These questions have never been
studied. I think that they should be. For if pot smoking
becomes much more popular it could have some impact
on the already shaky institution of monogamous marriage.

The pattern of marijuana-caused marital incompatibility
varies. Sometimes the husband will become a pot enthusiast
and, if his wife doesn’t care for smoking or doesn’t
get
turned on by pot, the resulting discord may become a factor
encouraging him toward indelity. In other cases, if the wife
is partial to marijuana, the husband may become disturbed
by his spouse’s intense attraction to the drug, especially
when they make love.
“I sometimes wonder if it’s me or the drug turning her
on,” one man complained to me.
Such a pair are Joe and Betty S., a strikingly handsome
couple in their early thirties. They live in a spectacular glasswalled contemporary house on the outskirts of Boston,
where Joe owns several successful businesses. They have
two children, ten and twelve, and an important component of Betty’s frustration was that she had to limit
her
smoking to the times when the children were asleep or away
at summer camp. Discretion was not the only reason.
In
her case, her straight role in the family was not compatible
with her other identity as a free-wheeling pot smoker.
“I get amotivational on grass,” she explained. “I can’t be
the wife-and-mother type person when I’m high.
I’d love the
freedom to turn on at eight in the moming with
no kids
around; to splash in the pool with Joe, run through
the
meadows, groove on nature. If I can’t do that,
I’d like to
turn on every night.”
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it too much to want it to

become a habit,” he said. “Every night would be excessive.”
Betty ran her ngers through her thick, wavy auburn
hair. “Do you really think so?” she asked plaintively.
“Yes,” Joe said, somewhat querulously. “And another
thing. I dig sex when we’re just high, but we’ve gone to bed

stoned. And I didn’t like it. I felt as though you could’ve
been anybody. I enjoyed the sex part, sure, but I felt like
a voyeur, watching myself make love. That’s not my scene.”
“I’ve never felt that way about it,” Betty said. “I always
know who you are and where I’m at. If we’re turned on at

I

don’t want to jump into bed with anyone else.”
When Joe excused himself to take a telephone call, Betty
conded her belief that there was a reason behind the potinduced disagreement with her husband that was even more
fundamental than the factors that they had just been openly
arguing about. She said:
“I think it bothers Joe that I dig sex a lot when I’m turned
on. The whole thing frightens him a bit, not only the sex
part. Joe is really brilliant, and deep down he’s afraid pot
will affect his capacity to think.”
Betty had begun to describe how much more responsive
she felt when she was making love on marijuana as opposed
to “straight.” At that point Joe returned and broke into the

a party,

conversation.
“Betty isn’t more responsive on grass,” he insisted. “She
only thinks she is.”
Both partners agreed that the nature of their lovemaking
had greatly changed in the year and a half since they began
smoking.
“We experiment a lot more, both on and off grass,” Joe
said.
=-<w-'~<:vcwwa|
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“And Betty has nally learned to groove on ‘that.’ ”
“That” turned out to be oral sex.
“Now we spend maybe twenty per cent of the time in

‘normal’ screwing,” Betty volunteered.
Joe, embarrassed by his wife’s explicitness, tried to make
a joke out of it.
“Let’s draw up a chart,” he cracked. “Twenty per cent
screwing, forty per cent this, thirty-ve per cent that. And
check ‘often,’ ‘seldom,’ or ‘never.’ ”
“But we don’t overlook screwing,” Betty said, putting her
arm around Joe in an attempt to mollify him. “That’s
‘heavy,’ too.”
“Heavy” meant “great.” It was Betty’s way of reassuring
Joe about his masculinity. And she went on to minimize
their disagreement by listing the positive eects that pot
had had on their marriage:
“There’s a denite bond between two people who turn
on. It’s emotional, sexual, everything. I think grass only
reinforced the relationship we had to begin with. People
who are more adventurous sexually are more likely to turn
on. sometimes think the people we know who don’t turn
on must have awful sex lives.”

I

Most of this couple’s smoking was done in their home.
They did turn on in company from time to time and pot was
beginning to reshape their social lives, too.
“A funny thing’s happening,” Betty said. “We still see our
‘straight’ friends, but now we see more of the ones who turn
on. I’m really not comfortable with drinkers any more. I'm
much more at ease with the smokers.”
Will research eventually discover that there is a “drinker
personality” as opposed to a “pot personality?” Or is the
incompatibility between the martini-lovers and the pot-
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lovers caused principally by pot’s illegal status? Again,
nobody knows. But the division between the two camps
was a phenomenon that I encountered again and again.
“Six months ago Betty gave a surprise party for my birthday,” Joe recalled. “There were about sixty people here.
Half turned on; half didn’t. It was terrible. The smokers
gathered in one room where the music was turned up and
the strobe lights were going. The drinkers couldn’t stand it,
cou1dn’t wait to get out. We’ll never do that again. It’s like
trying to mix oil and water.”

In the marriage relationship,

in all others, the use of
marijuana is often symptomatic or symbolic of a person’s
as

deeper desires and dissatisfactions. A man who becomes
involved with grass may simply be trying to escape from
a wife who remains childlike and physically inhibited while
marijuana opens new doors to new enjoyment for him. But
even though the therapeutic qualities of pot remained highly
controversial, I found support for the claim that marijuana
can sometimes help re-establish communication in a faltering marriage--within the sexual orbit and beyond it.
Several couples to whom I talked found marijuana useful
as a conjugal peace pipe. One thirty-two-year-old mother
of three told me that she could “get behind my husband’s

viewpoint” more readily if a marital spat broke out while
they were high.
“We don’t really argue less,” she said, “but our arguments
are more constructive.”
A long-time marijuana user assured me that the stability
of his marriage of fourteen years was rmed by pot.
“Because of the length of time we have used it, and the
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way we have used it, we are both more easygoing and understanding of each other,” he said. “I no longer feel the need
of prolonging an argument, of driving deeply into it. We’re
able to talk about things we might not have otherwise. You
use your time better with grass. If it’s three in the morning,
you don’t say, ‘We can’t talk now. Gotta get up early and
go to work.’ You talk then.”
One researcher, a physician, felt that the deinhibiting
effects of pot are, on balance, helpful to couples who previously hesitated to open up to each other.
“I would think that the kind of communication that
occurs between people under marijuana would be very desirable in marriage,” he said. “It certainly seems to be the kind
of thing that a lot of people don’t have in marriages.”
A psychologist who practices in Los Angeles and for
obvious reasons cannot be identied, went a step further.
“I’d like to prescribe marijuana for married people who still
like each other but the sex—well, they would just as soon
throw pillows at each other. For married people who have
been together for many years but don’t really know each
other, I think it would be great.
“There’s a couple I’m treating now—they’ve been
married for almost twenty years and they’re very uptight.
They belong to a very rigid church. I’m slowly trying to
get them around to it, but I can’t come out and say it. With
them, as with many people, you have to tread lightly.
“I try to tell them they’re not feeling with their guts,
not letting their emotions out. And little by little, they’re
admitting that this is partially so. The husband will say,
‘You know, Doc, there must be something you can give me
to make me bust out. I know I can.’ I ask him, ‘Were you
ever able to ‘bust out’? And he says, ‘Well, once or twice,
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when we were pretty drunk. But the next morning we were
ashamed of it.’
“I try to tell him that there are other ways of being into
one another. Perhaps I can get around to marijuana, but
I don’t know if I ever will. Basically, I recognize that these
people are very fond of each other but haven’t seen a spark
in years. I hate to see people go through life without any
deep feelings.”

I

talked with a number of people whose marriage
break-ups coincided with the beginning of their pot usage.
One of them was Carl J., a middle-aged executive who
said, “The two things went together. My wife disapproved
of marijuana, mostly, I think, because it didn’t do anything

for her.
“For twenty years I was a good, solid, middle-class
citizen. I went through all the rituals—you make all the
polite noises and sort of live your little facade all your life.
It’s boring but it’s safe and predictable. And then I started
to feel squeezed, stied. I thought pot would loosen me up,
and it did. But it also helped me see things I hadn’t seen
before.”
Carl’s wife, sensing his emotional withdrawal, became
more hostile. Their mutual disaffection spiraled. Carl recalled: “I began to turn to pot more regularly. When I was
high, she could say anything she wanted and I didn’t feel
I had to run out of the room. I could just sit there and listen
to it. One night we had a terric argument. We were really
throwing verbal hatchets at each other. I just laid it all out,
all the things that were bugging me about our marriagenot in a rage, the way I would if I was high on booze, but
in a sort of cold, analytic fury. It was much more efective.”
Soon afterward, Carl and his wife separated. They were
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divorced, and Carl was keeping company with a woman
who was also in her forties—and also a pot fancier.
Straying husbands are also drawn into the grass scene
by a more pervasive phenomenon—the increased use of pot,
especially as a substitute for alcohol, among younger people.
The husband and father who sleeps with his secretary is nding that he’ll be “out of it” if he doesn’t turn on, too.
If there is a certainty about the power of pot, then, it is
its power to bind intimates more closely together or to pull
them apart, with nobody being able to predict in advance
which way the chemical and emotional dice will roll.
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Marijuana and the
Unfaithful Husband
“LOOK. You’ve heard the cliche that marriage is legalized
prostitution? Well, a couple of years ago my wife started
using sex to get the things she wanted. If she couldn’t have
a fur coat or a European trip, she’d withhold sex—use it as
a tool. She’s got everything, but she never seems to be
satised.”
The speaker was Dr. Michael S., a prosperous internist,
forty-six, vigorous and handsome. His harsh words struck
a discordant note in the peaceful setting overlooking Long
Island Sound. A short distance from where he sat on the
agstone patio, his children were playing and shouting in
the swimming pool where the doctor did ten laps each

morning from April until November.
It was a scene from the gracious-living section of a glossy
magazine—except that upstairs, in one of the seven bedrooms, the doctor’s wife of twenty-two years was napping,
completely unaware of two secret phenomena in her husband’s life-—marijuana and indelity.
Sweeping his silver-white hair back from his forehead,
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Dr.

S. continued, his bluntness sounding incongruous against
the soporic background noises of a summer Sunday in the

country:
“So I said, ‘screw you.’ Life is too short for that kind of
thing. I found a girl friend, but soon she was using sex the
same way my wife was. Now I line them up so that if one
girl gives me trouble, I say ‘to hell with you. I have somebody else.’ I go down the line that way. It’s complicated,
but it’s picked me up.”
His new sexual pattem was set. Then pot made it even
more satisfactory, at least to him:
“A few months ago I discovered marijuana. It was the
most uptight girl you’d ever want to meet who put me on
to it. She wanted to have sex, but couldn’t relax in bed
without a few tokes. I owe her a debt of gratitude.”
Like Dr. S., other straying husbands also use marijuana
in their extramarital aairs. Some nd it a social necessity
because it broadens their common ground with younger,
liberated women. Others nd that pot makes an exciting
situation even more sensual. Still others appreciate it as a
more satisfactory experiential intoxicant than alcohol—
although alcohol, the traditional third party to extra-marital
activity is still overwhelmingly the drug of choice among
unfaithful husbands.
One common denominator ran through the accounts of
these men: rarely, if ever, did they smoke with their wives.
Perhaps it was symptomatic of the incompatibility that drove
them to other women in the rst place that they did not wish
to share the intimacy of the smoking experience with a
woman from whom they had become sexually and emo-

tionally estranged.
Certainly this was true in the case of Dr.

S., who said
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that he had no interest in resuming and resurrecting good
sexual relations with his wife through the use of marijuana
or any other agent. Yet divorce was not in the air.
“I like my wife,” he insisted. “She’s a good companion
and an excellent mother. And I could never leave my children.” His eyes scanned the swimming pool. “This morning
my baby, my three-year-old, scraped her knee-. When I held
her on my lap and cleaned it for her, well, I knew I had
to stay here and care for her—for all of them.”
The doctor’s personality is as complex and mercurial as
his sex life. Sentimental one moment, he could turn acerbic
the next. Having shown his “family man” side, he switched
right back to his role as a “swinger” and described the
atmosphere in which he liked to use pot.
Dr. S. equated pot with the easy life and luxury in
general.

“I like to use pot when I’m with women,” he said. “I like
what it does to sex. I like the whole euphoric, sensuous

r

thing about it, especially in the summer. I own a beach
house and a thirty-eight-foot sailboat. On weekends I invite
some friends and their girl friends, and we take o. That’s
when pot is out of sight. It makes the trip last forever. You’re
really oating. Good friends, good conversation, good-looking women, good sport, good pot.
6‘
I should explain that I use only the best,” the doctor
said with the pride of a gourmet cook. “I have a supply of
stuff, from a province in Mexico called Michoacan, that
has a very rapid onset but the effect doesn’t last long. I
also have ‘Panama Red,’ which gives a deeper, more lasting
eect. I combine the best of both to get a rapid onset and
a long duration. Two or three ‘hits’ (drags) and you’re there.
You pay a lot, but a little goes a long way. It’s tough to
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have enough to last me for

Asked why he preferred pot to alcohol, the doctor said,
“Alcohol leaves me drunk or depressed. Two drinks and
I’m loaded. I was drunk twice in my life and it was horrible.
As a doctor, I can tell you alcohol is more harmful. Pot was
a godsend. It makes me feel good, euphoric.”
When one of his girls doesn’t like marijuana, the doctor
said, he doesn’t mind and, like most male users, he was anxious to get across that he did not feel dependent on the drug:
“I couldn’t care less. Sex is great on pot, but I don’t need
it. Frankly, I have very good control. It’s not diicult for
me to maintain an erection for forty-ve minutes or an hour
without pot. With it, girls tell me I’m very fast-about
twenty-ve minutes—-but it seems like forever to me. It’s
probably an illusion; a distortion in time. Everything
changes on grass. I’ve made love from four to eight times
a week consistently in the past two years, not always with
marijuana. I like to have three to ve hours for smoking,
and since most of my affairs are in the evening, week nights,
and I have to get home, there’s not enough time.”
Three-year-old Kimberly toddled over to him, a red beach
ball ballooning out of her chubby hands. Her father planted
an affectionate kiss on her cheek, patted her bottom, and
pointed her back to the pool.
I wondered whether pot might have helped to assuage the
doctor’s guilt feelings vis-a-vis his wife, but he denied harboring any such feelings in the rst place.
“Not me!” he snapped. “I formed my philosophy in World
War II when I was facing death every day. It’s a here-andnow philosophy. We’re born, we die, and we give our own
little meaning to life. There are people who are searching;
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let them search. There are people who are conditioned by
religion, by fear. My attitudes are conditioned by my background of science.
“I have a tremendous reverence for life. I think that
dog over there”—he pointed to his silver gray Weimaraner
prancing on the lawn-—“has as much right to life as we
humans do. And pot reinforces my philosophy. I seem to
think more clearly on it.”
Then came a fascinating and unexpected revelation:
“You know, I’ve never taken another drug. Never a tranquilizer or codeine or Demerol or phenobarbitol. Only once,
when my fteen-year-old son was very sick, I took a sleeping pill. Our home is devoid of drugs.”
Dr. S. tilted back in his chair and slapped his chest with
satisfaction. Pot in no way interfered with his home life,
he said, and he wished that his twenty-year-old son would
enjoy it.
“He’s as square as they come,” he lamented. “As far as
I know, he’s still a virgin. I don’t tell him I use pot. He’s
got an image of me as the great white father. But he lives
in a shell. Pot might loosen him up a bit. The only thing
that would aect my home life would be if my wife found
out about my affairs.”
I asked to see the stuff called “Panama Red.” Was it
really red? The doctor was gone for a few minutes. He returned empty-handed and miffed. “I keep it in my wife’s
closet and I woke her up rummaging around for it. Now
I’l1 have to nd a new hiding place.”

Like Dr.

thirty-year-old Tom R. seemed permanently
committed to a marriage without sex. A six-foot-six giant
S.,
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of Bunyanesque proportions, with aming red hair and a
Biblical beard, his size contrasted with a gentle, soft-spoken
manner. Even when Tom talked about how his wife, Ellen,
had turned o sex after only two years of marriage, there
was no rancor in his voice.
“I was only twenty-four,” he recalled, “and, to put it
mildly, I had no taste for celibacy. Besides, too many miniskirts were parading around my oice.” Tom is an audio
engineer in a New York area radio station.
Stories of Tom’s new extra-curricular interests soon got
back to Ellen. Even though she was not interested in sex,
she was infuriated by her husband’s philandering. Over a
four-year period, there were three separations and reconciliations. The marriage was on the verge of becoming another divorce statistic. Then, marijuana, not a marriage
counselor, led to a marital truce that was still in force when
talked with Tom.
Stroking his beard absently, he explained why he and his
wife remained married despite their sexual differences:
“There’s no question that somewhere along the line I got
bored with my wife emotionally as well as sexually. But we
have certain needs that keep us together. She needs a husband to make decisions for her, to keep things happening
and going even though she’s got a big job. On my part, I
consider her to be more intelligent than I am—-an astute
analyzer of people and situations as opposed to my own
peculiar idea of idealism. I think that everybody is basically
good, and I’m continually getting fucked.”
Tom, like marijuana people generally, doesn’t tippy-toe
around words.

I

“Well, I’d tried pot. In my business it sometimes looks
as if just about everyone under thirty-ve smokes. I tried it
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for the rst time not because I needed to, but because I
didn’t need not to. I had no moral or ethical objections to it,
just as I don’t have any about alcohol. My wife had tried
pot too, but she says she doesn’t need it to make her head
work. She’s not a drinker, either. Not that she doesn’t drink.
She’ll nurse a whisky sour for four hours with ve Cokes
and a cup of coffee in between.
“Two years ago, we were at a party where half the people
were smoking, half were drinking. I had a couple of joints
and was feeling good, really good. A irtation had developed
between one of the girls there and myself. She was smoking,
too. She came on strong and I wanted to go to bed with
her. Around midnight I took my wife home, and with no
excuses, no apologies, went back to the party.
“She was very upset. But the pot had relaxed me. I knew
what I had to do. I wouldn’t have done it straight. I wouldn’t
have placed myself in the potential position of a hassle with
my wife. The girl probably wouldn’t have left with me either
if she wasn’t high, because not only did she work in my
oice, but she also knew my wife. As it was, we left together
—-and everybody saw us.
“I’d been disappearing

for a night or a few nights at a
time up to that point,” Tom recalled. “But I could never kick

the guilt. One part of my mind always said I was justied
because my wife wouldn’t screw, but the other part kept
playing the old ‘thou shalt not’ refrain we’re all brought up

with.
“There are two things that really stick in my mind from
that night. First the sex, because it was so much better than
it would have been without pot. We would have been two
worried, up-tight people making love with all the guilt that
goes along with what society calls adultery. But the second
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thing is what I principally recall because it helped straighten
out my life.”
Tom spent all that night with the girl and most of the
next day.
“We had another joint at her house,” he remembered
“and that was all. But something strange had happened.
Even after the weed had worn off, the guilt was gone. While
I was high I’d held this lucid little conversation with myself.
I told myself my wife was going to be sore as hell, but
there was no sense in worrying about it because I couldn’t
turn back the clock. I claried certain thoughts that night,
thoughts I’d had before but never really worked through.
I decided I was justied in pursuing other women, and that
guilt feelings were pointless. They didn’t make any sense. I
also decided that I’d been too blatant about chasing women,
and that I’d be more discreet in the future. You see, I wasn’t
callous about my wife’s feelings, but I had to recognize my
own needs as well.”
Tom said that pot had helped him on two levels. First,
it blew away “some of the puritanical cobwebs” that had
been stuck in his mind. “Whether we like it or not, we live
in a very rigid, hung-up society where the sex act is supposed
to be conned to marriage. I guess it’s very hard for any of
us not to be affected.”
Secondly, marijuana “permitted me to make a decision
my way, not society’s way. And this led to the rst really
serious conversation with my wife. We thrashed the whole
thing out. When it was all over, when all the tears were
dried, the net result was that it put our marriage on a kind
of exible basis, where it was understood that I would have
outside sex, but that I would not compromise her as I had
at that party where everyone saw me leave with another
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may seem like a cynical arrangement, but it’s
been working well for two years now.”
Tom’s association with the marijuana world remained
peripheral. He never buys any pot. “It’s always the girl who
brings it,” he said with a smile. “And with some women,
pot is mandatory to make it happen. A lot of women aren’t
very good in bed. They’re afraid of any position outside
the ‘ordinary’ one. They’re one hundred per cent better
when pot helps them let their Victorian hang-ups go. There’s
a gal I’m seeing now whom I’m thinking of turning on.
Because if we continue to sleep together, I’m going to have
to do something.”
woman.

For John B., a thirty-seven-year-old Boston advertising
salesman, the marijuana experience resembled an erratic

graph, surging up and plummeting down, raising as many
questions as it answers. It reected the dilemma of his nineteen-year marriage and his three-year love affair with a
young business woman, neither of which he can bring to
resolution.
Until three years before we talked, John bellied up to bars
and girls with equal appetite. Thanks to searing blue eyes
and black Irish charm, he racked up scores of what he
termed “brass rings.” Marijuana was as far removed from
his reality as the day when he stood before a priest with a
pregnant girl and went through a brief marriage ceremony
attended only by their parents. Until all his children were
born John was faithful. Then, feeling “stripped of my
youth,” he folded up his delity like a ag to which he no
longer owed allegiance.
“My antipathy to the suburban life we lived and to the
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circumstances of my marriage became overwhelming,” he
said. “I was fond of my wife, and my children have always
been my prime concern, but I couldn’t buy the leaningover-the-lawn-mower-and-chatting-about-the-mortgage-rates

routine.
“Then, too, I was raised in a working-class Irish neighborhood where drinking is a way of life. My idea of a social
evening is a few rounds at the bar, not a bridge party. For
the rst ve years of my marriage, I worked two jobs; I was
a home-owner at nineteen—I had to break out. But I never
considered that I might fall in love. And until I was thirtyfour”—he emphasized the age—“I didn’t.”
Marijuana had nothing to do with meeting Carole, a
twenty-ve-year-old secretary at his company. It was at a
“boozy company party” that John became attracted to her
“bright, Jewish sensitivity.” By the time of their rst date,
they were making love; by the second, they were in love;
by the third, he revealed he was married.
“I wasn’t being furtive,” John explained eamestly. “I was
acting out what I wanted so badly to be—single. It was
pathetic, wishful thinking.”
Pot didn’t enter the picture until two and a half years
later when the relationship to his girl, fragile from the beginning, became so burdened by problems that John was considering “reorienting myself—not to my wife, but to my
children, who I admit suffered from the time I spent with
Carole. Divorce was impossible; my wife is a devout Catholic. But even if she had given me one, nothing would have
remained from the $250 a week I was earning then.” The
strains of conict took their toll. Caro1e’s resentments left
her sexually neurotic, almost inert.
Neither of them saw a solution to their predicament on
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the night when they turned on for the rst time. Ofce talk
about marijuana had whetted John’s curiosity. He bought
some from a co-worker, paying $20 for an ounce—“a high
price, but it was the beginning of the 1969 drought.”
He felt misgivings as he rolled the cigarettes in strawcolored Zig Zag paper: “There was nothing sexual in the
back of my mind. To tell you the truth, I was a little afraid.
As a kid——when we pronounced the ‘j’ in marijuana—the
tabloid headlines always read ‘Ex-GI Beats Elderly Lady’
and he was always ‘hopped up on pot.’ I though I’d turn
into a Frankensteinian monster, robbed of all control.
“Instead, I felt a fantastic surge of peace and serenity.
Carole said that a smile lit up my face, that I looked like
a saint. The only thing that kept me from total tranquility
was Carole’s trouble with the mechanics of smoking. She is
morbidly afraid of anything hot--she was afraid to burn her
ngers, her mouth; afraid to pass the joint back and forth.
I rigged a bobby pin around it to make it more manageable.
We shared two cigarettes, sitting as if rigor mortis had set in.
“And then something uncharacteristic happened. When
I kissed her, instead of drawing away or being passively
accepting, she really returned the kiss. I remember feeling
confused over her reaction. We had slept together hundreds
of times and I knew all her erotic reactions. This was innitely stronger.”
John was pleased, but he was also bothered. Like other
men who had long wanted to be good sexual partners, he
wondered how much of Carole’s new response was attributable to himself, and how much was due to marijuana:
“I could have felt a good deal of resentment. Instead, I
went with her reaction. The pleasure we were experiencing
was too strong to put down. I made myself understand that
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it shouldn’t

be resented or spoiled; that perhaps pot was a
helpful tool, and that by indirection, its tremendously positive and powerful effects on her could be understood and
enjoyed by me.

“But the anxiety persists to this day. I worry about what
the pot effect on Carole means. Is it legitimate? Will it wear
olf? What is it really saying? We always turn on now before
making love. But we’re both self-conscious about this
‘artice.’ There’s no question that sex reaches a new level
on marijuana. It has a poetic quality that resists language.
But I can’t shake my ambivalence about it. It intensies my
fears about her. We try to accept the eect for what it is,
but I wonder if one can really do that.
“If Carole were what you might call ‘sexually healthy,’
then I could quit being intellectual about it. But she’s not.
She blames it on the lousy spot we’re in. But if we were
married, would she be different? I believe she would still
resent the money I’d have to turn over to my family. [John
was earning $22,000 per year, a sum he said he once would
have thought “princely.”] My reading of her ambivalence
about sex is that she’s awfully screwed up. Her mother is
a horror; fed her full of guilt about sex. Her dreams reveal
a terrible fear of the penis. Obviously, pot takes the edge off
that. But you can’t go on forever making love on marijuana.”
For the time being, John and Carole had agreed that
while they should draw no conclusion about marijuana they
would continue to “work with it” until other avenues of help
might present themselves.
“In the meantime,” John concedes, “it has offered us
some nice things. You have to resort to the cliché about
orgasm. Previously, Carole’s orgasms were rather quick,
intense eruptions, after which she would pull her body away.
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On marijuana, she continues to ‘go’ and ‘go’ way after she
would normally be ‘there.’ And in my own experience, the
male spasms attendant upon orgasm are not only stronger,
but there are very many more of them. Even when I think
they’ve stopped, they haven’t.”
Another benet John and Carole associated with marijuana involved one of the perquisites of the successful man:
expense-paid out-of-town trips. “I had to be away on business for a month recently, and Carole joined me in the
Bahamas where there was an industry convention. Usually
we manage to have a perfectly awful time when we travel
because of guilt, resentment—the whole bit. But this time,
Carole packed a little pot. It sliced right through all our
antipathies the rst night, and cut a perfect swath through
the week-long holiday. The travel agents ought to include it

in their package deals.”

8
“Mark W.”

DR. MARK W. is a marijuana evangelist. He believes that
through the use of pot he has been able to realize his potential--sexual, emotional and intellectual--in ways that
would not have been possible without it.
He is a Ph.D. in sociology who is engaged in research
for a West Coast university. He has been in conventional
psychotherapy for several years; he has also attended sessions at Esalen Institute and has participated in other types
of group therapy of the various varieties popular in Cali
fornia. Dr. W. is obviously not a detached, dispassionate
observer; but neither is he an ordinary man. Here is his
story in his own words.
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I’m an advocate of marijuana, there’s no question of that.
I owe a lot to it. On grass, I have had experiences that
have changed my life, have given it new signicance and
direction. That’s why I feel badly when people turn on in
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I don’t think it should

dirty thing you do behind garages to avoid the
police, or an act of rebellion. I like it to be ritualized, a
sacrament. Sometimes I light candles and sit around with
a group of people, using a pipe and a sterling silver ash tray.
My belief about marijuana is that if you use it properlytreat it as a vehicle for living a fuller life, for returning to
some mythological part of yourself that you’ve lost in time—

be a hidden,

you’1l realize tremendous gains.
I guess it’s at least partly because of grass that I nally
realized that my marriage wasn’t ever going to work. There
was never anyone else for me but Claudia, and there was
never anyone else for her but me. We married at twentyone, and neither of us had ever had any experience with
someone else of the opposite sex. I know now that a pattern
like that is crazy. We were never really in love or sexually
compatible. But we stuck together out of insecurity, carrying all our neurotic interactions with us for all those years.
Claudia was terribly, terribly afraid of sex. She was
frightened of being trapped. To her, being close was claus-

trophobic; so was marriage. We nearly broke up after we’d
been married for nine months.
I hadn’t realized until then that Claudia had been faking
sex—pretending to be aroused, breathing heavily and passionately, doing rhythmic things with her body. When I found
out the truth, I was shattered. I’d never been to bed with
another woman, so Claudia dened the sex experience for
me, and my own sense of masculinity as well.
To make things even worse, she confessed that she’d been
having outside aairs. She’d been in love with and had sex
with close friends of mine from college.
We both began therapy then. We’re still in it, but itfdidn’t
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really help our marriage. It did reveal that Claudia had a
sexual fantasy life that was impossible for me to fulll. It
was a sadistic thing. She wanted to be hurt-—not cruelly,
not blood and bruises, but violated, forced into the act. Even
with therapy she never had orgasms. In time, she became so
guilty about not responding to me that it made it even worse.
I’d say, “You don’t turn on to me; I must not be attractive to you.”
And she’d say, “No, that’s not true.”
And I’d say, “Then why don’t you turn on to me?” and
on and on. But we kept living together. We even made a pact
which I now recognize was absurd. We agreed that we might
have outside aairs but that we wouldn’t discuss them. Our
marriage was disintegrating, yet we clung together.
We didn’t try marijuana until about three years ago. I was
intrigued by it academically, and had read all the literature
on it. Even the most conservative pharmacology journal said
that there was no evidence that it leads to marijuana addiction, heroin addiction, criminality, or anything of the sort.
It did say that if you smoked too much you could experience dryness of the mouth, nausea, or hallucination.
I remember thinking, “Here’s something that seems relatively harmless and olfers the possibility of a new experience.” But my main interest, and this may sound unusual,
was that I wanted to experience something I’d heard and
read so much about: mind alteration. That was my initial
interest.

The rst few times Claudia and I smoked, we felt only
a little dizziness and some time distortion. As a matter of
fact, we didn’t feel good—just wavelike sensations and
burned throats. But we were very persistent. Little by little,
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the experience became pleasurable. Things became incredibly funny—we got to laughing hysterically; the humor

owed over us in waves.
Then we went on to the next step, which is what some
people call a head trip. Here’s what that’s all about: marijuana can be a stimulating intellectual exercise. It can help
you to arrive at ideas that might never have occurred to
you “straight.” I think some of these marijuana insights are
valid, although there is an emotional exuberance on grass
that’s a bit in excess of the actual idea.
Sex never entered the picture, even though we hadn’t had
intercourse in some time. Turning on was new enough and
interesting enough just by itself, and I was basically looking for an experience that transcended everyday life. We did
eventually make love on grass, but it wasn’t especially different. Claudia wasn’t helped by marijuana. In fact, once when
we were very stoned and I began to take her to bed she
started panicking. I remember her saying, “Please don’t
push me. I can’t take it.” Marijuana seemed to make her
more frightened.
Instead, we enjoyed the illusionary experiences, the visual
changes in things about us. Several weeks later I did have
a hallucinogenic experience—and it was a little frightening.
I’d smoked a joint of Acapulco Gold, and I was staring at
a lamp we had-—one of those lamps where blue bubbles
slowly undulate around inside a sphere making globby designs. As I looked at it, the bubble became a face in prole.
Yet at the same time I knew very well it was a bubble lamp.
Little waves of panic went through me because I could
close my eyes and open them again, and the face was still
there. Then there was a sudden sense of relief, as though
some inner process knew this was going too far. The face

l
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turned back and disappeared. Hallucination? Illusion?
really can’t say.

I

Several nights later, I came home after a particularly
good session at an encounter group. You know, my marriage had felt so insecure, so lacking in ego, but during the
course of this session I had made a breakthrough. began
to realize that people could care for me and look up to me.
It was authentic-—it was a gift I had received that couldn’t
be taken away, and hasn’t been taken away. So I turned on.
There were a lot of happy feelings I wanted to bring out,
to mull over.
It was a time when a lot of things were happening around
me, when the Haight-Ashbury was still a happy place.
People really went around handing out owers in the streets
and everyone seemed to wear beautiful smiles. There was
a loving spirit. The whole world seemed to be turning on,

I

and

I was part of it.

I smoked one joint; soon I felt I was seeing myself—maybe
for the rst time—and that I cared about myself and loved
myself. And I began to cry uncontrollably. Every emotion
just poured out of me. I felt that everything was possible,
that there was no situation in which I wouldn’t feel condent and comfortable and alive. It was a rolling, bubbling,
joyful process. And I hugged Claudia and held her. It was
as though there was nothing she could do any more to hurt
me. I was completely invulnerable to her; yet at the same
time my happiness included her.
I lay awake all night with my eyes closed, feeling incredibly good. I began to think about people and friends and
relatives with whom my relationships had been xed, rigid.
I saw myself becoming closer and warmer, opening up to
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them. The next day I talked to my therapist about things
I’d never discussed before. And I went to the lab where I
work, where the people are all so tight and closed and
cornered and hard and angry, and it was as though I was
holding an encounter group right there. People started
opening up to me and responding to me as they never had
before.
The next night, Claudia and I turned on again. But this
time we went too far. We smoked two joints of Acapulco
Gold each, and I remember feeling at one point that I’d
had too much. Suddenly there was total terror. It was the
most horrible, frightening experience of my life. I did everything I could not to lose control, but it was such a terrifying experience that if it ever happened again I would do
anything to get out of it. Anything. Kill someone, kill my
parents, kill myself.
I began to beg Claudia for help. She was not hit as hard
as was. Shame was no longer a consideration. Claudia was
terried. Then, suddenly, I just looked at her and it was
as if we had been completely stripped. It was the most
naked, intimate thing we’ve ever experienced.
For the rst time, Claudia reacted to me on a real, interpersonal level. I remember her saying, “I feel a little better
now,” and both of us breaking down into great sobs. And
as we began to cry, it was as though I’d just been dead and
was coming alive.
Three hours after this terror began, the experience
occurred that changed my life. I closed my eyes and saw
the most beautiful things I’ve ever seen. I can’t describe
them, but everything moved through my mind at a speed
that was just perfect.
It was beauty I was seeing and I had total control over
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its enjoyment. I’d never thought about beauty except in
terms of art objects, but that night I felt as though I understood its essence. Beauty became an experience. It took

shape. Claudia and I started to hold hands and to realize
each others’ joy. We were both in the same place. We’d

gone through this incredibly horrible experience and broken
through it. We had the feeling of total freedom.

After that night, we felt as if we were truly in love, and
the mood lasted for several weeks. Everything became mean-

ingful. All the little monotonous tasks of daily living—shopping, washing the dishes, driving to the laundromat-—gave
us joy, and seemed to have a signicance of their own. I felt
completely purged of guilt and unhappiness. There were no
restraints. It didn’t matter whether Claudia and I stayed
together or broke apart. The whole thing was orgasmic. The
mood was our orgasm.
We weren’t making love at that time. We were so overwhelmed by our emotions that there was no sexual urgency.
I was loving her. We spent a lot of time hugging and kissing and holding each other. I felt that making love was
going toward relieving tension, but there was no tension
between us at all. We savored life as never before, but we
could accept anything, it seemed—unhappiness, misery,
even dying.
A few weeks later Claudia and I went camping in the
Canadian Rockies, and at rst our trip was a continuation
of the same experience. We smuggled grass into Canada and
turned on at night. But we didn’t make love, and ultimately
that was the disappointment that brought me down. Every
night we could nd some enjoyment with each other, but
it was childlike. And the resentments began to build again.
I’d hoped that the level of intimacy we had reached might
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break through Claudia’s fear of sex, but it didn’t. And somewhere over the next few months I just gave up.
That’s when I turned to another woman for the rst time.
Maria was as different from Claudia as anyone could be.
She was a prostitute. Originally I had called her up because
I wanted some idea of what bought sex might be like. It
was terribly embarrassing to me to make an appointment
to meet her in a hotel room. I found myself telling her all
about my problems with Claudia.
Maria was sympathetic and she got me in a relaxed frame
of mind, so that when I started to make love to her, I didn’t
think of her as a prostitute at all. And obviously she stopped
thinking of me as a customer, because four or ve hours
later we were still in bed together. It was an incredible compliment. She loved my penis, wanted to go to bed with me.
I got super feedback. My ego was restored.
Maria and I turned on together often, but it was not
really a meaningful experience for her. Her set toward it
was too much associated with the prostitute subculture.
With her, it was smoking grass and then doing somethingeat, fuck, play games, watch TV. She had no education,
although she was trying to get her high-school equivalency
at the time. She had a whole dierent background. So we
had a lot to exchange.
Grass did make sex better for us. It made me more sensitive to Maria—I could savor sex longer. I also had a lot
more control over ejaculation. There’s some kind of mental
process in which you become more conscious of your part-
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ner, so you tend to be better synchronized.
Maria’s orgasms came more through cunnilingus than
regular intercourse because she’d screwed maybe 3,000 men.
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was her three-thousandth-and-rst.
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in my life and
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broke up after a year and a half beterribly resentful—-I couldn’t give her the
time she wanted. Toward the end, she really began hassling
me. She’d had a life full of horrible experiences. Now she’s
living with a man and she’s not whoring any more. I because she became

lieve we gave each other a great deal.

The effects of marijuana in a loving situation only really
became known to me with Nancy, a twenty-ve-year-old
woman I met several months ago at an encounter group.
The rst time we turned on together, we just sat in her apartment and talked. No sex. But a few nights later, we had a
really high, ecstatic sexual experience.
We tumed on and I gave her a message, Esalen-style——
a sensory awareness massage with the whole emphasis on
becoming aware of bodily sensations. You start with the
face, work with the forehead and the hair, then go on to
feet, arms, legs, back, even inside the mouth and ears. I
added my own embellishment-—I massaged her genitalia.
We just got incredibly turned on; it must’ve lasted an hour
and a half. I had a fully pleasurable experience, both emotionally and sexually. I really opened up to her, felt a lot of
good things.
Since then, Nancy and I have had marvelous sex. Last
night, as a matter of fact, we turned on and toward the end
of our lovemaking, my body did something that I’m just
beginning to get into and that I nd extremely pleasurable.
It’s a really passionate, involuntary muscular activity where
your body just lets go. The penis, the buttocks, and legs
move of themselves. It’s primitive--more spinal, like the
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involuntary spasms you may have observed in animals when
they screw.

And with Nancy I’ve found new positions I’d never tried
before grass. Grass makes you more open and less ashamed.
It’s easier to let go and be direct. There are thing that we do
sexually that we might not even have thought of without
grass. Things that are new to me—anal sex, for instance.
I had an ambivalence about it; I was attracted to it and yet
it had a dirty aspect. I thought it might be smelly. Yet we
explored it in a comfortable way on grass.
By now, we nd we can do very much the same things
without grass. Sexually our situation is incomparable. For
eight months—weH, it seems strange to talk about it this
way, but we have an awful lot of intercourse, sometimes
twice or three times a day. Our turning on varies. We’re in
an o-phase now—we only turn on once a week. Occasionally I intentionally discipline myself and go o marijuana
for weeks at a time. I nd that grass does tend to stimulate
my sexual interest, but I have a powerful sex drive to begin
with—that’s what nally made me give up with Claudia.
With the help of grass, Nancy and I always seem to nd
something new to explore. It’s not like dragging your body

over the same tired route.

I think marijuana is a life-giving, medicinal drug. I think
it can be a good adjunct to psychotherapy. With it, I can
take all my hang-ups, wrap them into a little ball, and in
a real sense tie a string of marijuana around them and control them. I can’t make any claims about how lasting its
effects are, but it does allow you to work with the healthy
part of yourself and grow—and I feel there is a small incremental growth process that can really be attributed to the
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I nd

marijuana useful when I’m physically ill. It may
I feel that it gets me deeper into an illness
and out of it more quickly. It’s not a pleasant experience,
but I’m almost sure it works.
also use marijuana in other ways. I wrote my entire
doctoral dissertation while I was on grass. I’d get up at
eight in the morning, eat some marijuana brownies, be
stoned by ten, and get to work. When I read my thesis now,
it’s perfectly accurate and complete.
Like many people, I feel I’ve gained valuable insights on
grass. As a sociologist, I think I’m better qualied than
most smokers to gauge the eects of marijuana. One of the
things that makes man virtually unique among animals is
the neo-cortex, the part of the brain that is believed to
govern logic and intellectual activity. The tissue of the neocortex developed so rapidly that it is folded over and over,
and this hasn’t happened with very many other organisms.
In the totality of evolution—which encompasses biions of
years—this human brain change took place over only ve
or six million years, a fantastically sudden, almost explosive development. And while this process was going on,
there was no integration—-no connections and interconnecti0ns—with the older, more primitive parts of the brain,
those parts which govern instincts like sex, aggression, territoriality—things other animals learned how to use and
survive with.
I believe that marijuana helps bring about a connection
between the newer and older parts of the brain. I think the
newer, cortical, intellectual parts of the brain are so powerful that they tend to overpower the older parts that are no
longer necessary for survival. Marijuana helps feelings to
surface that are otherwise untapped and suppressed—the
be imaginary, but
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primitive ones, which are so cut off by the powerful and
capable neo-cortex.

You might say that if this is true, that marijuana brings
us closer to our animal selves. I think man is still basically
an animal, and I think the more he can integrate his deepest,
most primitive feelings with the logical and intellectual reasoning that distinguishes him from the apes, the happier and
better-fullled animal he will be.
This is Dr. W.’s story. I wonder. Will some readers
think of him as a frustrated Dr. Strangelove whose symptoms were exacerbated by pot? I experienced him as a
gentle, brilliant, soft-spoken, and sane soul, surely possessed
of deep troubles but functioning admirably in his academic
“straight” life, searching for new insights and, above all,
coping better with himself than he had in the past. Had
marijuana helped him? I think it did.

4

Marijuana As Therapy

AN alcoholic woman substituted marijuana for liquor under
the supervision of her psychiatrist. Within a year she stopped
drinking, halted promiscuous sexual patterns of long standing, and took a job for the rst time in years.
A middle-aged businessman, after divorcing his wife of
twenty-two years, overcame the loneliness and anxiety of
the separation period and gained fresh insights into his problems with the help of marijuana.
A thirty-year-old divorcée, sexually unsure of herself in
the “single” world, began to smoke marijuana on dates, and
reported an increased ability to size up men and situations
correctly.

Among marijuana users, there is a belief that the “head

trip”—the marijuana-induced plumbing of one’s psychecan set the stage for valid, therapeutic insights into all
aspects of living—inc1uding sexual patterns. These users
132
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claim that it can help troubled people toward reality with
more accuracy and less agony than conventional psychiatric
couch treatment. It can open the mind, they insist, to selfrevelations, which, if applied properly to the complicated
business of living, can ameliorate and restore, and at do-ityourself prices.
Most doctors ridicule pot-induced philosophizing (in the
words of one of them) as just so much “fortune cookie
wisdom.” Dr. Louis Jolyon West, the UCLA psychiatrist,
labeled mind-expansion an “illusion”: “The wordless revelations that come to people during chemical intoxication may
seem at the time like eternal verities, but, as a matter of
long experience, they have shown themselves not to be very
useful.”
But the pot enthusiasts go even further. Some suggest
that marijuana may have value as a tool in psychotherapy.
Again, Dr. West: “Drugs slow down the most important
part of psychotherapy which is maturation—learning how
to cope with life as it really is. I don’t say that I don’t use
chemicals in psychotherapy, but if I do, it’s only in order
to prevent a person from suffering so much that he runs
away from the learning situation.”
~'
Not all therapists exclude marijuana from their professional realm. A surprising number of marijuana users—
who happen to be in various forms of psychological treatment—told me that their therapists actually encouraged and
explored their marijuana experience.
“When I asked my psychiatrist for tranquilizers during
my divorce,” said one divorcée, an intermittent smoker, “he
suggested I’d be better o with pot because it obviously had
a tranquilizing effect on me, because he felt it was safer
than tranquilizers, which he considered addictive, and be7
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I was gaining so many useful insights on marijuana.”
And there is one environment where marijuana meets
therapy with little or no judgment. All the users
that I met
who had participated in encounter groups that
were unsupervised or led by laymen told me that it
was not at all
unusual for group members to turn on at these
home-held
sessions, either indoors or out, and thereby
make themselves,
at least presumably, more amenable to
the therapeutic
opportunities of the moment.
By law, marijuana may not be prescribed in treatment.
But a heterodoxy of younger therapists feels that
in some
cases the drug might speed up their work.
A San Francisco
psychiatrist, Dr. Tod Mikuriya, an energetic
campaigner
for new marijuana legislation, believed that marijuana
cause

would be useful as an adjunctive tool in therapy
“for
people who have diiculty expressing their thoughts.”
Dr.
Claire Silverman, a young psychologist of Metropolitan
Hospital in New York, agreed.
“I have one patient with severe verbal inhibitions,” recalled the curly-cropped, mini—skirted clinician. “One
day
he came in high and we were able to get right down
to some
good, primary, psychic stuif. And it wasn’t a
transitory
episode; he was tremendously relieved, and this carried
over
to succeeding sessions.”
A nondoctrinaire New York psychiatrist calmly acknowledged that he had recommended marijuana to some
“rigid,
obsessional, puristic, perfectionistic types who
might benet
from loosening up with it.” Paradoxically, this doctor
was
turned down by the very people he felt should turn on:
“They said ‘Thank you very much,’ and that was it. The
people who could use it the most are the ones who
don’t
pursue it.” He shrugged.
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Young psychologists-who seem to constitute one of the
largest groups of adult smokers—-are not only vocal endorsers of marijuana as a therapy additive, but are keen observers of their own marijuana reactions. One New Jersey
therapist insisted that the quality of his professional work
had gained as a result of his smoking.
“I have a much fuller existential understanding of psychological processes,” he asserted. He believed he understood his patients better as well.
On one issue, conventional members of the so-called helping professions tend to join the mavericks. That is the need
for more open-mindedness in ofcial circles regarding marijuana research. In California, particularly, where marijuana
is such a glaring fact of life, therapists of every psychological persuasion fulminate about the psychological data that
is almost nonexistent and way overdue. They are only too
aware that their practices are peopled with marijuana
smokers, and so is the world outside their oices.
Dr. George Bach of Los Angeles, one of the pioneers of
marathon therapy (encounter sessions that may run fortyeight, non-stop hours) said: “If marijuana were legalized,
I would absolutely attempt experimenting with it.”
Dr. Gerald Smith, a Belmont, California, family therapist,
complained: “It is extremely limiting to have to rely on
opinion and on one’s own biases when one is constantly
faced with so many parents who are panicked at their children’s smoking.”
Dr. Alexander Runciman of Beverly Hills, who specializes in the treatment of sexual inadequacies told me: “I
would welcome the opportunity to utilize marijuana under
research conditions; that is, with two or three fellow-profes-
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sionals, all of us evaluating each other in a buffer system
so that none of us goes o the deep end.”
The doors to clinical research are beginning to squeak
open in 1970. But researchers like Dr. Andrew Weil, who
in 1968 did battle with bureaucracy before turning out one
of the most important studies of the physiological effects of

marijuana to date, were still bitter about the government
red tape that choked research proposals. Three federal agencies had to give dispensation for any project involving use
of marijuana.
A psychiatrist on the staff of a West Coast university
summed up the frustration of the vanguard: “There’s an
enormous need for a good psychological study of marijuana.
Millions of people are taking grass for one reason and one
reason alone: to change their subjective world. All the related branches of psycho-pharmacology within the National
Institute of Mental Health have an urgent job—to get with
and catalogue the eects of marijuana and all the other
agents that people are using today. If they are brave enough
and insightful enough, they will.”

THERAPY FOR ALCOHOLICS

It is diicult to unearth anything in psychiatric records
that is not bleak on the subject of marijuana. But exceptions
exist.

In late 1968

a forty-nine-year-old woman with a chronic
history of alcoholism dating back to her teens was referred
to a psychiatric clinic in San Francisco. Years of various
therapies had been unsuccessful. At the time of her
referral, the woman—married, of comfortable means, and
the mother of a college-age son-—was smoking marijuana
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just about every weekend. The psychiatrist noted that each
time she smoked, she reduced her intake of alcohol.
“I am very sensitive about encouraging the use of marijuana,” said the doctor, a tall and impressive-looking man
of thirty-ve. “But in this case, I thought it had a bearing
on what was happening, and I encouraged her to substitute
cannabis whenever she craved a drink.”
Intensive psychotherapy was initiated at the same time.
And, to buttress the patient’s ego strength, the doctor prescribed a daily half tablet of Antabuse, a substance that produces severe gastric discomfort if the taker ingests alcohol.
He described the woman as highly intelligent and low in
self-regard. “To prove her femininity,” he observed, “she
was compulsively promiscuous, sleeping with men she
picked up in bars, and waking up in strange beds, always
with self-loathing. She and her husband remained together
in mutually-abusive entanglement. Her health was bad, her
functioning minimal, and she was in great psychic pain.”
That was a year before I talked to the doctor. “She’s
reborn at fty,” he said. He eventually curtailed treatment
to once a month and soon decided it was safe to halt it
altogether. “She no longer drinks. She smokes perhaps one
or two marijuana cigarettes daily, but only at night. The
really important thing is that she has new insights about her
personal life, and a good deal of self-condence. She is no
longer at the mercy of a ‘pharmacological laundromat,’
which instead of cleaning out her psyche, left it dirtier.
“She no longer needs to degrade herself sexually for fear
of being rejected, and since she has nothing in common any
more with her old bar and drinking pals, she has stopped
sleeping around. She is working full-time for the rst time
in her life and was just promoted-—she’s highly competent.
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She has divorced her husband—the family that ays together
stays together. She is taking college courses, and looks like

a different person.”

The doctor did not suggest marijuana as a panacea for
all or even most of the nation’s six to seven million alcoholics. “Not every alcoholic can accept the marijuana ‘high’
which is quite different from the alcohol buzz,” he said.
“The marijuana experience is more intellectual. But he was
curious whether a selected group of alcoholics might benet
from his cannabis-substitution therapy and hoped some day
to set up such a research project without endless red tape
or legal risks.
SELF-THERAPY

The interviews that follow depict marijuana-induced insights of users who claimed that the drug had aected their
lives in therapeutic fashion. The validity of these claims will

understandably meet with skepticism. They may appear too
facile; too much like instant therapy. But any assessment
should be tempered with the understanding that, for centuries, marijuana was used to encourage introspection and
meditation. In the United States, where self-examination is
closely allied with the Protestant ethic and its puritanical
antecedents, it was inevitable that some individuals would
turn to marijuana, just as others try other forms of unconventional therapy in their efforts to work out emotional
problems.
Self-therapy with marijuana has not been evaluated by
professionals. And so, the determination of whether or not
the drug can help some troubled users to sound a note of
sanity must be left to the users themselves. As I listened
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to these people talk I remembered a sentence from “The
Beyond Within” by Dr. Sidney Cohen, director of the division of Narcotic Addiction and Drug Abuse for the National
Institute of Mental Health: “We get, not what we deserve,
but what we are.”
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Anne and Ralph C. were plunked comfortably on outsized cushions on the oor of their midtown Manhattan
living room. They held hands and nuzzled each other affectionately from time to time. Their furnishings were sparse
and their nancial problems were large. Not long before,
each had been divorced. Each had two small children, and
their sala.ries—both were college instructors—were nominal.
They were anything but gloomy, but Ralph reected on
less-happy past history.
“Anne and I met at school. We ran into each other constantly and felt an attraction from the beginning. But an
affair was out of the question. We’re religious people. We
honestly believed that even though Anne’s husband was fooling around with other women, and even though my wife and
I had no feeling for each other, we had to stay married. The
big ‘no’—which means that ‘good’ people don’t do that sort
of thing—was locked into our heads. Believe me, the inhibiting power in this culture is clear.”
Their behavior was decorous for the better part of a year.
But restraints began to fall away at a faculty party, where
“practically everybody” was smoking pot, according to
Ralph. “It’s nothing unusual for campus people—students
or faculty.” Relaxed by the marijuana, Ralph drew Anne
into an empty room, and they embraced for the rst time.
“It was disturbing,” he remembered. “S0 disturbing that
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we met for lunch several days later to decide what not to do.
That’s right—-not to do. We were not going to have an

aifair.
“Well, it was useless. The memory of that kiss . . . And
we agreed very soberly, very ‘maturely’--the word is ironic
-—that we had to make love.
“We met several nights later at Anne’s home. Her husband was away. We were awkward and fearful, pulled at by
this overwhelming attraction, but full of guilt. So we turned
on. Frankly, we wanted support. Well, it was as if I could
take my whole sexual experience and drop it down the drain.
What happened was incredible, a combination of having
stored up all that feeling for a year, plus the newness of
the experience.
“We were on re, psssh! Like that! The love-making became like an exquisite journey, like going down passageways and breaking out into areas of light.”
Anne, a cuddly and shy brunette of twenty-eight, interjected: “For me, it was like a coming-out party in love.”
Ralph continued, one arm around Anne’s shoulder, his
knees drawn up to his chin. “It was unbelievable. We went
in and out of orgasm. This had never happened to me
before and it hasn’t happened since. But if it was an illusion, give me more like it. It was as if I could feel the power
of my own orgasmic feelings moving throughout Anne’s
body. I lost all inhibitions at that point.
“This was really the crucial part for us. We no longer
cared about all the ‘no’s’—all the cultural nonsense laid on
us by a society which says people must live out their lives
unhappily married. We weren’t thinking about my wife or
Anne’s husband. We were free of the external problems, the
obstacles of loving each other.
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“Grass taught us that it was all right to show our heat
to each other. It was a giver of truth. We learned how to
behave as positive, life-giving animals.
And do you know that now we don’t care if we never
see another drug as long as we live? Our most beautiful
experiences are straight. Because marijuana pointed the way
to what was already there. Sure, we are still religious people.
But grass provided us with a second level of consciousness;
it gave us an overview of morality, some of whose rules need
to be re-aligned. And not only are we happy now, but our
former spouses are equally relieved. In fact, we’re all good
friends now.
“Before our divorces, there were bitter feelings all
around.”
66

A different perspective was gained by the young Chicago
divorcée, who, after eight years of marriage, was unsure of
her role in a new, “single” world of sexual freedom.
“Marijuana helped me relate to men in a normal, natural
way,” said this bespectacled young woman, a secretary in
a small advertising agency. “I was terribly uncertain when
it came to sex. There were times when I was attracted to a
man, but was afraid that if I slept with him, that the affair
would turn out badly or that he looked upon me as a ‘body,’
someone to make out with. I found that when I smoked—
get marijuana from a man in my oice—it gave me the
wisdom to size things up accurately.
“Take the other night. I dated a neighbor, a young man,
younger than I. He was so sweet, so adorable, I had a very
strong urge to make love with him. Under ordinary circumstances, I would have thought—-‘Will the neighbors nd out?
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Is he too young? If I sleep with him, what will he think of
me?’ But when we returned to my apartment and turned on,
high, I recognized that these fears were unreasonable. And
I could show him——just by looking at him—how I was feeling. There was no discussion. I could let what happened
happen. And do you know,” she removed her glasses, “he
called me a beautiful woman. No one ever called me a beautiful woman before.”
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meticulous scrutinizer of his own response to marijuana was a thirty-ve-year-old Connecticut psychologist
who was studying human brain-wave patterns at a famous
university. His working tools are a mind-boggling mixture
of computer technology, electrophysiology, and experimental psychology. But he examined his personal responses
with a much simpler device.
“Marijuana has given me valuable therapeutic insights,
especially in the area of my relationships with women,” he
said, swivelling back in his chair and resting his legs on the
desk. Directly below his oice sat student volunteers, electrodes pasted to their skulls. “On grass, I became much
more in touch with my real feelings. It allowed me to recognize rather vividly how insecure I was, how fearful of being
rejected. How demanding, dependent, and possessive I was
with women.”
This psychologist downgraded traditional therapy “as an
ineicient way of treating the personal woes of millions of
people.” Then he said: “Marijuana can help people to help
themselves. It helps you to perceive any childlike orientation and then helps you to get away from it. All of us have
the capacity for spontaneous, undemanding love. With grass,
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we can nd it. We can perceive the bad trip aspects of dependency that so often go by the name of love.”

Another serious student of his mental processes under
marijuana was Peter K., thirty-four, a senior editor of a
major publication in the suburban New York area. A regular
user for two years, he was convinced that every area of his
private life—socia1, sexual, emotiona1—had proted.
“I can’t quite spell it out,” said Peter, who was dressed
in a conservative business suit set o by a lavender shirt and
wide tie. “It’s like putting an astronomical observatory on
the moon—you get a clearer picture of the universe. With
grass, you get a look at life from a couple of dierent places.”
Speaking very softly, each word carefully selected, he
described how marijuana had “helped him” blow the dust
off preconceptions, inhibitions, blind spots he grew up with.
Even blind spots about warmth, about friendship, about
gentleness and love, none of which our culture seems to
place much value on.
“And it became absolutely clear to me that I was nowhere
as good a lover as I have been since I started smoking. Why,
I nd myself fucking in ways that would never have occurred
to me before.
“I understand people better now; I can almost get into
their psyches. I can feel what it is like to be a woman, a
child, to be elderly. I can even get along with my mother;
previously, we cou1dn’t be in the same room twenty minutes
without arguing. There’s been an integration of my life. I’m
basically the same person, but without duplicity. I am absolutely sure that marijuana has been helpful to me. That I’m
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not kidding myself. Things have happened to my psyche
that normally come to people in therapy.”

Julian G., a fty-year-old businessman, austere in a dark
pinstripe suit, was convinced that marijuana chopped a
couple of years off his psychoanalysis; and that it eased him
through the debilitating crunch of a bitter divorce.
Julian had come to marijuana by a well-traveled route;
his daughter, a college student, was smoking, and, as he
said, “I wanted to nd out what I was dealing with. I think
honesty with children is a parent’s single most important

It

virtue.”
He asked a younger colleague to “baby sit” with him
while he puffed for the rst time, “absolutely terried and
afraid I’d go right through the wall.” Now he was cultivating marijuana in his garden, blasting the marijuana laws as
“outrageous” and blaming the over-zealous statutes on the
“old coots” in Washington. “If there were more of them
who liked their pot,” he sizzled, “the laws would change

tomorrow.”
Married twenty-two years, he shoulders the blame for
his wife’s harangues, and accepted the divorce proceedings
she initiated. “But pot helped on lots of those rainy nights
when I might otherwise have felt pretty desolated.
“I have such mixed feelings about my wife,” he said sadly.
“I suppose most divorces involve mixed feelings. But I found
that pot could lighten my mood. For example, I could get
awfully melancholic thinking about the fun we used to have;
outings with our daughter, and family drives in the country.
These memories made me very sad. But the pot somehow
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broke up my thought sequences and made my mind more
uid.
“I would nd myself switching from the depressing
memory to something else, not related to the same mood.
And gradually my feeling of sadness would thin out and
disappear. And throughout it all, this evening of meditation,
I would remain quite clear as far as my thought processes
were concerned.
“And very often, I could examine past painful relationships with my wife quite dispassionately. The pot helped to
give me an objectivity; it sort of anesthetized my feelings.
It was like a dentist probing a tooth after a shot of novocaine. Except that pot never numbed me. In fact, it made
me much more penetrating, more agile intellectually.
“I think that this is its secret—it lets so many ideas ood
into your mind in rapid succession that you don’t have time
to bog down on one of them and get depressed going round
and round on your melancholic little treadmill.”
Julian was shy about smoking marijuana, especially with
business colleagues and old friends. “The rst thing they’d
do is put me down as a ibbertigibbet. They’d say ‘This
middle-aged guy. He’s divorced his wife, and smoking pot,
and taking up with another woman,’ and maybe they’re
right. And my analyst believes that perhaps it is my delayed
teens that are coming on. But I don’t believe that your age
bracket should have anything to do with your psychic state.
think if you swill a lot of alcohol, that will make you old
and decrepit. Besides, I may be foxy grandpa, but I want
to nd a foxy grandma. That’s the diference between me
and the sixty-year-old salesman who comes into town for
a quick lay and a bottle of booze. I don’t go nipping around.
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Sometime later I heard that Julian had found his “foxy
grandma,” a woman his age, who, yes, likes pot as well as
he does.

“We get, not what we deserve, but what we are.” That’s
what I had read in the book, The Beyond Within. It made
even more sense to me now.
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Extreme Reactions to

Marijuana

THE great majority of adults who try marijuana for the
rst time experience either a mild eect or none at all.
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Among people who continued to use the drug, I found some
whose reaction remained at the zero mark—and others who,
because of their personal make-up, tended to overreact—occasionally to the point of panic or even psychosis.
A Connecticut psychiatrist, whose psychedelic tie and
casual manner of dress suggested at least a sympathy with
the less conventional segment of society, told me: “As a
doctor, I’ve always been curious about marijuana. For scientic reasons I’d very much like to experience a marijuana
high, but I’ve never been able to.”
The doctor wondered about his lack of reaction but could
not explain it. “I’ve smoked pot any number of times in
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social gatherings,” he said. “Someone gives me a reefer and
I light it and smoke it and absolutely nothing happens. This
147
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is not because I am afraid. I am not a timid individual; I’m
not a weak product, apologetic or defensive.”
Other doctors reported precisely the opposite reaction.
Dr. R. J. Osnos, the New York psychiatrist, is militany
opposed to marijuana use. “I have a good personal friend,
a prominent psychologist, who tried pot out of curiosity and
got an acute case of the anxieties,” he said. “I don’t think
he will ever try it again.”
Dr. Joel Fort, the San Francisco psychiatrist, believed
that the expectations of users have much to do with their
actual reactions. “If you expect to be made anxious or panic-

stricken, that will happen to you,” he explained. “I personally know a psychiatrist who has had two acute psychotic
experiences from smoking marijuana . . . actually thought
he was dying, was having delusions, and was very sick.”
It should be pointed out that the percentage of pot users
who experience any sort of reaction that could even vaguely
be termed psychotic is innitesimal. However, these incidents appear to be more common among fairly rigid, older
people. Dr. David Smith, the San Francisco toxicologist,
found this to be true shortly after he began to study marijuana reactions among adults, for which he received a research grant.
“We nd that older people who have tried marijuana and
who hold a negative attitude toward the drug, even unconsciously, suffer a fairly high incidence of acute psychotic
reaction,” he said. “You can’t be raised thinking the drug is
horrible, makes you a dope end, and suddenly become hip.
I’m talking about people thirty and above—middle-class,
structured, successful people looking for something else.”
Dr. Smith cited the case of a mother in her forties. “She
found out her kids were smoking, and, being an intelligent
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Phi Beta college graduate, she read about pot and came to
the conclusion that it wasn’t dangerous. Her kids persuaded
her to try it in brownies—she’d never smoked a cigarette,
that’s how puritanical her background was. She had half a
brownie and wound up in the hospital with a paranoid psychotic reaction. She thought she was losing her mind.”
Dr. Smith phrased his conclusions like this: “If you’re
totally committed to rational thinking, to the idea that drugs
make you lose your mind, you may panic at an effect that
somebody else may nd pleasurable or even laughable.”
Understandably, those people who had lost control in
the course of other experiences before they tried marijuana
are particularly susceptible to “bad trips” on pot.
A Long Island businessman and father, aged thirtynine, who had been an alcoholic since his college days,
nally managed to go on the wagon. Six months later, seeking a partial substitute for alcohol “to escape ‘the tyranny
of consciousness’ ” as he put it—he decided to try marijuana. “My friends told me that the effect was very slight—
that one’s reaction was just a sort of tenuous acquiescence
to the effect of the drug.
“The rst three or four times I turned on I experienced
only a very mild high—hardly anything to speak of. Each
time, I had smoked only one joint. But I was looking for
something a little stronger. So the next time, I smoked two
joints, one after another, fairly rapidly.
“At rst the reaction was as it had been before—maybe a
>

little more so. Then, suddenly, there was a second wave. I
felt disoriented—-as if there was an iron grip around my head
that had control of me entirely. I felt I couldn’t count on
myself to do any of the normal things that required concen-
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tration—I didn’t think I could drive if I had to, or concentrate on a book, or hold a coherent conversation.

“My friends insisted that the marijuana high only lasted
about two hours and that you could easily turn of, almost
literally by snapping your ngers. I tried the things they
suggested—opened the window wide, stuck my head under
the water tap—but nothing worked. So for the next two
hours I had this schizzy thing. Half of my head was saying,
‘This is nothing—it’s only a harmless drug reaction and in
two hours it’ll pass.’ Meanwhile the other half of my head
was panicked out. I kept on saying to myself, ‘This is foolish
and unnecessary’—but I couldn’t break the hold of the drug.
“After about two hours, the effect did clear up, but the
whole next day I had a bad hangover—something else my
friends insisted never happened on pot. I felt fatigued,
washed out, dehydrated, with a funny kind of ache around
the eyes.
“But I wasn’t ready to give up on pot. I smoked again
three or four more times, sometimes one joint, sometimes
more, but always slowly, and I had no problem. Then I got
a new supply of stu, and I tried it in a pipe. Maybe it was
a lot stronger than what I’d used before, or maybe it was
smoking it in a pipe, I don’t know. But I had the same thing
happen again, only worse.
“That panicky feeling rode in as before, only this time
I felt exactly as I used to when I’d come off a bad bender.
It was that feeling of I’ve fucked it up again—gone to hell
with myself, my job and my family. I used to want to kill
myself when I’d get to feel like that. I remember saying over
and over again, ‘It’s all right, it’s all right, you’re not on a
bender.’ I couldn’t stop repeating the words, but I couldn’t
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believe them, either. This went on for two hours, at least
and I was absolutely terried.
'
That experience had occurred two years before I met this
man and he had not tried marijuana since. “I don’t think
I ever will again,” he said.

More common than such intense reactions are feelings of
paranoia or a sense of dislocation. Practiced pot users learn
to live with these feelings.
“Sure, it’s anxiety, but the other, good feelings are so
great, you learn how to get along with the anxiety,” one

girl claimed.
Dr. Andrew Weil attributed the paranoid feeling at least
in part, to the sensitivity that pot users develop toward the
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unspoken emotional messages sent out by others. Apparently, whom you smoke with can be as important as what
you’re smoking.
A twenty-eight-year-old editor for a New York trade
magazine, a user since the age of nineteen, told me about his
one negative experience with pot. “It wasn’t because of the
marijuana,” he insisted. “It was because of the person I was
with. He was a real head who talked about nothing but his
drugs. He had supplied the pot and at one point he turned
to me and said, ‘Almost like acid, isn’t it?’ I got a very bad
mental reaction.
“Then we were walking down the street and I was terribly
disoriented. We couldn’t nd the IRT—the subway—and
then a queer cruised us and I got irritated as all hell. I was
getting very bad vibrations.
“Later we went into a restaurant for a milk shake. I was
going to get $5 worth of grass there and when we started to
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make the transaction, I got very nervous. My left hand felt
like it was no longer part of me. was afraid I was going
to lose it. I remember thinking, ‘I hope my left hand will
reach back there into my pants pocket and get my billfold.’
My hand did what it was supposed to, but I didn’t feel like
it was mine. This was a hysterical reaction. That’s the medical term.
“Later on when this man and I got on the train I got the
feeling you get when you see a musket ring in a movie.
You see the smoke going out and then being sucked back
into the muzzle. I was going out and back that way. When
we got out of the IRT buildings were pulsating all around.
One of the rst laws of smoking pot is: don’t smoke with
people you don’t trust.”
It is also a wise rule not to smoke with strangers, especially as a novice. The sexual consequences can be unsettling
or worse, and for the most logical reason. In the Western
culture, certain social signals are generally recognized as
likely preliminaries to sexual activity. A girl’s acceptance of
a man’s invitation for a late-night drink at his apartment is
an obvious example. Her acceptance of an invitation to
smoke pot is another. Neither move is likely to yield satisfactory results unless one knows and likes the prospective
partner.
A Philadelphia advertising copywriter in her early thirties
vividly remembered her rst experience on pot. “I was just
out of college and living in New York,” she recalled. “I was
feeling very lonesome, so I went to a party given by some
people I hardly knew. When I got there, I found that they
were all turning on. So I did, too.
“There was a black man there who used to sleep with all
the girls in the Village and he supplied the pot. I got pretty
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high for a while and I don’t remember exactly how it happened, but this black man had a car and he olfered to drive
me home. We went upstairs and he wanted to make love to
me. I was attracted to him—because he was b1ack!——and
I felt as if I couldn’t say no to him. I didn’t care. I wasn’t
very experienced then—I’d only been to bed maybe three
or four times in my life—and I’m sure that if I wasn’t so
high I wouldn’t have gone home with him. I would have
said ‘no’ all along the way, but because I was high there was
nothing to stop it.
“So we got into bed and it was only then that I realized
I just cou1dn’t go through with it. I thought to myself, what
am I doing here? I don’t feel anything toward this man;
he’s a stranger. Why am I in bed with him? I guess I was
coming down off the grass. So right in the middle of everything I reconsidered and asked him to go home, and I’ve
never done that—that’s awful. You just can’t do that to a
man.
“Luckily for me, he wasn’t nasty—-he just got up and left.
I felt terribly depressed about it for the next two weeks.
What I realized, I think, was that I didn’t want to get into
a way of life where you would get into these relationships
that were meaningless——where you went to bed with someone because you were too polite to say no, where there were
no valid emotions.”
Conceivably, it was marijuana that set off the sequence
of two reactions in this case: rst, a deinhibiting effect that
caused this woman to do something about a long-held wish
to experiment sexually with a black man; and then the
insight that her wish had been unsound and not really her
thing.
“Bad vibrations” gured in one of the marijuana experi-
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of a young New York electronics engineer who had
discovered marijuana during a company assignment in California. The young man and his girl friend attended a dinner
party with two married couples. One of the husbands was
ences

the engineer’s immediate superior.
“At that time, the ‘encounter’ techniques were very much
talked about and very intriguing,” he recalled. “The atmosphere in the room grew very frank and permissive—they
wanted to take the rapport we had and turn it into a parlor
game. Since I was the one who knew about grass they all
wanted me to turn them on. I said ‘no,’ but they insisted.
I had a forboding that something terrible would happen.
“So we smoked, and what a asco! Things people had
never said to each other, much less in front of others, suddenly burst out. It was bedlam. One husband told his wife
he knew she’d been screwing around and called her a lthy
whore. Then they decided they would all choose the sex
partners they really wanted. And this is where my anguish
started. Because one married couple—they both made a pass
at me. And the guy was my boss! I had no idea he was homosexual, and neither did his wife. I can’t describe the pain
I felt, the hideous embarrassment. For one thing, my entire
career was in this man’s hands at this point and I had to treat
this scene with a judiciousness I had never been called on

for. Both couples, by the way, are now divorced.
“I think in this case grass was the catalyst these people
needed to get down to where they were. Many enemies were
made that night. It was playing with people’s lives. I’ll never
do that again.”
This was an extreme case in more ways than one. The
emotional chemistry of unsupervised groups is notoriously
volatile. The injection of a single explosive factor in such
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a group can produce appalling fallout. In this case, the all
but public announcement of the boss’ unsuspected homosexuality could only be disastrous. But how much of this

explosion could be attributed to marijuana, and how much
of it was caused by the group’s over-eagerness, even before
they turned on, to explore encounter techniques-——the sort
of emotional gymnastics that can always have dangerous
consequences unless there is leadership by a qualied professional person?
And how often do people expose themselves to marijuana
in front of strangers and employees when they have never
experimented with the drug before and when they know
from the start that the closet of their personality contains
a skeleton that is as emotion-charged as homosexuality?
Fortunately, the typical case of an unfavorable reaction
to marijuana is much more likely to resemble the fate of a
young secretary from Columbus, Ohio, who works for an
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organization associated with the United Nations in New
York and who was turned off by pot at a party of quite a
dierent kind.
“I had only been in the city about six months,” she said,
“and of course, I knew about marijuana, but I’d never tried
it, and as far as I could tell, none of my friends had either.
I’d wangled myself an invitation to a house party given by
some diplomats out on a Long Island estate. The theme of
the party was very Eastern—-several of the women, American as well as Asian, were dressed in saris and other native
costumes. There was Indian raga music on the stereo; the
buffet table, instead of the usual cocktail nibbles or cold
meats, consisted almost completely of fantastically delicious,
exotic, spicy Indian dishes. The smell of incense was every-
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where.

I remember telling myself, ‘You’ve come a long way

from Columbus.’

“I wandered

around for a while, just really watching all
the people. Some of them seemed to be acting a little like
they were drunk, although I hadn’t seen much liquor around.
And I really went to town on that buffet. I must’ve eaten
enough cun'y to feed half of Bombay. Then I noticed that
scattered around the living room and the library were a
couple of different kinds of cigarettes in exquisite china
containers. I asked one of the other guests about one of
them and he said, ‘Those are marijuana.’ He also said
that the people giving the party had brought back fteen
pounds of marijuana from India!
“Anyway, this man insisted I try some pot, so I did. I
took several puffs and then I started smelling this horrible
odor in the room. It reminded me of nothing more than the
scent of a skunk. A few minutes later I started feeling nauseated. I went upstairs into one of the bedrooms and just lay
there, feeling sicker than I’ve ever felt before or since. And
I was nauseated for the rest of the weekend.
“I don’t know whether it was the efect of all the spicy
food I’d eaten--which I wasn’t used to-—or what, but I certainly felt vile. Frankly, after that experience, I have very
little interest in trying marijuana again.”

1 1

An Expert’s View

IN

1967, 28-year-old Erich Goode, a Ph.D. in sociology
and son of one of the country’s most distinguished sociologists, William J. Goode of Columbia University, set out
to investigate marijuana in a project which would last ve
months and would focus on certain middle-class environments in the New York area, groups where smoking was
known to be common, perhaps even the norm. His testing
grounds were a medium-sized market research organization,
a large and well-known mid-Manhattan publishing house
and two universities. He would also tap, at least lightly, the
Wall Street nancial district because marijuana smoking was
beginning to inltrate this traditionally conservative arena.
Along this urban pilgrimage, Goode personally administered a two-hour, 110-question interview to respondents,
all knowledgeable smokers, and most of them recommended
to him by various intermediate acquaintances. Their age
span was between seventeen and forty, and his sampling
included company presidents and vice presidents, junior
157
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executives, lawyers, stockbrokers, and some of their wives.
If Goode managed to blend into the marijuana scene, and
quell fears that he might be a government narcotics agent,
it was in part because he simply did not come off like a conventional canvasser. His hair at the time was better than

medium long. And he exchanged the jacket and tie he wore
at New York University, where he was then an assistant
professor of sociology, for leather sandals and blue jeans—
his normal casual attire.
He knew that to interview even the most conventionalseeming marijuana smoker, an extra measure of trust was
needed. A tie and jacket, he told me, “would have been
suicidal. It would have destroyed the rapport.” Even the
executives, he believes, would have turned o if he had
shown up looking like the stereotyped interviewer.
Five months, 204 interviews, and one National Institutes
of Mental Health grant later (the $4100 government grant
was used to defray typing and tabulating costs), he emerged
with an impressive compilation of marijuana reality and
mythology. It interested me particularly because it detailed
one area that had never before been evaluated so systematically: the relationship between sex and marijuana-smoking,
a combination that made its dual debut at the turn of the
sixties, according to Goode, and which he feels forms one
of the basic supports of the entire marijuana subculture.
Goode put three yes-or-no questions to his subjects, whose
median age was twenty-three. After each, they were asked
to expand on their answers with subjective detail of their
own.
1. Have you ever had sex high? (157 of the 204 said
they had.)
2. Do you think being high on marijuana stimulates
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your sex interest or not? (44% said yes: 38% said no;
13% said it depends; and 5% said it decreased.)
3. Is your enjoyment of the sex act any different high
or not? (68% or 102 individuals said yes, it was better;
16% reported no effect; 9% said it depends; 7% said it
decreases.)
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To insure his test group’s anonymity, Goode assigned to
each questionnaire a number and destroyed all the slips of
paper on which he’d written names and addresses. A quick
glance at interview No. 74, for instance (male, white, 29,
single, social worker, Catholic, bachelor of arts degree)
would reveal no identity but would include these personal
comments on sex and marijuana: “Reduces inhibitions,
greater sex drive, greater expectations of sex; superego suspended, greater enjoyment of sex; but when alone, sex interest actually decreased.”
Or No. 77 (male, 20, white, Jewish, student, works 20
hours a week as swimming instructor): “Approach and
conduct of sex is in more intoxicated spirit, more abandonment, more aware of sex delights, the contemplation of it
is more aesthetically pleasing and so one is more likely to
do it; but not an aphrodisiac.”
Or No. 84 (female, 21, single, student): “I don’t enjoy
sex high; it turns me o; it makes me depressed, guilty;
have negative attitudes toward everything when high except
for food.”
Or No. 93 (female, college sophomore, 17): “Orgasm
more intense, you’re less inhibited; I have a picture in my
mind of what the sexual act is like. I became nothing but
a tremendous vagina. Everything gets down to basics. Never
turn on alone, only with boy friend.”
Goode, who subsequently joined the teaching sta of the
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State University of New York at Stony Brook, Long Island
(which was hit by a student strike in the spring of 1969

when local police staged a dawn marijuana raid on the
dormitories) cautioned me that he could not be sure how
truthful his interviewees were. But he believed that they
were generally frank.
“The kinds of people who would consent to an interview
about marijuana are likely to be open to begin with,” he said.
“And their age might have had something to do with it;
older people might have been embarrassed. They seemed
to be forthright. But it is impossible to know for sure. There
is so much mystique about marijuana, they may have felt
they had to give stereotyped answers.”
What aroused this researcher’s interest in a subject as
specialized as sex and marijuana? “Because sex is so inextricably bound up with the marijuana picture,” replied
Dr. Goode. “Sex and marijuana are associated in people’s
minds. Our mood, social conditions, myths--they all associate marijuana and sex. And they are behaviorally and
statistically correlated. The kind of people who tum on are
more likely to be the kind of people who will have sex.
Not because of the marijuana, but because they are the kind
of people who are going to be more experimental anyway.”
Dr. Goode’s study, which formed the basis of his book
The Marijuana Smokers, turned up some unique information, notably some differences between male and female
reactions to sex while high.
For one thing, more women than men found marijuana
to be a sexual stimulant; that is, 50% of the women said
it aroused their initial desire, not unlike an aphrodisiac,
while only 39% of the men reported such a reaction. Goode
attributes the discrepancy to cultural factors.
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“Some women may need an excuse to justify their desire,”
he wrote in Evergreen Review. “A hundred years ago it was
fainting, forty years ago it was drinking. Today, it’s smoking (pot).” And he linked this male-female disparity to another cultural determinant: “Women are more likely to

think themselves into becoming excited.”
The statistics reversed themselves when it came to which
sex derives greater pleasure during intercourse itself; 74%
of the males said they did, compared with 62% of the
women.

“The explanation for this,” wrote Dr. Goode, “1ies not
in the properties of the drug, but in the characteristic sexual
attitudes of men and women in our society. A woman is
more concerned with the ritual of sex, with what the textbooks refer to as ‘foreplay.’ For her, these aspects of the
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sexual act are often more meaningful than the immediate
physical gratication it gives her.”
Since women tend to be more preoccupied with preliminaries to sex, marijuana is more likely to be of great importance to them during this phase. The emphasis of a man
Ci
is different: His penis is what wants stimulation, and his
concentration is on orgasm. So more often, it’s he that
receives the most pleasure from marijuana during the act

itself.”
Dr. Goode’s investigation found no cause-eect relationship between marijuana and promiscuity, and neither did
that of any other authority I questioned. “Marijuana doesn’t
make people promiscuous or change their lives in any fundamental way,” insisted Dr. Goode. “It just releases a few
blocks and helps people enjoy sex more. It increases the
meaningfulness of sex. In fact, women say that they can
spot a phony on pot, someone who just wants to score
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with them, who doesn’t see them as a human being. A
common response was that when they were with a stranger,
the prospect of sex became even more distasteful than

ordinarily.”
On the other hand, this researcher, as well as others, held
that when two people are alone and turn on together, the
chances of sexual contact increase. The situation of the
couple is stimulating of itself. “Sex is very likely at the back
of their minds,” Dr. Goode told me. “The likelihood of sex
being in the background, so to speak, increases. The zone
of sexuality is expanded.”
What about a girl who may be uncertain as to whether
a man is honestly interested in her or simply wants to use
her sexually? “In that case,” Dr. Goode said, “marijuana
will tend to push a potential ‘layee’ over the line.” In other
words, the de-inhibiting characteristics of pot become the
deciding factor in the pro-sex direction.
A psychiatric expert, Dr. Joel Fort, expressed the same
belief, but he stressed that it was the girl’s confusion in such
an undecided state, and not the marijuana, that was the
causal factor. He said: “When a girl doesn’t have a clear-cut
set of values and suicient inner-directiveness about where
she wants to go or what she wants to do, she may engage
in the sexual act to be popular, to get temporary pleasure,
or for a variety of not very esoteric reasons. The drug would
be quite secondary to those reasons.”
In Dr. Goode’s view, alcohol plays an innitely more important role in seduction and promiscuity than marijuana:
“I’ve interviewed girls who say pot had exactly the opposite
eect to alcohol. That is, that if they’re really drunk, their
behavioral controls are much lower than they are if they’re
high on pot.
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He held a relatively low view of alcohol in general. “A
lot of girls drink so they can deaden themselves, allow themselves to get laid,” he said. “They may have a very sick attitude toward sex and a very low evaluation of themselves. So
they may get drunk to please the boy and forget about what’s
happening. I don’t think there’s the same kind of sick relationship between marijuana and sex as between alcohol and
sex.”

Alcohol, of course, shares one major, sex-encouraging
trait with marijuana: both agents lower inhibitions. “Because it’s a depressant, liquor does allow the uptight body
to relax and enjoy some of what it’s entitled to,” said Dr.
Goode. But beyond that, liquor and sex are not companionable bedfellows because alcohol lacks cannabis’s capacity to
whet the senses: “Alcohol desensitizes the body to both pain
therefore anti-sexual.”
Parents who assume that marijuana is synonymous with
promiscuity, Dr. Goode believes, are victims of the nowdiscredited propaganda disseminated by the Federal Bureau
of Narcotics in the thirties, portraying marijuana as a
as

well

as pleasure and is

“demon drug.”

“Many parents grew up in the thirties and were exposed
to this ideology, to these sex-loaded diatribes,” Dr. Goode
pointed out. “They were ridiculously far from the truth. If
you take as a universe all the people who ever smoked pot,
you could discover that that kind of scene is so innitesimal,
it’s absurd even to think about it.”
Goode concedes that the “ve per cent of youngsters who
are deep into the drug scene” might conceivably fall under
the rubric of “promiscuous.” “I have read about hippie girls
who don’t even know their lovers’ names,” he reects. But
he reiterates that in the overwhelming majority of cases,
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marijuana is not a disruptive factor, and that it cannot cause
individuals to jump into bed at random or engage in promiscuous behavior.
Why then, in the thirties, was America ooded with
hair-raising accounts of criminal and debauched acts, potrelated?
He linked that campaign to the repeal of Prohibition. “A
lot of Prohibition oicers found themselves unemployed.
To legitimatize their retention, then, the Narcotics Bureau
commissioned articles. And unfortunately, a lot of people
believed these scare stories.”
In the sixties, the stories backred. Many young people
are more intrigued than oended by the suggestion that
cannabis will “transgure” people sexually.
“The kids say ‘Ah hah! A sex end! That sounds interesting. Let’s try it and see what happens.’ People are more
condent of their sexuality now than they were in the
thirties,” said Dr. Goode, who at the beginning of each
semester, submits to his classes anonymous questionnaires
inquiring, among other items, into their sexual attitudes.
“They are more open and less inhibited, so the idea of sex
on marijuana has been transformed in their minds into
something positive rather than something to be concerned

about.”
The government campaign also engraved on people’s
minds that marijuana and sex might bear some relation to
each other. This produced still another boomerang effect:
“We have learned to associate marijuana with sensuousness
and carnality, with hedonism and physical gratication, and
so it may stimulate those very reactions called ‘debauchery’
by its critics.”
Meanwhile, the emotional attitudes toward cannabis re-
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main so strong that they may handicap basic clinical studies
of the drug. Dr. Arnold Mandell, chairman of the department of psychiatry at the University of California in San
Diego, who has conducted important laboratory experiments
on the long-term eects of methedrine, told me that public
attitudes toward pot are so strongly inuenced by “erotica,
paranoia, and puritanical feelings” that he was led to ask:
“HOW can we ever do clinical phenomenology on it?”
Dr. Goode takes issue with those psychiatrists who hold
that marijuana is used principally as a refuge from meaningful human relations: “Theirs is just one layer of perspective, just as the user’s outlook is another. Users say that the
act of tuming on together pulls them together with others;
integrates them. Smokers impute a tremendous amount of
meaningfulness to this interaction between fellow-smokers.
They associate the marijuana high with positive and enjoyable experience. For instance, many in my survey said that
smoking was ‘fun.’ But if you say ‘fun’ to a psychiatrist,
then seen through his lenses, ‘fun’ is just rationale. All he
sees are people sitting together, laughing, perhaps not saying anything, and so he ascribes a shallow, supercial web
of social relations to them. But the minds of the smokers
may be crowded with all kinds of emotionally signicant
events that the outside observer doesn’t see.”
According to the participants of the Goode study, this
includes sex: “People on pot say it drives them more forcefully into the act, makes it more intense. They say they
release more emotional energy, that it’s like a vortex, like
losing peripheral vision. Every ber tends to be concentrated on the act.”
Dr. Goode is no active campaigner for the liberalization
of the marijuana laws. But he believed that legitimizing
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marijuana would strip away some of the mystery that clings
to the drug: “It’s like sex, which is really much more banal
than it’s made out to be. Even a woman who loses her
virginity may ask, ‘This is what all that fuss was about?’ ”
The sociologist acknowledged that excessive dependency
on marijuana might become a problem similar to alcoholism. Eventually he said, pot may become respectable
“like a radical ideology that gradually becomes part of
the Democratic platform,” largely because the quality of
contemporary big city life created a need for the drug’s
functions:
“I think the criticism of our steel-and~concrete environment has weight; we’re moving too far away from the
earthier aspects of existence. Marijuana helps people move
back to some of the more sensuous aspects of life.”
Will marijuana eventually become institutionalized—as
liquor is? “Pot hasn’t even arrived yet,” Dr. Goode said.
“It may even be a fad, though I doubt it. Why, the majority
of young people still drink. Alcohol will be the drug of
choice for a long, long time.”
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Marijuana, the Law, and
the Future

the marijuana smokers with whom I talked had at
least two things in common. None, so far as I could discover,
had ever been in diiculty with the law, except perhaps for
something as criminal as a parking violation; but all could
go to prison at any time for nothing more than keeping some
pot around the house.
If I became convinced of anything during the course of
my interviewing it was that every day more and more people
of good character and reputation are violating the antimarijuana laws; that the sexual, as well as other, motives for
turning on are authentically felt by middle-class adult users;
and that anti-pot legislation is certain to be in a state of evolution (and in bitter controversy) for many years to come.
The basis of contemporary law-making in this eld is the
Federal Marijuana Tax Act of 1937. This law does not prohibit marijuana outright. It does require that buyers and

ALL
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sellers register with the Treasury Department and pay a
nominal tax. Other federal, state, and local legislation does
impose penalties; hence, if anyone followed the letter of
the law, he would be prosecuted. If a person does not

register under the Act, he is using marijuana illegallyand is then liable to prosecution for not notifying the
Treasury Department.
In addition to Federal penalties for mere possession of
marijuana, forty-four states have passed laws under which
a user may be sentenced for anywhere from ve years to
life in prison for possessing as little as a quarter-ounce of
pot (about eight or nine cigarettes). In North Dakota,
until recently, a rst oender could be sentenced to life. In
Georgia, a person convicted of selling marijuana to a minor
could be sentenced to a maximum of life imprisonment,
and for a second conviction could receive the death penalty.
Neither has ever been imposed.
In 1969, as the relatively innocuous characteristics of
marijuana became better understood (and the laws more
widely outed by respectable citizens), the trend toward
harsh legal treatment of users (as distinguished from sellers)
was reversed. I
President Nixon himself acknowledged that he had had a
change in attitude about the marijuana problem. “I thought
that the answer was simply enforce the law and that will
prevent people from the use of drugs,” he said. “But it is not
that. When you are talking about thirteen-year-olds and
fourteen-year-olds and fteen-year-olds, the answer is not
more penalties. The answer is information. The answer is
understanding.”
The President proposed that possession of marijuana be
treated as a misdemeanor rather than a felony for rst
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offenders. Many states and localities were also adopting the
new approach to the problem—a combination of enforcement, education, and rehabilitation. In New York and other
large cities the emphasis shifted to the prosecution of sellers

—not users.
As the laws became less punitive (and less vigorously
enforced) there was also more enlightened discussion about
social effects that are not only undesirable but inevitable
when millions of people chronically are violating the law,
much as drinkers did during Prohibition.
Here are some of these ill elfects.
0 Anyone using marijuana is probably dealing with a
criminal element, if only at third remove, and is therefore
exposed to the more potent and dangerous drugs sold
through the same channels. This is a particular menace
during times when the marijuana supply dries up, as during
the 1969 “drought.” Marijuana became so expensive and
scarce that some users turned to hashish or heroin instead.
0 Widespread illegal use of marijuana, particularly
among young people, can lead to contempt for all law.
0 Like bathtub gin, the quality of marijuana is not subject to any regulation. In most cases, this means that the
user gets a relatively low-quality, bland product, rather than
a stronger one. But it is possible for a marijuana joint to be
spiked with catnip or other substances.
0 The laws for simple possession of marijuana have
severely aected the lives of many young people. Not all
have been as lucky, in the end, as twenty-one-year-old
Frank LaVarre, a long-distance rumier on full scholarship
at the University of Virginia. He was arrested on a bus for
possession of three pounds of marijuana, which he had
bought for friends. The authorities told him he would re-
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ceive a lighter sentence if he informed on fellow users at
the college. LaVarre refused, and was sentenced to twenty
years. LaVarre, friends said, was neither a pothead nor a
pusher. He had never tried marijuana until three weeks
before his arrest and was ignorant of the drug laws. In

January, 1970, Virginia Governor Mills E. Godwin pardoned LaVarre, on the condition that he report for probation for ve years. But LaVarre will be considered a convicted felon for the rest of his life. In many states, he can
be barred from getting a driver’s license, or becoming a
doctor, lawyer, or teacher.
0 Legitimate research on marijuana is diicult. The synthetic, THC, is available, but in limited amounts. And THC
is not marijuana. “The govemment people say they want to
have a better idea of the eects of marijuana before they
change the law,” one doctor told me. “And then they won’t
give us the stu to experiment with!” Another physician,
Dr. Harry C. Hermon, then a psychiatrist in Austin, Texas,
was using marijuana legally for research, having both purchased the necessary tax stamps and identied himself to
the proper authorities and was arrested by state authorities.
He was never brought to trial but had to discontinue his
research. And that was not all. “My patients have been
scared away,” he reported, “and my experimental subjects
are afraid to come in because it was reported in the local
papers that I was under surveillance for a month and that
the police are watching me with binoculars.” Eventually,
the doctor moved to another state.
During my interviewing, I had numerous opportunities
to observe the fears about pot’s illegality. Several people
with whom I talked insisted that they would never buy marijuana; after all, any seller could be a police oicer in plain
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clothes. So they used only pot that friends gave them as
gifts. “I’ve never bought it off the street,” said one of these
long-time users. “I don’t like it so much that I’m going to
hold still for a bust.”
One Cleveland couple, in their late twenties, had agreed
not only to an interview but to permit me to attend a party
at their home, where marijuana would be smoked. At the
last minute, the wife called it off. “We’re afraid of any possible publicity,” she said. I assured her of total anonymity,
but to no avail. “I want to help you,” this wife said. “I’d
like to see marijuana legalized. But my husband is at a very
crucial point in his career. He’s with a very big corporation
and in most parts of the country, you know, there is still a
lot of social stigma attached to smoking grass. We’re just
afraid to take any chances that could harm my husband

professionally right now.”
Should the use of marijuana merely become subject to
lesser penalties? Should its sale be regulated by the government? Or should it be legalized outright, with no restrictions? These are three basic questions and the range of
informed opinion is wide.
Hewing close to the Nixon administration’s position were
Dr. Roger O. Egeberg, Assistant Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare for health and scientic affairs, and
Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, director of the National Institutes of
Mental Health. Dr. Egeberg felt deeply troubled by the system of punishing people who abuse drugs. Dr. Yolles favored
the liberalization of the laws that were in force early in 1970,
but added: “I do not, at this time, advocate the removal of
all restrictions on the use of marijuana. I believe that until
we know more than we do now about the long-term effects
of marijuana and other forms of cannabis, that use of the
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drug should continue to be controlled. Medically speaking,
I cannot give it a clean ‘bill of health.’ But penalties for its
use should be lowered in proportion to the danger and risk
to the individual and society of this drug.”
Dr. James L. Goddard, a fonner director of the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, stated his position in this
way: “I do not believe that marijuana should now be legalized . . . First, law may have a deterrent effect. Second,
although the use of marijuana is a private act, it has the
potential to cause harm to society. One has only to visualize
marijuana being more freely available and more widely used
by adolescents who have not learned to cope with the problems of daily life, and it is not difcult to reach the conclusion that cannabism would become a societal problem. . . .
If the known harmful effects of alcohol and tobacco are
greater than those of marijuana, and those substances are
legal, why do I not advocate legalizing marijuana? I believe
that if alcohol and tobacco were not already legal, we might
very well decide not to legalize them—knowing what we do
now. In the case of marijuana, we will know in a very few
years how harmful it is or is not. If it turns out to be relatively harmless, we will be embarrassed by harsh laws that
made innocent people suffer. If it turns out to be quite harmful--a distinct possibility—we will have introduced yet another public health hazard that for social and economic
reasons might become impossible to dislodge.”
On the other hand, the distinguished anthropologist Margaret Mead takes a much more relaxed view. “We are damaging our country, our laws, and the relations between young
and old by its prohibition,” she said in 1969. Dr. Mead had
concluded that marijuana was safe “unless taken in harmful
and excessive amounts, but anything used to the excess is
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harmful.” In general, she favored the use of nonaddictive
drugs “to help man cope with the stress and anxiety of
modern life.
“Everyone has a breaking point, and psychotropic (mindaecting) drugs are used to fend o the breaking points,”
she said. “But they’re not a panacea.”
While Dr. Mead was one of a tiny minority, many have
spoken out on behalf of regulation rather than milder laws
or complete lack of controls. Dr. Andrew Weil said, “What’s
really needed is some sort of scheme for regulating the distribution of all intoxicants, including alcohol.” Dr. Louis
Jolyon West and Dr. William H. McGlothlin, a research
psychologist, were impressed by a proposal of the World
Health Organization to treat alcohol abuse and drug abuse
as a single

problem.

Dr. Joel Fort, who had worked on the problems of drug
laws, drug use, and abuse here and abroad, for fteen years,
wanted to see an end of all criminal penalties for use or
possession of marijuana. He added: “To prevent the sale of
dangerously adulterated forms of the drug, marijuana should
be produced under Federal supervision, the way alcohol is.
Furthermore, sellers of the drug should be licensed, and they
should be prohibited from selling to minors; If there are
infractions of these laws, the penalties should be directed at
the seller, not at the user. I would also strongly recommend
that all advertising and promotion of marijuana be prohibited, and that packages of the drug carry the warning:

‘CAUTION: MARIJUANA MAY BE HARMFUL TO
YOUR HEALTH.’ ”
Dr. Robert E. Gould, the New York psychiatrist, believed
that no seriously harmful eects of marijuana would be discovered, and he also felt it would be wise to legalize the
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drug. Like Dr. Fort, he strongly favored regulation: “There
should be a minimum age for purchasers, as there is for
alcohol, and dosage should be standardized so that one
obtains the same potency in every marijuana cigarette. One
of the big problems and dangers with illegal drugs is that
the individual never knows at any given time how strong

taking.”
What of the average citizen who elects Congressmen and
Senators and who must in the end make the nal determination about the legality of marijuana? A nationwide Gallup
poll conducted in 1969 found that the overwhelming majority—84 per cent—were against legalization of pot. Even
among the youngest group——twenty-one- to twenty-nineyear-olds-—only 26 per cent were in favor, and among all
college-educated adults, the percentage dropped to 23. It
should be pointed out, however, that most of the anti-pot
respondents accepted two highly controversial premises as
being fact. They believed that marijuana “harms the mind
and nervous system” and “leads to the use of stronger drugs.”
The poll estimated that ten million Americans--half of
them under twenty-one--had tried marijuana and that another ve million adults would try a marijuana cigarette
if it were offered to them. The difference in attitude between younger and older people was perhaps the poll’s most
signicant nding. Four per cent of the entire sample polled
said they had tried marijuana, and another four per cent
said that they would be willing to try it. But among the
twenty-one- to twenty-nine year olds polled by Gallup, 12
per cent said they had tried marijuana and another 10 per
cent said that they would try it if it was offered to them.
Assuming that the young people won’t change their minds
as they get older, their more liberal views will cause a libera dose he is
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alization of the entire population on this subject in the years
to come.
The medical community is also on record against the
legalization of pot. In a poll conducted by the magazine
Modern Medicine, 85 per cent of the twenty-eight thousand
doctors who replied were opposed to it. At the same time,
more than half of the same doctors were in favor of legalized
abortion solely on the consent of the mother, which indicated that, as a whole, the group was not conservative in
outlook.
Unmistakably, the legalization of marijuana in the United
States was an unpopular cause in 1970. Yet it seemed likely
that it would some day come to pass, if only because of the
increasingly important role played by every type of drug in
the American scheme of life.
“America has long been a highly drug-oriented nation,”
said Dr. Gould. “Alcohol, nicotine, amphetamines, barbiturates, and tranquilizers had been part of the ‘scene’ for
many years before marijuana, LSD, and the other psychedelics. Along with the stock market, the Vietnam war, and
the cost of living, national use and abuse of drugs has managed to keep escalating too.”
Dr. Arnold Mandell, the California psychiatrist specializing in psychopharmacology, pointed out: “Marijuana is only
a tiny part of the drug spectrum. A century from now, you’ll
probably be able to go to the drugstore and purchase any
central nervous system state you want-—prolonged orgasm,
prolonged sleep, contemplative activity, or creativity. It’s

almost like producing the Bomb. It’s part of our narcissistic
drive to make a breakthrough without considering the

implications.”
Dr. West, in his paper titled “Research in Psychiatry:
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1984,” made this Orwellian prediction, “Illicit drugs will be
a greater problem than ever before in history. Innumerable
religious sects . . . will employ mind-expanding chemicals in
all kinds of ceremonies, grimly resisting Federal attempts to
interfere with the psychedelic pathway to grace, redemption,
or Nirvana . . .
“Paradoxically, while the enormous public problem of
drug usage will rest largely within the purview of the medical profession as cultural and social stresses increasingly
provoke the tendency to chemical escape, the greatest public
attention, police activity, government intervention, and legal
backlog will be concentrated on the mildest of oenders—marijuana. THC will be available in synthetic form but with
few takers; yet the demand to smoke hemp will have become
a universal shibboleth of young people, and attempts by
govemment to control it will parallel the greatest foolishness
of Prohibition days.”
Dr. West then conjured up a promising young candidate
who is swept into the Presidency “on a platform calling,
among other things, for legalized sale of cigarettes containing cannabis. Old Guadalajara Golds (containing cannabinal, its dangers listed in small print on the package) will
then sell for $2.00, or approximately twice the price per
pack of ordinary tobacco cigarettes in 1984.”
While the doctor’s crystal ball may be murky, the beginnings of marijuana’s acceptance among the adult middle
class suggest that the drug, legal or illegal, harmless or not
so harmless, is becoming part of the constellation of American-style mind-easers. If enough middle-class adults become
users, this respectability should logically lead to legalization.
In an age where people are permitted to carry guns without
a license, drive cars whose exhaust fumes pollute the atmos-
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phere, and drink themselves into insensibility, it does not
seem unreasonable to conclude that an adult will some (lay
be permitted to smoke marijuana legally in the privacy of

his home.

(Continued from back cover)
a better lover. You feel closer to
your partner than you would otherwise. I can feel myself actually
fusing with the other person—it
is difcult to know even anatomically What part of myself is me
and What part is the Woman. Sometimes I think of my entire body as
a sexual organ. . . .”
—Fr0m Chapter One
“The Marijuana People”
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